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ABSTRACT 

In this study, I examine ideologies of language and schooling in the Republic of 

Guinea (West Africa). The focus of this study is a specific language policy that favored 

the use of African languages in the schools as media of instruction for more than 15 years 

(1968-1984). I discuss this policy from the standpoint of elementary teachers using a 

methodological approach that combines classroom micro-ethnography, interviews, and 

historical research. The research questions that guided my inquiry are as follows: How 

do teachers remember their personal experiences with the use of African languages as 

means of instruction in the past? What are the themes of those who express positive 

experiences and how do they relate with the themes of those who express negative 

experiences? Do age, gender, level of education, and place of residency/work make a 

difference in the perspectives of teachers? This is an exploratory study that approaches 

teachers' perspectives as flexible meaning-making processes influenced by time, space, 

and audience. The theoretical framework that guides this research is informed by 

historical approaches to the study of language ideologies (Bloomaert, 1999; Ricento, 

2000; Ruiz, 1984). The findings of this study suggest that personal experiences and 

memories affect teacher beliefs and practices about language choice in the schools. For 

example, in this study teachers with experience in the classroom before 1984 appeared to 

be more sympathetic toward the use of African languages as means of instruction than 

their younger colleagues who lacked professional experience as teachers before 1984. 

Guinean teachers would have to confirm these findings for themselves through 
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systematic research in formal and informal settings. This dissertation study makes a 

modest contribution toward this end by focusing on the beliefs and practices of 

elementary teachers. Also, this dissertation study highlights the importance of including 

historical and interpretive approaches to the study of language ideologies in language 

policy studies and in teacher education programs. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is organized in two parts: In the first part, I present information 

about the country and the people of Guinea. In the second part, I include information 

about the main focus of my study, personal connections, the research questions that have 

guided my research activities, and the way that I have organized the chapters that follow. 

1.1 The country and the peoples of Guinea 

Guinea is a West African country with a population of 7,164,893 in 1996' with a 

2.8% annual rate of population growth, in a tenitory that covers 246,857 square 

kilometers. It is a maritime country with a coast of more than 300 Km along the Gulf of 

Guinea. It shares frontiers with six countries: Guinea-Bissau, Senegal, Mali, Ivory 

Coast, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. Administratively it is divided into eight regions; 

geographically it consists of four natural regions with distinct ecological and socio-

cultural characteristics: Upper Guinea, Middle Guinea, Lower Guinea, and the Forest 

Area (MEPU-EC, EFA report I, 2000). Major urban centers include Conakry (capital) in 

Lower Guinea with an estimated population of 1,091,483; Kindia also in Lower Guinea 

with 287,607 people; Kankan in Upper Guinea with 261,341 people; N'Zerekore in 

Forest Guinea with 282,772 people; and Labe in Middle Guinea with 249,515 people 

(HaiTison-Church, 2001: 582).^ 

^ Population estimates in 2003 ranged from 7,500,000 to 8,000,000 people. 

^ These population figures are drawn from the 1996 census (Harrison-Church, 2001). 
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Map 1.1. Guinea in the context of other African countries 
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Guinea is often referred to as the "mineral scandal of West Africa" for its 

conspicuous lack of economic development considering its natural and human resources 

(Devey, 1997; Dore, 1986). The strongest economic sectors are trade, mining, and agro-

pastoral activities including fishing and forestry (Harrison-Church, 2001). Based on UN 

indicators of standard of living (e.g., life expectancy: 50.6; average annual income: 590 

US $/year; illiteracy rates ranging from 55% to 82% for men and women respectively), 
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Guinea is considered as one of the poorest countries of the world today (Devey, 1997: 

10).^ Harsh living conditions are not shared equally across the country. In fact, there is 

great diversity in the socio-economic realities of different regions. It is mainly the 

northern parts of Middle and Upper Guinea, and pockets within Forest Guinea that harbor 

the greatest socio-economic disparities (P.A.D.S.E, 2000). 

In 1995, 40.3% of the population was considered to be living below poverty 

standards based on an annual income of US $ 300.00. In Upper and Middle Guinea, this 

percentage was estimated as 62 and 51 respectively; in Lower Guinea and in the Forest 

Area, it was estimated as 42 and 33 percent respectively; and in Conakry, it was around 

7%. These indicators point to different degrees of vulnerability that vary from mild to 

extremely acute outside of Conakry (P.A.D.S.E, 2000:4). 

^ Additional indicators that suggest the harshness of life 

access to drinkable water 49%; access to electricity 7%; 

98/1000 (P.A.D.S.E., 2000:27). 

for many people in Guinea are 

and an infant mortality rate of 
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1.1.1. The linguistic profile of Guinea 

Guinea is a multilingual country with at least 20 different languages. Eight of 

them are recognized as "national languages."'' These languages are Pulaar, Malinlce, 

Sosso, Kissi, Kpele, Loma, Wamey, and Onej^an. Lesser-used languages include in 

Lower Guinea: Baga, Nalu, Dialonke, Landouma, Diola, Temine, Mende, and Sarakole; 

in Middle Guinea: Badiaranke (related to Oneyan and Wamey); in Forest Guinea: 

Manon, Gere, and Kpandi (Soumah, 1998).^ 

1.1.2. Historical Overview 

In pre-colonial times Guinea was part of numerous Sudanese empires including 

the Empire of Ghana (11"' and 12^'' centuries), Mali (13^'' and 14"' centuries), and 

Songhoy (15^' to 17^*^ centuries) (Niane, 1998). Social life was organized in autonomous 

communities and in elaborate states (e.g., the theocratic state of Peulhs in Middle Guinea 

during the 18^'^ and 19*^'^ centuries and the empire of Wassoulou led by Samory Toure in 

The status of "national language" implies that a language is used by a numerical 

majority in different regions across the country; also that a language is included in the 

national and/or local radio stations (see Sano, 2001 for a recent list of hours and 

languages used in radio and TV stations). 

^Most languages spoken in Guinea belong either in the Mande or in the West Atlantic 

Family (Soumah, 1998). This facilitates curriculum development processes for the use of 

these languages in formal education settings (Bongasu 2001; Makalela, 2003). 
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Upper Guinea in the 19'^ century). In the 15'"^ century, contacts between African tuid non-

African people intensified resulting in numerous changes as far as social stratification and 

distribution of wealth are concerned (e.g., the slave trade; the religious expansion of 

Islam in Middle and Upper Guinea; the religious expansion of Christianity in Lower and 

Forest Guinea; etc.) (Davidson, 1991; Manning, 1998; Rodney, 1974). 

Toward the end of the 19"^ century, Guinea was colonized by the French for a 

period of sixty years (1898 to 1958). In terms of schooling practices, during the first 

twenty years of the colonial period there was considerable flexibility that allowed for the 

use of different languages in the schools (e.g., Arabic). This situation changed 

dramatically in the early 1920s once French colonial administrators consolidated their 

educational system (Barry, 1997; Camara, 1976; Kelly, 1991). 

French colonial education consisted of a highly centralized and elitist system that 

deepened social divisions within local societies. Oral and literate skills in French served 

various purposes at the time including access to a white system of political and economic 

control. Recruiting students among the children of local elites had lasting and 

contradictory effects.^ Some of them were played out very violently in the ten to fifteen 

^ French colonial authorities recruited students among the children of local elites but in 

many cases local elites avoided sending their own children to the French school. Instead, 

they would send the child of a family that was in a lower socio-economic position than 

theirs (e.g., local cast system) (Barry, 1997). 
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years before political independence and afterward (Barry, 1997; Bolibaugh, 1972; 

C.N.T.G, 1982; Diallo, 1993; Keita, 1984; Kelly, 1991; Yolande, 1977)7 

At the time of political independence, no post-secondary institution was available 

in Guinea (Diallo, 1993; Lacroix, 1970). Up to that point, Guinean doctors, nurses, 

pharmacists, lawyers, and teachers were trained primarily in federal schools (e.g., in 

Senegal and Mali) and in very few numbers. In the context of a colonial society ruled by 

elitist and racist policies, academic credentials were one of the few means to claim social 

status and financial privileges reserved for the white people. This created a growing 

demand for access to French-speaking schools. Few people questioned the content of 

' Many Guinean people were caught up in the ironies and tensions of this process. In the 

scope of this study, we can mention the case of the Teachers' Union that was one of the 

most active and vocal forums against colonialism before political independence. Within 

three years after political independence, in 1961, a significant part of the leadership of the 

Teachers' Union was persecuted as "anti-revolutionary" for protesting the rapid 

deterioration of their social and financial privileges compared to the colonial period (Bali, 

1996; Keita, 1984). The forceful cooptation of the Teachers' Union in the single-party of 

the First Republic created strong sentiments of contempt among those who survived 

Toure's purges and reclaimed leadership roles after the political changes of 1984 (e.g., 

Niane's quote on the "reappearance of culture" after 1984 as cited in 2.1.5; also articles, 

books, and interviews archived as electronic documents in 

wvm. campboiro. org/bibliographie). 
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instruction at that point and even less the language of instruction as a carrier of elitist and 

discriminatory practices (Bamgbose, 1991; Wa Thiong'o, 1986; 1993; Prah, 1995). 

After political independence (1958), the government addressed issues of 

(de)colonization on numerous occasions including educational reforms that aspired 

toward a "new" type of person free from colonial mentalities, (V ecole Guineene, 1979; 

Toure, 1972). These efforts were seriously compromised by clironic financial shortages 

(Dore, 1986) and internal resistance (Astone, 1998; Diallo & Vogel, 1996). 

The economic difficulties were related to a certain extent to the polarization of 

diplomatic relationships between France and Guinea at the time of political 

independence. The Guineans rejected a proposal drafted by General De Gaulle for 

political autonomy within a larger and modified French republic. The French responded 

by neglecting Guinea for the next twenty years while supporting other African countries 

with financial and technical assistance (e.g., Senegal and Ivory Coast) (Kaba, 1990; 

Manning, 1998). Diplomatic relations between France and Guinea were restored in the 

mid-1970s with sjonbolic visits to France and Guinea by their respective heads of state 

(d'Estaing and Toure respectively) (Biarnes, 1980). 

The normalization of diplomatic relations with France softened internal and 

external political tensions. Amnesty was given to Guinean dissidents living abroad and 

many people returned to Guinea in the late 1970s/early 1980s. In 1984, a major political 

transition changed the orientation of Guinea from socialism to liberalism (Campbell & 

Clapp, 1995; Glick & Sahn, 1997; Mills & Sahn, 1995). The military held power from 
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1984 to 1992. And, in 1993, Guinea organized presidential elections for the first time 

with the participation of more than 40 political parties (Raulin & Diarra, 1993). 

Ironically, the same person who prevailed as head of the military government in 

1984/1985, General Lansana Conte, was elected as President of the first civilian 

government in 1993. He was reelected in 1998, and he is expected to be reelected in 

2003 following a referendum that took place in November 2002 and eliminated age and 

other restrictions for presidential candidates. 

Misappropriation of public funds has been one of the weakest points of the 

governments in the post-1984 period. While Toure's presidency was marred by the use 

of excessive violence against real and imaginary opponents, General Conte's presidency 

has been marred by poor management skills, political nepotism, and lack of vision 

(Fatala, 2003a; 2003b). On the positive side, General Conte has maintained a climate of 

political stability in a region ravaged by long and exceptionally cruel civil wars.^ His 

critics, however, question his ability to foster peace and stability in the region and argue 

that Guinea rests on a bomb with salient ethnic divisions that carry the potential for a 

civil war. 

^ For most of the 1990s and also continuing into the 2000s, Guinea has hosted 

hundreds of thousands of refugees from Sierra Leone, Liberia, and more recently. Ivory 

Coast. Some of these people have returned to their home countries or have immigrated to 

other countries (e.g., USA, Australia, etc.). Current estimates of refugee people in 

Guinea vary from a high 600,000 to a low 300,000 people. 
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A study on the issue of ethnic violence in Guinea suggests that ethnic violence in 

Guinea tends to be limited to higher administrative circles where political and economic 

elites compete among themselves to control the state. This competition occasionally 

leads to physical violence, the imprisonment, torture, and death of political opponents, 

but for the most part, it is contained within higher political and economic circles (Barry, 

2000). This does not mean that Guinea has been immune to ethnic violence. During the 

elections of 1993 and 1998, political violence caused the death and hospitalization of 

numerous people across the country, but these events did not lead to a civil war as in 

neighboring countries (Balde, 2001). 

With respect to the public media, there is a long tradition of using local African 

languages in radio programs even before political independence. After political 

independence, the public media were monopolized by the state (Camara, 1996; Sano, 

2001). After 1990, the state allowed for the privatization of print media but it kept its 

monopoly over audio-visual media. In a country where an estimated 10 to 15% of 

Guinean people use French in their daily lives (Bague, 2002), state-controlled radio 

stations limit the ability of political parties to communicate their messages with the 

majority of eligible voters. This is an issue of continuous tension between the current 

goverimient and the political opposition especially during presidential elections. 

In political campaigns and other occasions, political leaders tend to use French 

and occasionally local African languages. Representatives of the ruling party, but also 

those of the political opposition, have been accused of igniting social unrest and ethnic 
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division on numerous occasions by communicating in French and in local African 

languages separatist messages to gain votes for their political parties (Balde, 2001). 

This brief overview of past and present political trends highlights the ironies and 

tensions associated with the use of French in formal educational settings, in political 

forums, and in the media. The challenge of Guinea today is to reinvent the role of 

French as an international language and to do so without neglecting the use of local 

African languages in education as in other social areas (Adegbija, 2000; Hague, 2002; 

Diallo, A.M. 2002; Rubagumya, 1994; Sane, 2001; Soumah, 1998). 

1.2. The focus of this study 

The focus of this study is a language-in-education policy that was implemented 

from 1968 to 1984. This is a rather unique policy that has created a precedent across 

Africa for its ambition and vision. While many African countries have used local African 

languages in formal educational settings before and after colonization, in most cases, they 

have limited the use of African languages as means of instruction in lower educational 

levels (e.g., first three to four grades of elementary school and informal schooling for 

adults). Guineans challenged the limitations of this approach and aimed toward the 

gradual use of eight African languages as means of instruction in elementary, secondary, 

and post-secondary levels (Bague, 2002; Diallo, A.M. 1999; 2002; Doualamou, 1981a; 

Soumah, 1998; Sylla, 1997). 

In many ways, this policy can be discussed as a case of formal planning (Fardon 

& Furniss, 1994) promoted by a government admired by some for its socialist orientation 
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(Carmichael & Hamilton, 1967) and disclaimed by others for its excessive use of political 

control (Diallo, 1985; Dore, 1986;). Political changes in 1984 resulted in the abrupt 

suspension of that particular policy (MEPU-EC. 1984). Ever since, French has been the 

only language of instruction used from early elementary grades to higher education. 

African languages continue to be used in adult literacy programs but with less support 

than before 1984. 

In the 1990s, a renewed interest in the use of African languages emerged in higher 

administrative circles associated with the implementation of Education for All policies 

(MINEDAF VIII, 2002; Soumah, 1998). Few initiatives have been taken toward this 

goal so far. On an experimental basis, a few NGOs have used African languages as 

means of instruction in elementary schools based on a model of transitional bilingual 

education (e.g., the work of GTZ in Middle Guinea with Pulaar and French).*^ 

1.2.1. Personal connections 

My personal interest in this topic reflects academic and professional experiences 

in (bi)literacy, classroom teaching, and classroom research. I visited Guinea for the first 

^ The GTZ is a German NGO active in the field of mother-tongue education in different 

parts of the world including Guinea; this NGO has sponsored experimental programs in 

selective areas in Middle Guinea but the results of these initiatives have not been 

integrated, in teacher education programs. Classroom teachers and student teachers 

interviewed for this study never mentioned the GTZ initiatives: Teacher educators in 

Conakry, on the other hand, seemed to be informed about them. 
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time in the fall 1999. That was a yearlong stay during which I worked as a volunteer 

with Teachers for Africa.^® It was during that year that I learned about the historical 

experience of Guinea with mother-tongue education and the lasting controversies that this 

experience has left in educational and other circles. Eventually, I returned in Ciuinea as 

an independent researcher in the spring 2001 and spring 2002 to study this historical 

experience more closely with the help of educational practitioners in elementary schools 

and teacher education centers. 

As an outside researcher, I had to face a number of challenges including linguistic 

and cultural constraints. I discuss these challenges later on in Chapter Five as they relate 

to methodological issues. In this Chapter, I would like to highlight the qualities that 

allowed me to pursue this dissertation study. 

On a personal level, I grew up in Greece, a country that struggled with the 

question of language and schooling for almost 150 years after political independence 

(1827). Throughout that time, numerous initiatives had been undertaken to use the 

vernacular language as a means of instruction in formal education settings but these 

initiatives were revoked within a short period of time (Demaras, 1984). Finally, the 

political changes of the mid/late 1970s (e.g., the end of the dictatorship in 1974 and the 

integration of Greece in the European Union in 1981) resolved the question of language 

in the schools in favor of Modern Greek or "dimotiki." (Mbouzaki, 1986). Today, 

questions of language and schooling continue to be relevant in Greece, but these 

questions are considerably different than those before 1975 reflecting on one hand the 

Check the following website for more information on that: www.ifesh.ora. 

http://www.ifesh.ora
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changing linguistic profile of the Greek society and on another hand the growing 

sensitivity among the Greek public and the Greek government toward linguistic and 

cultural minorities (EBULUL, 2002). 

Apart from personal experiences growing up in Greece at a time when the 

question of language in the schools was still a much debated issue, I spent more than ten 

years in the USA working as a bilingual and an ESL teacher in schools that serve 

predominately Spanish-speaking communities. During that time, I pursued graduate 

degrees in bilingual and multicultural education including a doctoral program with a 

specialization in the field of language policy and planning. 

Choosing the case of Guinea as the focus of my dissertation research challenged 

me to address familiar issues (e.g., multilingualism, curriculum development, teacher 

education, etc.) in unfamiliar settings. To make this task feasible within the scope of my 

doctoral program, I focused on the standpoint of elementary teachers, drawing upon what 

was familiar to me and yet different considering that the standpoint of elementary 

teachers in Guinea is not necessarily the same as the standpoint of elementary teachers in 

the USA. 

Elementary teachers in Guinea face questions of language choice and language 

use on a daily basis as part of their professional activities as do their counterparts in the 

USA. In both cases, elementary teachers occupy a unique standpoint that combines 

programmatic (formal) and pragmatic (informal) approaches to language policy and 

planning (Fardon and Furniss, 1994). 
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Guinean, elementary teachers act as gatekeepers for those who enter formal 

educational settings (elementary students). Yet, as graduates of less prestigious schools 

(e.g., teacher education programs are less prestigious than universities), elementary 

teachers face gatekeeping practices themselves by supervisors, teacher trainers, and 

politicians who question the academic and professional expertise of elementary teachers. 

In addition to that, elementary teachers are not paid well. That fact forces many of 

them to seek after-school employment in various settings such as commercial and 

agricultural activities. Elementary teachers often have individual and collective links 

with institutions (e.g., government, political parties, religious groups, extended family; 

etc.) that may align them or distance them from the official ideology of the state. These 

aspects suggest that elementary teachers constitute a rather heterogeneous group and 

therefore their perspectives about language and schooling can be very instructive as far as 

the interaction of formal and informal ideologies is concerned. 

1.2.2. Research Questions 

The research questions that I used to study the historical experience of Guinea with 

mother-tongue educationare as follows: 

*' Throughout this study, I use the term "mother-tongue education" interchangeably with 

the term of "bilingual education." Both of these terms imply the use of African 

languages as means of instruction, however, the emphasis of each term may be different 

depending upon social and historical specificities. Bilingual education tends to be 

associated with the educational experiences of linguistic, political, and/or numerical 
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• How do teachers remember their personal experiences with the use of African 

languages in the past? 

• What are the themes of those who express positive experiences and how do they 

relate with the themes of those who express negative experiences? 

• Do age, gender, level of education, and place of residency/work make a difference 

in the perspectives of elementary teachers and student teachers regarding the use 

of African languages as means of instruction? 

1.2.3. Organization of remaining chapters 

In the following chapters I have organized information related to this study as 

follows: In Chapter Two, I present information about educational reforms in Guinea. 

Chapter Three is devoted to the review of literature on the concepts of ideology and 

ideologies of language and schooling. A review literature about the study of teachers' 

perspectives is covered in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, I state the methods and 

procedures used in this dissertation study. Chapter Six is a summary of the findings from 

classroom observations, teachers' interviews, and written surveys. In Chapter Seven, I 

discuss themes of possible significance related to these findings. Finally, in Chapter 

minorities in the USA and other affluent countries (e.g., Canada); mother-tongue 

education tends to be associated with the educational experience of the majority of people 

in previously colonized countries in Africa and elsewhere (Brock-Utne, 2001; Skutnabb-

Kangas, 2000). 
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Eight, I state the possible contributions of this study to the fields of teacher education and 

language-policy and planning. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PAST AND CURRENT EDUCATIONAL REFORMS 

This chapter is organized in two parts: The first part reviews general trends about 

the growth of formal schooling in Guinea. The second part offers examples of recent 

educational reforms in teacher education and private publishing. 

2.1. The growth of formal schooling in Guinea. 

There are numerous sources on the state of education in Guinea including the 

Ministry of Education, INRAP (the National Institute of Research in Education), 

UNESCO, the World Bank, and their numerous affiliates (AED: Academy of Educational 

Development; ADEA: Association pour le developpement de 1' education en Afrique; 

IIPE: Institut International de Planification de I' Education; etc.). 

Documented in these sources are the chronic needs and the impressive successes 

of the Guinean people to create, sustain, and expand a national educational system that 

12 could meet the needs and interests of individual people and the country as a whole. 

This is an ongoing effort and as such it continues to frame most discussions about 

language and schooling in Guinea. Guineans share with other African people similar 

educational experiences and more specifically an impressive quantitative growth of their 

formal educational system in the 1960s followed by major stalemates in the 1970s and 

1980s (Bague, 2002; Diallo, 1995; Sano, 2001). 

For a systematic overview of the educational system in Guinea after political 

independence see the following sources: AED 1999; Bah-Lalya, 1991. 
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These stalemates are often described with the visual metaphor of the "inverse 

pyramid" of schooling (Bah-Lalya, 1991; Dore, 1986; MEPU-EC, 1981, 2000). The 

"inverse pyramid" of schooling consisted of a disproportional growth of secondary and 

post-secondary school graduates in relation to the number of school graduates of 

elementary schools. From an economic perspective, this discrepancy is interpreted as a 

liability because it is much more expensive to educate one individual student at 

secondary and post-secondary levels than in elementary schools (Bernell, 1996; Diallo, 

1995). 

In relation to the quantitative growth of formal schooling, two years before 

political independence, in 1956, gross rates of school attendance were estimated at 9.2%. 

This was significantly lower than Senegal and Ivory Coast at the time; 20.7% and 19.8% 

respectively (Lacroix, 1970:5). By 1963, Guineans had raised these numbers to 29% 

(1970:6) but they were unable to raise them again to attain universal primary schooling 

by 1980. 

In secondary schools, the actual number of secondary students in 1957/1958 was 

2,547. In 1963, they had reached 10,398 (1970:6). By 1969/1970, secondary students 

Amadou Sadio Diallo has cited these costs for 1990 as follows: 600,000 GF 

(approximately 300 US $) for a university student as opposed to 12,000 GF (6 US $) for 

an elementary student; the World Bank statistics for a total of 26 African countries in 

1990 was 54 US $ for an elementary student, 195 US $ for a secondary student, and 

2,043 US $ for a university student (Diallo, 1995, 20). 
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including technical schools represented 10% of the targeted population (ages 13 to 20) 

(1970:7). In time, the growth of the secondary sector was assessed as a liability because 

neither the local economies nor the universities could absorb what was perceived as a 

disproportional number of secondary graduates (Banque Mondiale, 1981; MEPU-EC, 

1981). Responding to these challenges, the government adopted policies that aimed 

toward a stricter selection of candidates (e.g., use of multiple examinations). 

The political changes of 1984 intensified these selective processes by using 

French as the official language of instruction in elementary schools. Five to six years 

later, the government was faced with a situation in which demand for elementary schools 

had dropped almost two digits on a national level, from 30,8% in 1984 to 28,6% in 1990 

(L' education en chifres, 1998). This led to the re-organization of the educational sector 

through the use of a series of structural adjustment programs funded by the World Bank 

and other international lenders/donors (LE PASE, 2000). 

The reorganization of the educational sector in 1989/1990 gave preference to 

basic education for children ages 7 to 12 and vocational education for adults. Within ten 

years, rates of gross enrollment in elementary schools doubled reaching 53%) in 1999 and 

an estimated 60% in 2002 (MEPU-EC: INRAP-IDEC, 2001).'^ The quantitative growth 

^"^These statistics hide significant differences for different groups of students; 

indicatively, we can mention that in 1989, 40%) of boys attended school as opposed to 

17% of girls; in 1999, these numbers were 67% for boys and 39% for girls. Also 
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of the eleraentaiy sector is often discussed as a "success story" in Education for All 

forums that have provided considerable financial and technical support to the Guinean 

government throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. Nonetheless, the case of Guinea is 

also deeply frustrating for several reasons. 

The goal to achieve universal primary education by 2010/1015 has made available 

very little resources for the development of higher education. This has raised serious 

questions about the sustainability of the formal education system and the growth of 

independent research capabilities in Guinea (Brock-Utne, 1996; Mazrui, 1991; Samoff, 

1993).^^ 

rural/urban differences are important, reflecting the economic discrepancies between the 

City of Conakry, other virban areas, and the countryside (MEPU-EC: INRAP-IDEC, 

2001). 

There is a major discrepancy between the educational priorities as set by the 

govermnent in favor of basic education and the priorities of individual students and their 

families for access to higher levels of schooling. Recurrent student protests since the 

early 1990s suggest that the EFA model as implemented in Guinea is not necessarily a 

"success story" but a story filled with contradictions and tensions that for the most part 

have been suppressed. Secondary and post-secondary students tend to make modest 

requests such as the hiring of teachers with adequate academic credentials; the 

maintenance of the available infrastructure and the construction of new facilities (e.g., 

classrooms, laboratories, and dormitories); and the raise of student stipends for those 
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Beyond that, the goal of achieving universal primary schooling in the next ten to 

fifteen years has made increased demands for physical and financial resources on the 

government and the people. The government has responded to this challenge by 

promoting the privatization of the educational sector. Actually, a significant number of 

students in Conakry and other urban centers attend private schools however, the great 

majority of students nationwide, still, attend public schools. In this sense, the state 

continues to be a major source of financial support for access to elementary, secondary, 

and post-secondary schooling. 

admitted to the university. The government has responded to these demands with an 

arbitrary use of power that has led to numerous cases of violations of basic human rights 

(e.g., the military occupation of the University of Kankan in 2002/2003 that led to the 

death of two students and the hospitalization of many others (Diallo, I. S. 2002; Diallo & 

Diallo, 2003; Federici, Caffentzis, & Ousseina, 2000). 

For example, in 2000, in the City of Conakry, 37% of the available infrastructure 

belonged in the private sector. Kankan, Kindia, Boke, and N'zerekore had percentages 

that ranged between 13% and 10%. In other areas, private schools had not yet made a 

significance presence (e.g., Labe 5%, Mamaou 6%, and Faranah 2%) (MEPU-EC: 

INRAP-IDEC, 2001). 

^^The government spends 25 to 30% of the national budget on education and that is used 

primarily to pay teachers' salaries, to build new schools, and to buy textbooks (Bah-

Diallo, 1997; MEPU-EC: 2000a). 
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Additional concerns that raised serious questions about the successful 

implementation of EFA guidelines in Guinea include the growing rates of retention and 

dropout in elementary schools. For example, in 1991 and 1998, retention rates were 

estimated in 22% to 26% respectively. When examined by grade, in 1998, retention 

grades were 25% in grade and 44%) in 5"^ grade (EFA-Guinea, Rapport I, p: 14/14). 

Dropout rates for 1998 were calculated at 22%) with significant differences 

between boys and girls across the country. The City of Conakry was the only place 

where students attending s"' grade exceeded 100% (114%).'^ In the rest of the country, 

there were places with low 60% (Nzerekore, Faranah, and Labe) and low 70% (Kankan 

and Mamou) rates. Among girls these percentages were even lower (e.g., 51%) for 

Faranah and 52% for Nzerekore). 

These statistics indicate how important but also how challenging it is for Guinean 

elementary students to complete basic education (grades one to six of elementary 

education). In response to the retention and dropout rates in elementary schools, the 

Ministry of Education has promoted a series of curriculum reforms focusing on the 

professional development of in-service and pre-service teachers and the development of 

According to the Ministry of Education, the percentage of Conakry exceeds 100% 

because children attending kindergarten are sometimes registered directly in 2"'^ grade; 

also students transferring from the interior of the country and from abroad tire at a higher 

level than their classmates in 3'^'', 4"^, and 5"^ grades (EFA-Guinea, Rapport II, p:l/8). 
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curriculum material. The scope of these reforms and their effectiveness are limited 

because of continuous socio-economic challenges.'^ 

2.2. Recruiting new teachers and (re)training old ones. 

In this section I discuss three cases related to professional development and the 

recruitment of elementary teachers. 

2.2.1. Introducing teacher research in the elementary schools 

In the mid-1990s, the Ministry of Education in consultation with Michigan State 

University and the World Bank initiated a teacher education program for classroom 

teachers aimed toward the (re)training of teachers in newly adapted methodologies 

20 (student-centered learning). This program is known as PPSE. 

The PPSE offers teachers technical and financial support to initiate teacher 

research activities at the classroom level. Once a year, teachers from across the country 

It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss in-depth the socio-economic challenges 

that have hindered the development of a self-sufficient educational system in Guinea. 

Guinea shares with many other countries in and out of Africa similar challenges. For 

more information on that see Bello, 2001; Carmichael & Hamilton, 1967; Chinweizu, 

1974; Escobar, 1995; George, 1988; 2001; Manning, 1987; M'buyinga, 1975; Salih, 

2001; Samir, 1973; 1998. 

In English; Program of small interventions in the elementary schools. 
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are invited to submit proposals to examine a particular issue related to student learning 

(e.g., the use of manipulatives for mathematics or the use of children's literature for 

literacy development in early elementary grades). Teachers receive assistance from 

curriculum specialists to write their proposals. Then, a national committee reviews the 

available proposals and funds those that are the most promising. The funded proposals 

receive a US $ 500.00 award to buy material for their project. During the course of the 

year, teachers meet once a month with a curriculum specialist to discuss the progress of 

their project. At the end of the school year, they participate in regional and/or national 

forums where they present the results of their inquiries. 

The uniqueness of the PPSE is that it is based on action research methodologies, 

and it lasts more than a few days or weeks. This is a program that asks for a yearlong 

commitment during which teachers are expected to meet with their colleagues to discuss 

the progress of their project. The voluntary and competitive elements of this program 

make it attractive to many teachers. In general, most teachers approach the PPSE as an 

opportunity to learn more about teaching and learning and as a possible avenue to pursue 

their interests for professional advancement (Diallo, Camara, Scwhille, Dembele, & Bah, 

2001). 

The PPSE started as an experimental project modeled first with a few schools and 

then slowly but gradually expanded in the rest of the country. For the last three years, it 

has become available to all the teachers in Guinea but not all teachers get to participate 

because of funding constraints. The success of the PPSE program has created a model for 

future experimentations on different issues (e.g., mother-tongue education). The major 
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limitation of this program is that it is not connected with a higher education degree, and 

therefore, it does not offer possibilities for professional advancement to elementary 

teachers. 

On the positive side, the PPSE has strengthened administrative and professional 

links between classroom teachers, curriculum specialists, and local researchers (e.g., 

university students and professors interested to explore classroom realities often referred 

to as the "black box" of education). In this sense, the PPSE has created a space in which 

teachers can negotiate their demands with other educational practitioners and reseai'chers. 

This space however is contingent to availability of funds; teachers often express concerns 

about the continuation of the program once the foreign assistance (fmancial and 

technical) ends. 

2.2.2 Recruiting new teachers 

In 1998, Guinea introduced a new teacher education program known as the FIMG 

(Diallo & Trahan, 2000). This program reduced the number of yeai's of initial teacher 

training from tliree to two^' and increased the minimum academic credentials of the 

The first year consists of course work and practical experience and the second year 

consists of practical experience under the guidance of a mentor teacher; student teachers 

are awarded their teaching certificates upon successful completion of the second year of 

full-time practicum. 
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applicants (BACI for women and BACH for men).^^ Content-wise, the FIMG offers to 

pre-service teachers introductory notions of the socio-constructivist approach to learning 

as developed in Guinea by Guinean and Canadian experts. 

The biggest challenge of the FIMG is to recruit adequate mimbers of qualified 

student teachers on an annual basis. At the time of this study, (Spring 2001 and Spring 

2002), there were five FIMG centers in Guinea: Conakry, Kindia, Kankan, Labe, and 

Nzerekore with an estimated 250 to 300 student teachers each. The need for new 

elementary teachers in 2001 was 3,144 (MEPU-EC, 2000:27). This is double the number 

that the FIMG centers were able to supply. 

R.ecruiting highly qualified student teachers is very crucial to the successful 

implementation of EFA policies but the present socio-economic conditions work against 

this goal. Working as an elementary teacher does not offer adequate incentives for 

economic and/or professional advancement so not very many people with the minimum 

qualifications as set by the government apply for these jobs. In the early 1990s, when 

the EFA reforms were still in their initial phase, the government had actually to use a 

politically risky strategy to recruit teachers for elementary schools known as the 

"redeplojmient of secondary teachers." 

The assumption that guided this change was that applicants with higher academic 

credentials would be in a better position to benefit from this intensive pre-service course 

that reduced significantly the coursework elementary teachers are required to take for 

certification purposes. 
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2.2.3. The redeployment of secondary teachers 

The redeployment of secondary teachers points to the tensions involved in the 

implementation of EFA guidelines when the working and living conditions of elementary 

teachers are below the expectations of most school graduates. Officially, the 

redeployment of secondary teachers took place in 1992/1993, but in reality, it started long 

before that, during the First Republic when the previous government of Guinea was faced' 

0 
with the double priority of recruiting elementary and secondary teachers. 

Recruiting secondary teachers was particularly challenging in the first years after 

political independence for the obvious reason that up to that point, higher levels of 

schooling were limited to a few secondary schools and technical schools. In mid-1960s, 

the government expanded lower secondary education by creating a number of new 

schools known as "centers of rural instruction" or C.E.R. 

At the time of political independence (1958), there was no teacher education 

program in Guinea. Up to that point, elementary and secondary teachers were educated 

in federal colonial schools in Senegal and elsewhere. In 1962, four schools opened for 

the preparation of elementary teachers in Guinea (ENP: Ecole Nonnale du Primaire) and 

one school for secondary teachers (ENS: Ecole Normale Secondaire) (Diallo, 1993). 

Eight years later, in 1970, the ENPs were replaced with the ENI: Ecoles Normales d' 

Instituteurs. In 1973, each ENI specialized in the African languages of its region (e.g., 

ENI of Pita in Pulaar, Oneyan, and Wamey; ENI of Dabadou in Maninka; ENI of Koba in 

Sosso; and ENI of Gueckedou in Loma, Kpelewoo, and Kisie) (Soumah, 1998). By 

1984, these schools had certified 7807 elementary teachers (Diallo, 1993). 
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Eventually, the C.E.R.s were integrated in a larger socio-political reform, the 

Cultural Revolution of 1968 and they were renamed from "centers of rural education" to 

"centers of revolutionary education" (the same acronym was used for both of them: 

C.E.R.). Briefly, the C.E.R.s expanded opportunities for lower secondary schooling in 

the countryside but in ways that raised serious questions about the academic standards of 

lower secondary schooling. Many people resented the use of cultural and athletic 

competitions as part of the official curriculum of the schools. Also, many people 

resented the use of production work in the schools and the teaching of subject areas with 

less academic prestige (e.g., agronomy and ideology). 

To recruit secondary teachers for these new subjects, the government offered to 

elementary teachers the option to take professional exams that qualified them to teach at 

Production work aimed toward the self-sufficiency of schools as economic and cultural 

units (U Ecole Guineene ou Centre d' Education Revolutionaire. 1979; Lacroix, 1970). 

This was one of the most contested aspects of formal schooling in the First Republic and 

it did not survive the political changes of 1984 (MEPU-EC, 1984). The use of African 

languages in the schools as means of instruction during the First Republic is often linked 

with production work; several teachers and student teachers interviewed for this study 

associated mother tongue education with production work and in several cases expressed 

resentment for both of them (see 6.2.5. Education is Good!). Closer ethnographic work 

could examine the extent to which elementary teachers link these two programs as major 

components of the educational reforms of the First Republic. 
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the secondaiy level. Those who passed the exams and were employed as secondary 

teachers were able to keep their jobs after 1984. 

The modification of the curriculum in 1984 eliminated the teaching of agronomy 

and ideology. Teachers assigned to these classes even if they did not have the minimum 

academic credentials (a university degree) were reassigned to other areas (e.g., biology 

and citizenship classes). These teachers were among the first to be redeployed in 

1992/1993. Other secondary teachers targeted for redeployment included those assigned 

to classrooms with more than one teacher and teachers who had not been assigned to a 

classroom (Conde & Sow, 2001). 

The implementation of the first EFA reforms in 1990 challenged the government 

to build nev/ schools and to hire new teachers. Considering the profits involved in 

construction, building new schools proved to be a lesser challenge than recruiting new 

teachers. Also, the government could not hire new teachers because of restrictive hiring 

policies associated with the first structural adjustment program of 1986/1987 (Conde & 

Sow, 2001; Mills & Sahn. 1995). 

At this point, the Ministry of Education problematized the case of secondary 

teachers who lacked the academic qualifications (university degree) to teach in secondary 

schools. Through the use of a national campaign and the mobilization of the public 

media (radio and TV included), the government was able to redeploy 1800 secondary 

teachers in various elementary schools across the country. 

Difficulties to recruit highly qualified teachers for elementary teachers have 

persisted throughout the 1990s. The government has responded to this challenge by 
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recruiting teachers on a temporary basis, by placing more emphasis on continuous 

professional development than initial teaching preparation courses, and by promoting the 

use of alternative educational materials (textbooks, visual aides, and distance learning) 

that model different types of instruction for literacy, math, and second language learning. 

With respect to the production and distribution of textbooks, the privatization of 

the economy in the late 1980s/early 1990s has created considerable possibilities but also 

tensions. 

2.3. Publishing in the Third Republic (1992 to present) 

In the early 1990s, constitutional amendments led to the establishment of several 

private publishers who have been interested in the production and distribution of 

textbooks, however, their ability to play a central role in this market is limited because of 

the uneven competition that they face form foreign publishers with vested interests in the 

production of textbooks across Africa (Altbach, 1991; Priestley, C. 2002; Rea, 1976; 

Read, Demning, & Bontoux, 2001; Sow, 2001). Most of the local publishers specialize 

in children and adult literature and educational aides for students and teachers (e.g., 

booklets with exercises for different grades and subject areas). 

The first private publisher in the post-1984 period was SAEC (Societe Africaine 

d' Edition et de Communication). SAEC was established in 1990 with an explicit interest 

in developing a national literature for children and adults produced by local writers. The 
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following quote summarizes the views of the founder of SAEC about culture in relation 

to print: 

LE LIVRE FAIT SA REAPPARITION EN GUINEE. 

Le temps n' est plus ou la phraseologie revolutionnaire 

enseignait que le peuple est le grand livre de savoir. 

Le Heme Republique a bel et bien reintronise la culture. 

II faut toutefois constater que les ecrivains sont reduits 

au silence, car faute d' edition, ils n' ont que tres peu 

de chance de voir un jour leurs oeuvres publiees 

(Niane, 1992:121).^^ 

This quote convey s the idea that culture as a literate form of communication had 

disappeared during the First Republic. In a rather polemic way, Niane argues that the 

First Republic favored informal knowledge over the systematic production of books. 

This critic targets the censorship practices of the First Republic during which not only 

The English translation of this quote is as follows: THE BOOK HAS M ADE ITS 

REAPPEARANCE IN GUINEA. We don't live any more at a time when the 

revolutionary phraseology taught (us) that the big book of knowledge is the people. The 

Second Republic has re-enthroned culture. Nevertheless, we should recognize that the 

writers have been reduced to silence, because without any publishing houses, they have 

very little chance to see their works published. 
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literate but also oral forms of communication were controlled (Camara, 1996). A less 

polemic approach to this issue highlights the continuous difficulties people have faced 

since the First Republic to produce and distribute books (Wann, 1997). 

In his discussion of "forty years of educational books in Guinea," Wann traces the 

development of books in French and African languages during the First Republic and 

argues that as far as educational books were concerned, the government of those times 

produced a certain number of books to cover the immediate needs of its educational 

system. The problem was that these books were often produced late and never in 

sufficient quantities. By comparing past and present trends in the production of 

educational books, Wann argues that local writers face continuous difficulties to publish 

their books and to have their books distributed in local markets. 

Low literacy rates among adults and the low consuming power of the society at 

large continue to interfere with the production and distribution of books in Guinea. Also, 

in the present circumstances, the government has not taken an explicit approach toward 

the development of a "national reading culture" and so there is a lack of congruency 

between what the government says that it will do and finally does. Books imported from 

abroad (e.g., Le Flamboyant. 1997) for elementary grades have stalled the production of 

books written by local writers (e.g., Langage-Lecture, 1992 which is a modification of a 

book originally produced in the First Republic and used to teach French to 3'^'^ graders: 

Boniour Fanta. Boniour Fode!. 1983). 

The recent trends in the field of private publishing during the Third Republic 

reinforce the main theme of this chapter about the difficulties but also the successes of 
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the Guinean people to create a formal educational system that could serve their needs and 

interests. This process involves the interaction of different social actors in formal and 

informal settings and is influenced by different ideologies used by different people and 

for different purposes (e.g., use French as a means of colonizing people but also use 

French to fight colonialism). In the following chapter, I discuss different approaches to 

the study of ideology and I trace the emergence of specific ideologies of language and 

schooling in Guinea after political independence. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE STUDY OF IDEOLOGY 

In the first two sections of this chapter, I review literature related to the concepts 

of "ideology" and "language ideology." In the last two sections, I review different 

ideologies of language and schooling in Guinea after political independence and I provide 

a summary of emerging themes related to this dissertation study. 

3.1. Ideology 

Ideology is a term with multiple uses and histories. Its origins have been traced in 

late 1century in France and the interest to create a universal science of ideas (Gee, 

1996). Later Marx used ideology to differentiate between German idealism and the 

political philosophy of materialism. Marx defined ideology as false consciousness or 

ideas used to hide the political and economic interests of political elites (e.g., the church 

and the emerging bourgeois state). According to Marx, all social groups use ideas to 

promote their political and economic interests but social groups with access to legal and 

military power are in an advantageous position in relation to other social groups to do so 

(Marx & Engels, 1991). 

In the 20^'' century, Gramsci and Althusser among others explored the use of 

coercive and non-coercive means in the process of legitimizing the ideologies of 

privileged groups (e.g., political elites). Gramsci and Althusser both used the state as a 

point of reference to discuss how marginalized and oppressed people can challenged the 
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legitimacy of the status-quo (e.g., challenge the commonsensical element of state 

ideologies). 

Gramsci is often cited as an advocate of informal politics (the role of the organic 

intellectual in articulating in political discourses the interests of marginalized people), 

while Althusser is cited as an advocate of formal politics (the role of the proletarian 

state). This distinction is based on a simplified dichotomy between formal and informal 

spaces that does not necessarily cover the whole spectrum of the positions developed by 

Gramsci and Althusser (Althusser, 1990; Barrett, 1994; Gramsci, 1992; Kang, 1995). 

The role of minoritized people in the (re)production of national identities has 

received considerable attention by those who challenge the hegemony of the state in 

political and academic terms (Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 1994; Bello, 2001; 

Fairclough, 1992; Gee, 1996; George, 2001; Smith, 1999; Street, 1995; Woolard, 1998). 

The commonsensical use of state ideologies continues to be one of the most salient ways 

that political and economic elites use to (re)produce their privileges in national and 

international settings (Eagleton, 1991; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Zizek, 1989, 1994, 2001). 

At the same time, a growing interest has emerged to understand how less privileged 

groups intervene in this process to (re)produce their own version of history and social 

practice (e.g., studies on social memory and social literacies ) (Gee, 1996; Smith, 1999; 

Street, 1995). 

The multiplicity of perspectives on ideology has led many writers to replace 

ideology with "discourse" (Bourdieux & Eagleton, 1994). Discourse analysis has created 

an alternative space in traditional academic settings (e.g., Western universities) to explore 
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non-European perspectives on issues related to ideology (e.g., identity, the reunification 

of secular and spiritual spaces, etc.) (Smith, 1999; Semali & fCincheloe, 1999). 

There is considerable tension between those who approach ideologies as "power 

struggles central to a whole form of social life" (Zizek as cited by Eagleton, 1991:8) and 

those who approach ideology as any set of beliefs and practices regardless of political, 

economic, and cultural dynamics. Often, ideology appears to be indistinguishable from 

culture, social orientations, worldviews, and perspectives. There are significant 

differences among these terms however with theoretical and methodological implications. 

For example, the relationship between ideology and culture can be defined as a part to 

whole relationship based on the following definition of culture: 

... [culture is ] the semantic space where polyvalent and contested 

ideologies may grow to be relatively explicit worldviews or counter-ideologies ... 

that field of signs and practices in which humans construct and represent 

themselves and others, their societies, and their histories (Comaroff & Comaroff, 

1992:27). 

To examine the relationship between conflicting and congruent ideologies, the 

Comaroffs proposed the use of historical ethnography. Historical ethnographers examine 

the dialectics between history and culture and are particularly concerned with the 
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empiricist potential of ethnographic research (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1992). 

Researchers in other fields of study also share this concern. 

Bloomaert and his colleagues have proposed a historical approach to the study of 

language ideologies to focus on the interaction of different social actors, in different 

historical times (Bloomaert, 1999). Building upon Braudel's notion of history for "a 

layered and multiple concept of time" (1999:3), Bloomaert argues that language 

ideologies tend to be overlapping and simultaneous. To study language ideololgies, 

Bloomaert proposes the following method: 

I am advocating a type of materialism which should replace the 

current idealism characterizing the use of ideational concepts, but 

which should not lapse into too rigid interpretations of Marxism as 

economism. What I mean by materialism is an ethnographic eye 

for the real historical actors, their interests, their alliances, their 

practices, and where they come from, in relation to the discourses 

they produce - where discourse is in itself seen as a crucial symbolic 

resource onto which people project their interests, ai'ound which they 

can construct alliances, on and through which they exercise power. 

Power (including the (re)production of ideology) must be identified 

as a form of practice, historically contingent and socially embedded. 

(Bloomaert, 1999:7). 
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3.2. Ideologies of Language and Scfiooling. 

3.2.1. From the field of Language Policy and Planning (LPP) 

Examples of language ideologies include purity, assimilation, and pluralism 

(Bamgbose, 1991; Fishman 1989; Freire & Macedo, 1987). These ideologies share the 

same political goal; the (re)defmition of power relations among different social groups 

based on language choice and language vise. Cobarrubias has expressed this idea in the 

following definition. 

Language ideologies represent a [different] mode of treatment of 

one language group with respect to another [that] ordinarily involves judgments 

as to what is right or wrong. Also, [these] ideologies involve frames of references 

pertaining to an ideal social group that will evolve, 

at some future time, from the segment of reality to which the ideology is being 

applied (Cobarrabias, 1983:63). 

Cobarrubias used this definition of language ideologies to explore the ethical 

dimensions of language policy and planning (LPP) in the USA. He examined ideologies 

of assimilation and pluralism in different historical periods and argued that the political 

system of the US can respond to the linguistic and cultural needs of different 
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communities provided tliat LPP is guided by ethical standards as opposed to the interests 

of the market. 

Also, in the context of the USA, Fishman (1989) and Ruiz (1984) pointed out that 

in periods of economic constraints, ideologies of assimilation prevail as opposed to 

periods of economic growth that provide favorable conditions for the development of 

ideologies of pluralism. Ideologies of assimilation tend to present language as a "closed" 

system of communication; a system inherited by the founders of an "imagined 

community", and a system that needs to be protected with explicit policies and practices 

(e.g., standardized orthographies; frequent revisions of the lexicon; etc). In contrast, 

ideologies of pluralism present language as a system of communication open to change 

by virtue of language contact phenomena (e.g., the plasticity argument). 

Ethical standards may include orientations that approach language as a resource 

instead of a problem (Bamgbose, 2000; Ruiz, 1984). Also, ethical standards may include 

an ecological approach to linguistic and cultural diversity (Kaplan and Baldauf 1997; 

Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000). Defining ethical standards for the implementation of certain 

language policies over others is an on-going process of political struggle (Bamgbose, 

1991; Cobarrubias, 1983; Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson 1994). This process depends 

upon national and international alliances that ideally use professional expertise to 

promote endogenous interests (the interests of local communities threatened by linguistic 

genocide) (Hill, 2002; Smith, 1999). 

Expanding social justice to include notions about "linguistic human rights" 

(Skutnabb -Kangas, 2000; Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson, 1994) is a processes filled 
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with tensions and contradictions many of which relate to the (re)production of language 

ideologies. To resolve these tensions it would be necessary to identify the people and the 

processes through which power and authority are (re)produced in larger historical frames 

that include the present. As Bloomaert among others has suggested using a historical 

approach to language ideologies creates a space of possibility to transcend the limitations 

of formal language policies linked with different histories of occupation and colonization 

(Bloomaert, 1999). In the following section, 1 discuss the case of different ideologies that-

played an instrumental role in the anti-colonization struggles of African people. 

3.2.2. From the Field of African Studies 

Following political independence, many African governments opted for the use of 

language-in-education policies that favored ex-colonial languages while at the same time 

offered some incentives toward the development of African languages. Since the mid-

1960s, niunerous regional and cross-continental initiatives were undertaken to develop 

African alphabets, reference tools in African languages, and local literatures (e.g., the 

conferences of Bamako in 1966, Lagos in 1976, Harare in 1981, Accra in 1996, and the 

most recent initiative by the Ministers of Education in Africa in 2002) (Bamgbose, 1991 

& 2000; MINEDAF VIII, 2002; Yao, 1998). 

The thrust of these initiatives is that in principle, there is no conflict between 

African and international languages. African people and African societies have always 

functioned in pluralistic contexts where different languages have been used for different 
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purposes (literate and non-literate) (Akinnaso, 1992). Still, the major challenge of formal 

educational systems across Africa today is the inclusion of African languages in the 

schools as means of instruction (Bamgbose, 2000; Brock-Utne, 2001; Prah, 1995). 

In the past, African governments responded to this challenge with the enactment 

of political ideologies that defined formal schooling as a powerful strategy for the 

decolonization of African cultures. Examples of these approaches include Toure's 

scientific socialism; Nkruma's consciencism, and Nyerere's Ujaama (Hallen, 2002; 

Maxima, 1970; Nyerere, 1968; Thompson, 2000; Toure, 1972). In retrospect, these 

ideologies failed to deliver their promises in the span of the first twenty to twenty five 

years after political independence. According to Thompson: 

... all these ideologies had the same result: the centralization of power 

in the hands of a bureaucratic and political elite. Although many African 

leaders were sincere about their commitment to their chosen ideology, 

the inequality that grew between state and civil society left these leaders 

open to the charge that they were merely attempting to hide exploitative 

behavior tlirough the creation of "false consciousness" among the masses 

(2000, 47). 

^^The political writings of Toure, Nyerere, and N'Kruma continue to be relevant today as 

many people, African and non-African alike, use them as references to their own 

struggles for social justice and peace. 
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Single-party governments came under massive attack in the mid-1980s under the 

name of a different political discourse that favored the privatization of national 

economies and the decentralization of national political systems. These trends have 

challenged representatives from different political and professional communities to 

renegotiate the terms of their cohabitation in political, economic, and linguistic contexts. 

The study of ideological debates can contribute into a finer understanding of these 

processes and eventually lead to the development of policies and practices that would 

foster a fair distribution of wealth among speakers of different linguistic communities. 

For example, Meewis has compared two cases of ideological debates about 

language and schooling in Congo: One developed during the colonial time and 

sponsored by the Flemish missionaries and one developed after political independence 

and sponsored by the government of Mobutu. In both debates, colonial missionaries and 

postcolonial elites promoted language policies and practices that contradicted the way 

that people used language(s) in their daily lives. 

The case of the postcolonial elites is particularly interesting because it points to 

the tensions that can result from programmatic initiatives to language and schooling when 

these initiatives do not take into consideration the responses of the different social actors. 

In the case of Congo, Mobutu had sponsored a series of "authenticity" campaigns for the 

revalorization of African names (e.g., people were asked to replace obligatory European 

with African names) but he had not questioned the use of French as the dominant 

language of instruction in the schools. Eventually, this created a lot of friction between 
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the government and a group of intellectuals who criticized Mobutu as inconsistent in his 

promotion of "African authenticity" in certain areas and not others (Meeuwis, 1999). 

This case indicates that privileged social actors as defined by economic, political, 

and academic status do not necessarily constitute a homogeneous group. In this respect, 

the case of Congo is similar to the case of Guinea during the First Republic only that in 

the case of Guinea the government opted for the use of African languages in the schools 

and faced the resistance of different social sectors. 

3.3. The case of Guinea. 

The political history of Guinea after political independence is often divided into 

three parts: First, Second and Third Republics. I have used this periodization of political 

history in Guinea to present information about language-in-education policies after 

political discussion. 

3.3.1 First Republic 1958 - 1984. 

In the first ten years after political independence, French continued to be the only 

language of instruction in formal education but throughout that time several initiatives 

were used to include local African languages as languages of instruction in adult 
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education programs (Sano, 2001; Soumah, 1998).^^ These initiatives were developed 

within the context of intergovernmental settings sponsored by UNESCO and other 

international sponsors (e.g., the Conference of Bamako in 1996 that favored the use of 

Latin scripts for the standardization of African languages) (Yao, 1998). 

The introduction of African languages in formal educational settings started in 

1968 and formed part of a larger socio-political initiative known as the Cultural 

Revolution. The Cultural Revolution was an effort to systematize political, economic, 

educational, and social reforms that had already put in place after political independence. 

These reforms had favored a socialist alternative to economic development and aspired 

toward the revalorization of African languages and cultures. Political and economic 

circumstances rendered the implementation of these reforms very difficult and eventually 

trivialized them as more and more people evaded them through passive resistance (Dore, 

1986). 

With respect to the language-in-education policy of 1968, those who had the 

economic means would hire French tutors to teach their children French and in French or 

even send their children to study abroad. Those who did not have the economic means to 

hire French tutors for their children, in many cases would keep their children at home 

^'Originally eight languages were used in formal schooling: Pulaar, Malinke, Sosso, 

Kissi, Guerze, Loma, Basari, and Koniagui. Later on, Basari and Koniagui were dropped 

at the request of local communities who preferred to use Pulaar as language of instruction' 

(the dominant African language in their area) (Soumah, 1998). 
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claiming that schooling in African languages did not carry the same prestige as schooling 

in French. As Sane mentions, 

L' enseignement dans les langues guineennes etait devenu une 

affaire du bas-peuple tandis qu' a 1' autre bout du tunnel des 

dignitaires, des hauts cadres et des nantis avaient simplement 

mis leur enfants et proteges a 1' abri du « marasme pedagogique: 

cree, disait-on, par la reforme educative au triple nom de bapteme : 

« Bala la baa keraba », « Boboti booti oto », « koko lala » (Sano, 

2001 :20).^^ 

Sano's quote reveals the lack of commitment by the political elites during the 

First Republic for the educational policy that had favored the use of African languages in 

the schools. The euphemisms of "Bala la baa kereba," "Boboti booti oto," and "koko 

lala" have had a lasting effect in the discourses of Guinean people about language choice 

in the schools. They were particularly strong in the first years of the Second Republic 

The English translation of this quote is: Schooling in Guinean languages became the 

affair of poor people, while on the other end of the tunnel the higher administrative 

officers and the wealthy people protected their children and their friends (proteges) from 

the educational stagnation that had been created as a result of an educational reform that 

carried three names: "Bala la baa kereba," "Boboti booti oto," and "koko lala." (These 

three names were euphemisms for those who learned in African languages as opposed to 

French). 



(1984 to 1992) and they are still evoked in different contexts where people discuss 

questions about language choice in the schools (see interviews and editorials in local 

newspapers such as the LYNX and Independenf). 

3.3.2. Second Republic 1984- 1992. 

Debates about language and schooling in the Second Republic emphasized 

issues related to quality of schooling. In the first months that followed the political 

transition of 1984, the use of African languages in the schools was associated with lower 

academic achievement despite the fact that no evaluation study was done to verify these 

beliefs (Soumah, 1998). The policy that favored the use of African languages as means 

of instruction in the schools was suspended abruptly, transferring the cost of this 

educational reform to elementary and secondary students who had to double and triple 

the same grade to gain access to higher levels of education including lower secondary 

schools (see semi-informal interview with Aicha, Chapter Six). 

The suspension of African languages as means of instruction in 1984 was based 

on the condition that additional research was required in African languages for their 

proper use in the schools (e.g. the development of methods and materials in these 

languages to cover the academic needs of elementary and secondary students). 

Nonetheless, in the nineteen years that have intervened very little research has been done 

toward this end. Most technical and financial support has been used to develop methods 
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and materials in French paying particular emphasis on second language learning in 

elementary grades (Bague, 2002; MEPU-EC, 1984; 1989; Sylla, 1997)?'' 

3.3.3. Third Republic: 1992 to present 

Early in the 1990s, EPA policies that aimed toward universal primary education 

by 2010 (see section 2.1) overshadowed issues related to language choice in the schools, 

but as criticisms about EFA policies increased, especially in relation to high rates of 

retention and dropout, the question of language choice in the schools reemerged. Since 

1995, bilingual education is often discussed in higher administrative circles as an 

alternative to French dominant methodologies. These discussions are informed by the 

more recent experience of neighboring Mali with transitional bilingual education (Traore, 

2001). 

The experience of Mali with bilingual education shares a few similarities with the 

experience of Guinea before 1984. For example, both Mali and Guinea opted for a 

pluralistic model of bilingual education that corresponds to the linguistic diversity of 

these two countries (e.g., the use of Pulaar and French in Middle Guinea). Unlike Guinea 

however, in Mali parents and students have the choice to send their children in a bilingual 

school or to choose a monolingual French school (Kone, 2000). Another difference is 

^^Since 1984, local African languages continue to be used in adult education programs 

and in the public media, mostly in radio and television programs (Sano, 2001). 
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that in Mali, mother-tongue education takes place only in elementary grades while in 

Guinea it was expanded to include lower secondary grades 

3.4. Emerging Themes. 

In this section I list a number of themes that have emerged from this literature 

review and I have found particularly useful to discuss the findings of my own research 

activities in Guinea. These themes are as follows: 

• Ideology is a term related to culture and discourse; however, defining the 

relationship between ideology, culture, and discourse is a contested field 

of knowledge and praxis (e.g., formal and informal relations of power). 

• Language ideologies reflect specific relationships of power. 

• Recent studies on language ideologies favor historical analytical 

frameworks that examine the agency of multiple social actors. 

• Ideologies tend to be overlapping and simultaneous based on the 

overlapping and simultaneous relationships of different historical times 

(short and long periods of times). 

In 1984, when the Guinean program was suspended, African languages were used in 

the two first grades of lower secondary schools. The intention of the government was to 

generalize the use of African languages as means of instruction throughout the secondary 

and post-secondary levels but that was highly contested within higher administrative 

circles (Soumah, 1998). 
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• The ethnographic and historical approach to ideology creates a space of 

possibility for the (re)construction of power relationships in a given 

society. 

• Negotiating ethnical standards for the (re)production of language 

ideologies that promote social justice is a continuous process that takes 

place in formal and informal settings beyond the limits of the nation-state 

(e.g., local and universal ideals about human rights). 

• The movement toward political independence in Africa led to the 

development of different ideologies that continue to inform local, regional, 

and continental struggles for freedom, self-sufficiency, and dignity. 

• The question of language is a recurrent theme in the literature of formal 

schooling across Africa. It is a theme that received a lot of attention in the 

first decade after political independence (1960s) and then later on in the 

1990s (Against all Odds, 2000). 

• The case of Guinea with the use of mother-tongue education needs to be 

discussed from a historical comparative approach to highlight the political 

and educational significance of this case in the continuous struggle of 

African people to decolonize their educational systems. 

The use of mother-tongue education in Guinea was based on a pl uralistic model 

of mother-tongue education that was praised in national and international settings during 

the First Republic (Doualamou, 1981a, 1981b; Koly, 1981). At the same time, this is an 
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experience marked with many contradictions. Lamine Sano, Director of the National 

Institute of Research for African Languages (IRLA) in Guinea has summarized these 

contradictions as follows: 

Dans le cas d' espece guineen, le reglement des problemes 

linguistiques (d' hier et d' aujourd'hui) demeure etroitement 

lie a de nombreuses et epineuses questions d' ordre social, 

psychologique et politique. Ces questions ne seront resolues 

ni en se noyant dans les bains d' eloges en faveur de la Guinee 

pour avoir innove en 1968 les enseignements par le canal des 

langues du terroir, ni en frissonnant d' horreur face aux maigres 

resultats obtenus de cette innovation ... (Sano, 2001 :18).'^' 

Sano explains that the suspension of mother-tongue education in 1984 was a 

temporary measure followed with a recommendation for additional research in applied 

linguistics (e.g., the development of methods and materials in African languages to cover 

The English translation of this quote is: In the case of Guinea, the resolution of past 

and recent linguistic problems is tightly linked with numerous and difficult questions of a 

social, psychological, and political nature. These questions won't be resolved neither by 

indulging ourselves in praises, in favor of Guinea for having initiated in 1968 a program 

of formal schooling in the languages of the country, nor by shaking with horror when 

faced with the minimum results obtained from this innovation... 
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the full spectrum of subject areas and academic levels in elementary and secondary 

levels) (MEPU-EC, 1984). Nineteen years later, this type of research is practically 

invisible. The few initiatives that exist are focused on adult literacy and experimental 

projects in basic education (e.g., the work of GTZ in Middle Guinea). 

Studying teachers' beliefs and practices about mother-tongue education is another 

area that has not received any attention so far. This dissertation study offers some 

preliminary insights about this issue and highlights the importance of continuous research 

pursued by local educational practitioners. 

In this study, I have approached teachers' beliefs and practices as examples of 

ideologies influenced by socio-cultural and historical constraints. Additional approaches 

include the use of positivist methodologies that place less emphasis on historical 

connections and more emphasis on the technical aspects of teaching. In the following 

chapter, I review studies that examine teachers' perspectives on a number of issues 

including language practices in formal academic settings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature I reviewed to this point contained information specific to the study of 

ideology. In this chapter, I would like to review a different but related body of literature 

on teachers' perspectives as an introduction to my own research with pre-service and in-

service teachers, in Guinea. This literature focuses on different methodologies that 

educational researchers use to study teachers' perspectives. Examples of these 

methodologies include: autobiographies, teacher research, classroom ethnography, and 

surveys. 

4.1. Research specific to Guinea. 

4.1.1 Autobiographical Accounts 

Oral and written testimonials of teachers offer a wealth of information on 

different issues related to formal schooling. I am not aware of testimonials that examine 

the historical experience of Guinea with mother-tongue education or address questions of 

language and schooling in a broader way. The testimonial I chose to include here is 

written by Koumandian Keita who served as General Secretary of the Teacher Union in 

Guinea and in Black Africa (Keita, 1984). This autobiographical account problematizes 

the living and working conditions of teachers in the first years after political 

independence and it offers a first-person account of the events that followed the teacher 

strike of 1961. 
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Keita paiticipated in the teacher strike of 1961 and as a result of that, he was 

arrested and imprisoned for many years. His story is particularly interesting because 

Keita represented an older generation of Guinean people who had completed their 

secondary and post-secondary studies during the colonial times. During the First 

Republic, many of these people served their country in higher administrative positions 

and some of them were persecuted either as "traitors of the revolution" or "carriers of 

colonial mentalities" (Biarnes, 1980; Diallo, 1985; Diallo 1984; Kaba, 1977; Kake, 1987; 

Keita, 1984). 

This is an area of research hai'dly addressed in Guinea within the teacher 

education programs mostly because teacher preparation programs offer intensive 

introductory courses that aim toward the inmiediate employment of teachers in the 

schools. Consequently, younger teachers without personal experiences as teachers 

and/or students before 1984 do not have access to reliable intbrmation about the history 

of formal schooling in Guinea before and after colonization. Most important, younger 

teachers have hardly any opportunities to engage themselves in informed debates about 

the content and the purpose of education. 

Those studying abroad planning to return to their countries and work in higher 

administrative places may not necessarily want to reveal their true sentiments about the 

status quo. Advanced graduate degrees in education tend to focus on the "best possible 

strategies" for girls' education, for literacy development, for second language learning, 
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etc. This is the type of research mostly valued by development agencies as well 

on 
including those funding the Education for All forum. 

4.1.2. Surveys that address language choice in education 

Surveys are mostly used by outside researchers and funded by either 

independent researchers pursuing advanced graduate studies in education or by 

governmental and non-governmental institutions funding education. 

The first study reviewed in this section is an intergovernmental initiative among 

the Ministries of Education in African countries that share French as the language of 

wider communication.^^ This study took place over a period of five to six years (1985-

1991) and involved different teams of researchers from each participating county. In the 

course of the study, representatives from each team met to formulate and standardize 

research methodologies to make feasible the comparison of the results of their research 

acti vities. The focus of their research activities was the linguistic needs of elementary 

students and their main purpose was to make recommendations about school curricula. 

(see www.2.uncsco.org/efa for more information on that). 

CONFEMEN: Conference des Ministres de 1' Education des pays ayant en commun 1' 

usage du Fran9ais. The title of this study was : Etude comparative des besoins 

langagiers et des centres d' interet en fran^ais et en langues nationales chez les eleves de 

r ecole primaire. The participating countries were : Burkina Faso, Congo, Guinea, Mali, 

RCA, Senegal, Togo, Tchad, and Zaire (CONFEMEN, 1991). 
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According to their conclusions, French appears to be a second language for the 

majority of elementary students. It is a language most students learn at school. Outside 

of school, most students use local African languages to communicate with their siblings, 

parents, and relatives. The recommendations of the Final Report included the revision of 

existing school curricula, the teaching of French as a second language, and the use of a 

student-centered approach to learning (CONFEMEN, 1991:51-54). 

The Guinean component of this report mentions that 20% of teachers 

recommended the development of a specific curriculum in local African languages, 70% 

of teachers said that the curricula used before 1984 in African languages were not 

satisfactory at all, and 23% of teachers said that the curricula in African languages before 

1984 were partially satisfactory (CONFEMEN, 1991:127). Their responses for the 

French curricula were 2% not satisfactory at all, 61% partially satisfactory, and 35% 

entirely satisfactory (CONFEMEN, 1991: 121). The major problems identified for the 

curricula in local African languages were the lack of standardization in different subject 

areas, frequent changes, and poor structure. For the curricula in French, the major 

problem identified was lack of adaptability in the local realities (46%) (CONFEMEN, 

1991:125-126). The concluding remarks of the Guinean team on the use of African 

languages in the schools were as follows: 

Quant aux programmes de langues nationales, leur contenu tiendra a la 

volonte politique et, corollairement, au statut et a la place des langues 

nationales dans la vie des citoyens. En fait, il s' agit de defmir au prealable 
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quel role va etre dans le pays celui des citoyens qui auront acquis un certain 

savoir dans ces langues et a quelle fin sera destinee ce savoir (CONFEMEN, 

Guinee, 1991 ; 60).^^ 

Also, in the final report fi'om Guinea, it is mentioned that many Guinean 

communities, in rural and urban areas, recommend some type of mother education. This 

recommendation is linked to identity issues: "Nos langues c' est nous memes, il suffit que 

r autorite centrale accorde a ces langues le statut de langue de travail" (cited in the 

or 
Guinean report as parents' response) (CONFEMEN, Guinee, 1991: 56). " 

In 1991/1993, a different study examined the use of French outside of school (a 

survey by CREDIFE as cited by Bague, 2002). The findings of this study show that in 

Guinea. French is a second language used primarily in higher educational settings and for 

writing. According to this source, an estimated 15% of Guinean people are using French. 

The English translation of this quote is as follows: With respect to the programs in 

local languages, their subject matter depends upon the political will of the country and 

subsequently the role and place of these languages in the life of the people (citizens). 

What is needed is to define in advance the role of the citizens who have achieved a 

certain level of proficiency in these languages and the purpose(s) that this knowledge 

would serve. 

The English translation of this quote is as follows: Our languages are we; all that is 

required is that the central authorities give to these languages the role of "working 

language". 
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Since 1992, the University of Conakry in collaboration with a French University, 

Franche-Comte, has undertaken a longitudinal study about the use of French in formal 

and informal settings. Eventually, this body of knowledge could be used to develop 

educational methods and materials that would reflect the linguistic particularities of the 

different regions of Guinea (Bague, 2002). 

There is also a study undertaken by The International Institute of Educational 

Policy of UNESCO (Martin & Chau, 1993). The focus of this study was the quality of 

elementary schools in Guinea. This study was specifically designed for Guinea at the 

beginning of the major educational reforms of 1989 (PASE I; the first structural 

adjustment program that included an educational component). As such it has been used 

as a point of reference for subsequent studies initiated by the University of Conakry in 

collaboration with INRAP (National Institute of Research for Pedagogy) (Bague, 2002). 

The IIPE study showed that up to 4"^ grade, most elementary students have not yet 

achieved functional literacy; it is mostly at 6"^ grade that students appear to have reached 

a basic level of proficiency in French. This is very important because one fourth of 

students who start schooling drop out in the intermediary grades (3'^'' 

4^*^ grades); in this sense, they never gain enough knowledge of French to benefit in any 

possible way from formal schooling. The University of Conakry is in the process of 

comparing the findings of the IIPE study with more recent studies on this issue (academic 

aptitude of elementary students in French and mathematics). 

The IIPE study examined additional issues related to teachers and parents. It 

provided a lot of information about the profile of elementary teachers by documenting 
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salary levels, health status, and satisfaction related to work (Martin & Chau, 1993:139-

147).^^ Specifically, on the issue of using African languages in the schools, the IIPE 

study offers the following information about parents' perspectives: 

According to this source, most elementary teachers were paid at the time of the survey 

(1989/1990) anything between 35 to 40 thousand GF depending upon their academic 

background: moniteur (no professional training); instituteur adjoint (graduate of ENP); 

and instituteur ordinaire (graduate of ENI) (Martin & Chau, 1993: 142; 118). With 

respect to their living standards, it is indicated that 50 to 80% of elementaiy teachers 

outside of Conakry cultivated a field for their own consumption (Martin & Chau, 1993: 

144). With respect to their health, 23%) of teachers reported that their work had been 

interrupted by various illnesses and 16% specified malaria as the illness that kept them 

out of work; in the whole country, 23% of elementary teachers would be sick for more 

than a week but less than two weeks (Martin & Chau, 1993: 140-141). With respect to 

job satisfaction, 40 to 60%) of teachers including those working in Conakry reported that 

if they had a chance, they would change profession (Martin & Chau, 1993: 147). 
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Table 4.1. Parents' opinions on using of African languages in school 

Urban -
Conakry 

Semi-urban 
Kankan 

Rural - Kindia 
(developed) 

Rural - Kindia 
(somehow 
developed) 

Rural 
forest 
Nzerekore 

Rural 
marginal 
Labe 

N= 40 N-60 N=32 N=32 N-38 N-29 

Don't agree at 
all 

45.9 44.9 68.8 37.4 86.5 51.8 

Don't agree 10.8 8.6 6.3 6.3 0.0 3.4 

Agree 27.0 22.4 21.9 21.9 10.8 27.6 

Agree very 
much 16.3 24.1 3.0 34.4 2.7 17.2 

Table cited from: Martin & Chau, 1993:162 

Combined together (agree and agree very much), the positive opinions about the 

use of African languages in the schools are as follows: 43.3 for Conakry; 46.5 for 

Kanakan; 24.9 for Kindia (developed); 56.3 for Kindia (somehow developed); 13.5 for 

Nzerekore; and 44.8 for Labe. These numbers have historical significance. Thirteen 

years later, parents living in these areas may express different opinions on this issue, but 

overall, the findings of this study suggest that parents living in urban/somehow developed 

areas support the use of African languages in the schools in percentages that vary 

between low 40% to mid 50%. 
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4.1.3. Teacher research and classroom ethnographies 

Teacher research is a type of research that lends itself to collaborative projects 

between classroom teachers and outside researchers. Some argue that this type of 

research is not easily adopted in African realties because of economic and political 

constraints (e.g., teachers have to work double shifts to make ends meet; teachers operate 

in highly stratified professional settings that silence critical voices for those occupying 

lower hierarchical posts; etc.) (Pryor, 1998) 

In the last ten years, several examples of teacher research have appeared in 

Guinea and they are based on the collaboration of classroom teachers and outside 

researchers (Bangoui'a, Tolno, Soumah, & Diallo-Bah, 1998). Elementary teachers 

interviewed for this study, talked about their involvement in PPSE research projects but 

none of these projects addressed the question of language choice in the schools (the use 

of African languages as means of instruction). The same is true for classroom 

ethnographies pursued by outside researchers on girls' education (Anderson-Levitt, 

Bloch, & Soumare, 1998) and reading methodologies (Anderson-Levitt & Alimasi, 

2001). Perhaps, the renewed interest in higher administrative circles for mother-tongue 

education would create incentives for the systematic research of classroom practices such 

as code-switching and other language-contact phenomena. 
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4.2. Research related to other African countries. 

4.2.1. Language Attitudes 

Outside of Guinea but within the context of West Africa, Efurosibina Adegbija 

has studied language attitudes including those of elementary teachers. Based on his own 

research in Nigeria and his extensive knowledge of West Africa, Adgbija has identified 

five variables to describe the linguistic situation of this region: dense multilingualism, the 

official dominance of ex-colonial languages, the official neglect of indigenous languages, 

the imsevered colonial umbilical cord, and socio-politically interwoven language-related 

problems (Adegbija, 1994, 2000). 

Briefly, dense multilingualism implies that there is a multitude of languages none 

of which represents more than 50% of the speakers in each country. This places a lot of 

pressure on the speakers of minority languages to abandon their home languages in favor 

of African languages of wider communication. It also places a lot of pressure on national 

governments to formulate adequate language policies in countries wliere less than 30% of 

the population speaks ex-colonial languages (Adegbija, 2000). According to Bamgbose, 

West African governments tend to avoid the challenge of endorsing language policies and 

practices that would replace ex-colonial languages with indigenous languages because 

they continue to be "slaves of the policies inherited from the colonial masters" 

(Bamgmose as cited by Adegbija, 2000:84). 

Based on the findings of a survey that he undertook in Nigeria, in the State of 

Kwara, Adegbija points out that in the present situation most African people v/ould 

choose an ex-colonial language as a medium of instruction in the schools (76.6% of a 
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random sample of 600 Nigerians said that they were unwilling to replace English with an 

indigenous languages in the schools) (Adegbija, 2000:94). Adegbija argues "given 

similar backgrounds of colonization and language imposition, the picture in other West 

African countries may not be much different from that" (Adegbija, 2000:95). 

Specifically on formal schooling, Adegbija highlights the lack of mother-tongue 

education beyond early elementary grades. He argues that the use of early-exit bilingual 

programs tend to marginalize African languages within their own societies because these 

programs tends to limit the value of African languages to the linguistic needs of younger 

children (Adegbija, 2000:89; 96). Creating a socio-political climate that could foster 

positive attitudes toward the use of indigenous languages in formal schooling has not 

received adequate attention by local elites. 

A study from Mali offers a different perspective on the use of transitional 

bilingual education in West African settings (Kone, 2000). Kone has examined teachers' 

opinions about the use of African languages as means of instruction in two different 

groups; teachers employed in bilingual schools as opposed to teachers employed in 

monolingual (French) schools. According to his findings, elementary teachers engaged 

in bilingual education tend to express positive opinions about the use of African 

languages as means of instruction contrary to their colleagues in monolingual (French 

only) schools. 

From Kone's discussion, we can conclude that the recent Malian experience with 

transitional bilingual education is different than earlier colonial models as discussed by 

Adegbija. First, the Malian model offers to parents the choice to send their children to a 
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bilingual or a monolingual school (only French), and second, it is based on a sound 

learning theory for learning a second language and learning in that language. 

Overall, the Malian experience suggests that despite its limitations, transitional 

bilingual education can create a positive climate for discussions on the use of local 

African languages in the schools. Teacher education programs that prepare student 

teachers to use bilingual methods contribute into the development of a professional corps 

that eventually can lobby for a more comprehensive approach to the use of African 

languages in formal academic settings (e.g., curriculum programs for the development of 

material and methods in African languages in secondary and post-secondary levels). 

With respect to applied linguistic research and especially the study of language 

attitudes, there is a need for sound methodological research including ethnographic and 

statistical models. Adegbija, in his own research in Nigeria, offers an example of a 

mixed approach to research consisting of semi-informal interviews with people of 

different ages, gender, and socio-economic status and a written survey measured on a 

Likert scale (Strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree) (Adegbija, 2000; 1994). 

There are several socio-cultural constraints that make the use of sophisticated 

methodologies very challenging in West Africa. Akere summarized some of these 

challenges as follows; 

In many indigenous African communities, the low level of literacy 

coupled with the general lack of enthusiasm on the part of the 
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inhabitants to trust the good intentions of the researchers, render the 

use of sophisticated techniques for measuring language competence 

and language attitudes impracticable. This makes it necessary for the 

researcher to have recourse to informants' opinions and self-reports 

(Akere as cited by Adegbija, 2000:78). 

Examples of sophisticated techniques include the use of matched-guide research 

(Woolard & Gahng, 1990) and models of multivariate analysis (Baker, 1992; Flores-

Bustos, 2001; Ramos, 2001). These techniques have a strong positivist orientation. 

Researchers often rely on mixed methodologies to avoid the objectification of real people 

in standardized categories (e.g., teachers of certain profiles correlated with different sets 

of behefs and practices) (Flores-Bustos, 2001). 

4.2.2. Research on language contact phenomena 

There are a number of micro-ethnographies that examine teachers' perspectives 

on specific language contact phenomena such as code-switching (Rubagumya, 1994). 

Code-switching is often practiced as a "de facto" bilingual instruction in many African 

classrooms where the official language of instruction is French or English. In these 

situations, teachers tend to reserve code-switching practices for themselves (the students 

are not allowed to use their own languages to express their understanding of any given 
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subject) and deny the fact that they actually use them (Arthur, 1994; Ndayipfukamiye, 

1994). 

Arthur has examined how early-exit bilingual programs are practiced in Botswana 

in Setswana and English (Arthur, 1994). Arthur's research focuses on classroom 

discourse in Standard 6 classrooms, where teachers and students are expected to use 

English only. The findings of his research suggest that repetitions and teachers' 

questions tend to consume a considerable part of the instruction time and as a result there 

is not enough time for meaningful discussions on the content of instruction. This is all 

more important in the context of a chronic shortage of books and other learning materials. 

According to Arthur, teacher-dominated discourses prevail in ways that appear to 

be "detrimental to .... critical thinking ..." reducing the educational experience to the 

banking model of education (Freire as cited by Arthur, 1994:75). In response to that, 

Arthur recommends the use of full-scale bilingual programs in early and advanced 

elementary grades to free the creativity of the students and to foster authentic 

communication processes between teachers and students and among students themselves 

(Arthur, 1994). 

Similarly to Arthur, Ndayipfukamiye has also studied early-exit bilingual 

programs as practiced in Burundi in Kirundi and French (Ndayipfukamiye, 1994). In the 

case of Burundi, Kirundi is used in lower elementary grades (K-2); French is introduced 

in intermediary grades (3-4) and used simultaneously with Kirundi; and French is used 

exclusively in upper elementary grades (5-6). 
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Using an event analysis model, Ndayipfukamiye compares and contrasts uses of 

code-switching in different subject areas and 5"^ grade classrooms. The examples of 

lesson plans that he cites follow a predictable pattern that includes the following routines; 

revision, presentation of new materials, reinforcement, summaries, regular tests, and 

examinations (Ndayipfukamiye, 1994: 83). 

According to the findings of his study, teachers would code-switch from French 

to Kirundi during the presentation of new material and they would use mostly French for 

revisions, reinforcements, summaries, and written evaluations. Also, French was used in • 

French lessons (second language learning) and Kirundi was used to teach religion and to 

discipline students across the curriculum (regulatory purposes). Beyond that, Kirundi 

was used extensively in history lessons, frequently in natural science and mathematics 

(solids), and less frequently in other areas of mathematics (Ndayipfukamiye, 1994). 

Ndayipfukamiye offers a positive account of code-switching practices among 

teachers and recommends the use of this linguistic strategy by students as well. In his 

closing remarks, he states that: 

... code-switching is a communicative phenomenon that should 

be explicitly accounted for in decisions about teaching methods 

and language policies... code-switching should also be a 

communicative resource for pupils. There should be more tolerance 

of code-switching in both spoken and written discourse... There is 

no reason why written texts should remain monolingual. A strong 
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case can be made for introducing dual language textbooks at the 

primary level, particularly in the transitional year (Ndayipfukamiye, 

1994:91). 

An important theme that underlines research on code-switching practices in 

Burundi and Botswana is that teachers need to reassess their own beliefs and practices 

about language choice and language use in the classroom. This implies a growing 

understanding of language-contact phenomena and the role of different languages in 

formal educational settings. According to Rubagumya, including African languages in 

fonnal educational settings in African countries does not mean the exclusion of 

international languages of wider communication: 

Africans do not need to reject English or French altogether ... rather 

they should seek to re-assess the values associated with both 'international' 

and indigenous African languages. This should be done within the 

overall development strategy which takes into consideration all the African 

people, not only the elite (Rubagumya, 1994:157). 

As this literature review indicates there are different methodologies to examine 

teachers' perspectives. Autobiographical accounts are the most accessible ones to 
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teachers themselves especially for teachers without specialized training in statistical 

and/or ethnographic methods. Collaborative teacher research can overcome some of the 

training and other constraints classroom teachers face to pursue systematic academic 

research. Nonetheless, the prominence of technical and a-historical approaches to 

educational research may render autobiographical accounts into a prefen-ed methodology 

for those interested in exploring the meaning of different educational policies and 

practices in a historical framework. 

In the following chapter, I offer information about the research methods I used in 

this dissertation study. As an outside researcher, I was interested in learning about the 

historical experience of Guinea with mother-tongue education from the standpoint of 

elementary teachers. For that reason, I used a combination of research activities 

including classroom observations, semi-informal interviews, written surveys, and an 

extensive literature review. In several occasions, I organized semi-informal debates with 

small groups of teachers, parents, and teacher administrators as well to discuss the 

preliminary findings of my research activities with different stakeholders. 

Teachers can use oral and written testimonials to trace the (dis)continuities of formal 

educational policies. Depending upon the political constraints that they face, they may be 

able to discuss the results of their queries in professional and other social forums (e.g., 

dispel the myths against mother-tongue education; approach language-contact 

phenomena such as code-switching in a positive way; etc.). 
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CHAPTER FIVE; METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, I discuss the scope of the main research activities I pursued in 

Guinea, the limitations that I faced as an outside researcher, and the proceedings that I 

used to negotiate access to elementary schools and teacher education centers. 

5.1. In search of "a" methodology. 

This is an exploratory study that examines ideologies about language and 

schooling in Guinea. Specifically, it examines teachers' perspectives about mother-

tongue education in relationship to different sociological variables including age, gender, 

place of residence, and academic and professional experience. The research questions 

that I developed to examine these relationships are as follows: 

• How do teachers remember their personal experiences with the use of African 

languages in the past? 

• What are the themes of those who express positive experiences and how do they 

relate to the themes of those who express negative experiences? 

• Do age, gender, level of education, and place of residency/work make a difference 

in the perspectives of elementary teachers and student teachers about the use of 

African languages as means of instruction? 
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These questions reflect my interest in historical ethnography (Alonso, 1992; 

Comaroff & Comaroff, 1992; Nugent, 1993; Smith, 1989) and its possible use in the field 

of education (Soudien, 2001; Stambach, 2000). The fieldwork for this study took place 

in two different occasions; Spring 2001 (January to May) and Spring 2002 (March to 

May). In Spring 2001,1 did classroom observations in ten elementary schools and a 

series of semi-informal interviews with teachers, school administrators, teacher trainers, 

and parents. The results of that fieldtrip made me aware of age differences in the 

discourses of elementary teachers about mother-tongue education, in the City of Conakiy. 

To further explore these differences, I returned in Guinea in Spring 2002 and I did a 

series of written surveys with classroom teachers and student teachers in five different 

cities: Conakry, Kindia, Labe, Kankan, and N'zerekore. 

For the second fieldtrip, I had considered the possibility of concentrating on one of 

the schools that 1 had visited the year before to pursue a school ethnography (e.g., 

Davidson, 1996; Fine, 1991). This would have allowed me to make some preliminary 

observations about the culture of that school and the ideologies of language and 

schooling as expressed in that particular school by different people (e.g., teachers, 

students, and parents). 

Instead, I chose to do a cross-national study on teachers' perspectives about 

mother-tongue education. This allowed me to develop a personal understanding of the 

living and working conditions of elementary teachers outside of Conakry and make some 

preliminary observations about tlie standpoint of in-service and pre-service teachers. 
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5.1.1. The languages of research and their impact on this study 

For this study, I used my own linguistic proficiencies in French and English. 

During my stays in Guinea and later in the USA, I studied a local African language, 

Pulaar, but I did not use this language to pursue research activities for this study. First, I 

was not exclusively interested in Pulaar speaking teachers, and second, I approached this 

study as a collaborative research project that depended upon the expertise of different 

people in Guinea and abroad. 

In Guinea, I worked with people who had previous experiences in educational 

research and practice. These people were fluent in different local languages and helped 

transcribe and translate information from oral and written sources (e.g., classroom 

observations and literacy songs). Their contribution in this study included the 

interpretation of educational realities that I could understand partial ly, not necessarily 

because of linguistic deficiencies, but because of my limited knowledge of the history of 

education in Guinea. 

Sosso was the dominant language of code-switching in the elementary classrooms 

that we observed. In this dissertation study, I have not transcribed Sosso-French 

interactions because the classroom observations that we did were not audio- or video

taped. The research assistants who helped me to record classroom observations 

summarized classroom interactions in Sooso and transcribed them in French. Sosso, 

Malinlce, and Pulaar were the main languages that we used to transcribe recorded songs 

related to literacy, access to schooling, and the use of mother-tongue education. 
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5.2. Fieldtrip One: Spring 2001. 

During my first fieldtrip in Guinea (January 2001 to May 2001), I limited my 

research activities to the City of Conakry.^^ Conakry is the biggest urban center in 

Guinea with more than one million people. It is divided into five major suburbs or 

communes; Kaloum, Dixinn, Matam, Ratoma, and Matoto. Ratoma and Matoto are the 

most populated suburbs, in the northern part of the city. Consequently, public schools 

in these suburbs tend to be overcrowded with classrooms that reach 120 to 130 students 

in some cases. Kaloum is the least populated suburb; it includes the downtown area of 

Conakry; classroom sizes range from mid-40s to low 70s. Dixinn and Matam are 

between these two extremes. Given the great demand for schooling in Conakry, the 

private sector has grown very fast particularly in the northern suburbs of Matoto and 

Ratoma. For this study, I did classroom observations only in public schools. The 

following map gives an idea where each suburb is located within the City of Conakry. 

At that time, traveling in the interior of the country was not recommended because of 

intense armed conflict in the border areas with Liberia and Sierra Leone. 

Estimated population figures for these suburbs are as follows: Kaloum: 74,327; 

Dixinn; 147,500; Matam: 157,177; Ratoma: 325,379; and Matoto; 389,692. (Conakry 

Porte de la Guinee, 1998: 35). 
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Map 5.1. Conakry and its suburbs 
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Source; Conakry Porte de la Guinee. 1998. Richard, A, Tompapa, E., & Bah, M.A. 
Conakry, Guinee. Editions Ganndal. pp:35. 

In preparation for my first fieldtrip, I drafted a proposal that was informed by 

critical discourse theories (Anderson, 1989; Cameron, 1990; Fairclough, 1992; Freire, 

1970; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Gee, 1996). Critical discourse theories offer a theoretical 

and a research framework to explore ideologies of language in specific social contexts 

(e.g., small talk among people of the same sex as opposed to informal talk among people 

of opposite sexes; formal interactions with doctors and patients; children's play; etc.). 

Myself, I was interested in exploring age differences in the perspectives of 

teachers. Based on my Icnowledge of Guinea, I was curious about the difference that age 

makes in the way people talk about the use of African languages in the schools. U sing 

my understanding of the recent history of Guinea after political independence, I used 

1984 as a year of reference for identifying informants for this study. My assumption was 

that teachers who are old enough to have experience as teachers before 1984 may had 

different perspectives than their younger colleagues without personal memories as 
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students and/or teachers before 1984. Also, I was curious to explore differences of 

gender, place of residence, professional and academic backgrounds, and personal 

memories (positive versus negative recollections of their teaching and/or learning 

experiences). 

To study the beliefs and practices of classroom teachers, I used classroom 

observations and semi-informal interviews. The main references of consultation for these 

two activities were Cazden's approach to classroom discourse (Cazden, 1988), 

Seidman's approach to "interviewing as qualitative research" (Seidman, 1991), and 

Cole and Knowles' approach to teacher research (Cole and Knowles, 2000). 

5.2.1. Negotiating access to the schools 

To negotiate access to public elementary schools, I contacted higher educational 

authorities in the Department of Elementary Education. For that, 1 solicited the help of 

friends and colleagues from my previous visit in Guinea as a volunteer with the Teacher 

for African program. When I arrived in Guinea for the first fieldtrip of this study, I 

presented my proposal to the National Director of Elementary Education (DNEE) and I 

requested official authorization to contact elementary schools in the City of Conakry (see 

Appendix B: Ordre de Mission, 2001). This person helped me to identify 10 schools 

(two schools per suburb) that were easily accessible with public transportation. After 

that, I visited each school with a local researcher with extensive experience in classroom 

teaching, curriculum development, and teacher training. 
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5.2.2. Criteria for identifying teachers 

During my initial visit to the schools, I explained to school principals and teachers 

that I would like to work with two teachers per school and, if possible at all, to identify a 

female and a male teacher; an older person who would have worked as a teacher before 

1984 and a younger person who would have been student before 1984. I mentioned that I 

preferred to work with one teacher teaching in an early elementary grade (grades one to 

two) and one teacher teaching in an upper grade (grades five and six). 

In total, I worked in 8 schools and I did classroom observations in 15 classrooms. 

In Table 5.1,1 have summarized information about the schools that I visited, the location 

(by suburb) and the grades that I observed. In some cases, I have included information 

about the number of teachers and students (if available).'^*^ To protect the anonjanity of 

the teachers who worked with me, I have changed the name of the schools in Table 5.1. 

and I have suppressed their names in Appendix B: Ordre de Mission, 2001. Instead of 

All schools keep detailed records with information about infrastructure, student 

population, faculty, etc. To gain access to this type of information, I used a form that 1 

discussed with the principal and/or vice principal of each school; in some cases, 

collecting this information was harder than others (e.g., time factor; lack of supportive 

personnel; etc.). This is what explains the lack of figures for teachers and students in 

Zone AI and Zone A2. In Zone C2 and Zone E2,1 did not work with teachers and so I 

did not request specific information from the principals. However, the principals of these 

schools participated in the group discussion that I mention later in 5.2.6.2. 



using their designated name, I refer to the schools by Zones (e.g., Zone Al, Zone A2, 

etc.). 

I am fully aware that this does not allow the reader to locate the schools in 

specifi c suburbs but this is the minimum I can do to protect the anonymity of the 

informants. For the same reason, I do not specify the year of the construction of each 

school but the schools that I visited included old and new constructions; some of them 

were built in the 1940s and some of them were built in the 1990s (see 6.2. for more 

information on the maintenance of some of these buildings). 

Table 5.1. Schools and grade levels of classroom observations 

School identified # of Teachers Grades & Class sizes observed in 
by a fictitious & each school 
Zone in Conakry # of Students 

per school 
Zone A l 2nd (78) & 4'' (63) 
Zone A2 ist (68) & 6"' (80) 
Zone B1 T:ll S: 575 ist (86) & 5"' (56) 
Zone B2 T:21 S: 1294 3rcl (60) & 5'' (70) 
Zone CI T:30 S:1569 6^'^ (84) & 5*' (72) 
Zone C2 N/A 
Zone D1 T: 16 S: 651 ist (44) & 5'" (57) 
Zone D2 T:43 S:2198 5"' (50) 
Zone El T:25 S: 1781 2nd (72) & 4'^ (78) 
Zone E2 N/A 
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5.2.3. Activities with Classroom Teachers 

During my second visit to the schools, I met with teachers who had either 

expressed an interest to participate in this study or they were selected by their school 

principals to work with me. I then discussed the scope of this study highlighting the fact 

that this study has an academic objective, meaning that I was not there to evaluate the 

teachers or the schools. Also, I highlighted the fact that this study was based on the 

voluntary participation of interested teachers. In relation to that, I clarified that I had the 

possibility to offer to individual teachers the transportation fee for meetings outside of 

school but I could not pay them for the actual hours that they would devote to this 

study. 

Most of the teachers volunteered their participation in this study. There were two 

cases in which I had to replace the original teachers with other teachers from the same 

The transportation fee was 5,000 GF for each meeting outside of school (the 

equivalent of 2.50 US $); this was a considerable amount of money for many teachers but 

it was not an excessive amount of money to create friction among the teachers. Instead 

of offering money to the teachers on an hourly basis for their contribution to this study, I 

made a symbolic gift to their schools following the suggestion of local educational 

authorities. I asked the school principals to make a list of their needs and I set as a limit 

50,000 GF per school (the equivalent of 25 US $). In most cases, school principals 

asked for teachers' guides to a textbook recently introduced for Language Arts (Le 

Flamboyant. 1997). 
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school; one of them had been assigned by the school principal and did not show up at the 

school the day of the appointment and the other one had volunteered herself but was 

faced with an unexpected family emergency (death of close relative) one day before our 

scheduled appointment. There were additional cases in which I could not do classroom 

observations and/or semi-informal interviews because of schedule conflicts (e.g., mid

year evaluations, other non-specified school related emergencies, etc.). 

Within the time constraints of my first fieldtrip in Guinea (January 2001 to May 

2001), I visited one school per week and spent two to three days in each classroom. 

Before starting to work with the teachers, I explained to them that the focus of this study 

was the use of different languages as means of instruction including French and local 

African languages. For the classroom observations, I explained to teachers that I would 

observe their classrooms with the help of a research assistant and that I would have to 

take detailed notes of what was happening in the class. Then, I would discuss my notes 

with them in semi-informal interviews, following each classroom observation. I 

scheduled most of the interviews away from the school premises at a site where it was 

possible to have discussions without being interrupting by students, parents, and 

colleagues. 

I started my work in the middle of February. Toward the end of March 1 had to 

modify my original schedule because of a mid-term evaluation that altered the working 

schedule of many teachers. Then in the beginning of April, there was a ten-day spring 

break that caused additional cancellations. I rescheduled some of the missed 

appointments in May but by then students and teachers were in preparation for the annual 
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examinations and that made classroom observations very repetitive (review sessions of 

examination questions especially in upper elementary grades). 

5.2.4. Classroom observations'^^ 

For the classroom observations, 1 solicited the help of two educational 

practitioners. Both of them were well known among teachers and school principals and 

so their presence in the schools eased communication between the school authorities and 

me. Within my financial ability at that time, I offered to these two people a symbolic 

pay that included hourly work and transportation fees. In temis of their linguistic 

profiles, one was fluent in Sosso, Malinke, and French and the other was fluent in Loma 

and French. 

After a few observations in the schools, I developed a form to record observations 

(see Table 5.2.) and I shared it with my research assistants. For that, I used Cazden's 

approach to classroom discourse (e.g., document teacher-student interactions; identify 

patterns in the organization of each lesson; etc.) (Cazden, 1988). Cazden's approach to 

French was the main language of communication here; whenever an African language 

was used during instruction time, I relied on the expertise of the research assistant who 

worked with me on that day to transcribe and translate in French the interaction. In 

Chapter Six, I have included examples of lessons that we observed in French and in 

Sosso (e.g., 6.1.1.1. example one). In these examples, I have used brackets to provide 

French summaries of classroom interactions that took place in Sosso. 
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classroom discourse tends to place too much emphasis on the teacher overlooking student 

interactions among themselves. This was not a problem in most cases because discourse 

in the classrooms that I visited for this study was for the most part teacher-led even when 

it was supposed to promote collaborative learning and group work (see example of lesson 

plan 6.1.3.2; Group work, yes! Creative thinking, no!). The following table summarizes 

the kind of classroom interactions that I observed with the help of my research assistants 

during classroom observations. 

Table 52.  Protocol for classroom observations 

Time. Who? What? Examples of Examples of Personal 
We recorded We Short teacher student Comments; 
time in identified summaries of discourse discourse Reflections 
intervals of the person learning Parts of Same as and insights 
five to ten who talked activities classroom teacher that we 
minutes to as follows: used for discourse discourse exchanged 
have an idea T for lesson parts that we were but for among 
of how long teacher; FS that we could able to students. ourselves 
different for female not record record particularly 
activities student; and verbatim. verbatim. for unclear 
would last. MS for and/or missing 

male stud. points. 
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5.2.5. Interviews with teachers 

For this study, I did a series of individual and group interviews. 1 met with ] 7 

teachers, nine women and eight men. These people represented the following profiles in 

terms of personal experiences as students and/or teachers before 1984. 

Table 5.3. Profiles of Classroom Teachers 

Personal experience Female (9 in 
total) 

Male (8 in total) Total 

Teachers with teaching experience 
before 1984 

6 3 9 

Teachers with student experience before 
1984 

3 1 4 

Teachers with teaching and student 
experience before 1984 2 2 
Teachers without experience as teacher 
or student before 1984 2 2 

For the individual interviews, I met twice with each teacher, each time for 45 to 

90 minutes. Whenever it was not possible to schedule individual interviews, I scheduled 

group interviews. For the group interviews, I met once with the participating teachers 

(two to three per school). Individual and classroom interviews took place after a 

classroom observation. I did these interviews myself with the exception of one group 

interview where I was aided by two research assistants to help me with hand recording. 

French was the principle language of communication for individual and group 

interviews. I recorded the individual interviews and I transcribed them with the help of 

two research assistants from the University of Conakry. Together, we revised each 

transcript twice, verify oral and written misunderstandings, and discuss the meaning or 
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the possible meanings of the views expressed in each interview (see Chapter Six for 

translated summaries of selective interviews). 

In individual and group interviews, I discussed with the teachers issues of 

confidentiality supported by a written form that I had prepared (see Appendix D, Consent 

Form for teachers' interviews). I explained to them that by signing the consent form, 

they were giving me permission to include excerpts and/or summaries from their 

interviews in written and oral presentations of this study. . 

I prepared an interview guide consisting of three parts to facilitate the interviews 

(see Appendix E: Interview Guide). The first part addressed questions about past 

experiences as teachers and students; the second part addressed questions about 

classroom practices; and the third part invited informants to express their personal 

opinions about different educational issues including their future plans (professional 

aspirations). 

This organization reflected Seidman's (1991) approach to interviewing. I 

modified Seidman's model to fit time and other constraints, but I kept his suggestions for 

the use of questions on life history, details of experience, and reflections on the meaning 

of these experiences (Seidman, 1991: 11-12). Apart from Seidman's guidelines, I used 

information from Cole and Knowles (2000) and particularly their discussion on 

"reflexive inquiries." This helped me to formulate tentative questions on life histories 

(e.g., questions about experiences as students and teachers, reflections on the meaning of 

these experiences, etc.). 
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Chapter Six includes exainples of semi-informal interviews. In this study, 1 have 

included only six (6) summaries of seventeen (17) possible case studies. My criteria of 

selection included a balanced representation of different perspectives along the lines of 

gender and personal experience. The next table summarizes the sociological profile of 

the 6 teachers that I have included in section 6.3 of this study. 

Table 5.4. Profiles of classroom teachers retained in this study 

Personal experience Female (3 in 
total) 

Male (3 in total) Total 

Teachers with teaching experience 
before 1984 

X X 2 

Teachers with student experience before 
1984 

X
 X

 

2 

Teachers with teaching and student 
experience before 1984 

X 1 

Teachers without experience as teacher 
or student before 1984 X 1 

5.2.6. Additional research activities'^^ 

Additional research activities during the first fieldtrip to Guinea (Spring 2001) 

included: 

• Interviews with school principals, teacher trainers, teacher researchers, 

representative of the Teachers' Union, etc. 

French was the language of communication in most of these activities with the 

exception of a collection of literacy songs that 1 transcribed and translated with the hope 

of different research assistants (see 5.2.6.4). 
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• A group discussion with the school principals of the schools that had participated 

in my study. 

• A written survey with student teachers from the teaching preparation center of 

Conakry, and 

• Archival research in local centers of documentation. 

5.2.6.1. Interviews with school principals, teacher trainers, and researchers. 

For the interviews with school principals, teacher trainers, and researchers, I used 

the same procedures that I used for the classroom teachers. I do not analyze in detail the 

results of these interviews but in cases where I use information from these interviews as 

evidence to a particular issue, I indicate in parenthesis the source of that evidence. 

5.2.6.2. Group discussion with school principals: 

Near the end of my stay in Guinea, I invited the school principals who had 

received me in their schools to participate in a discussion of preliminary findings from 

this study. I was able to organize this event with the assistance of the Ministry of 

Education, the school principal of the school where we held the discussion, and the 

research assistants who had helped me to transcribe recorded interviews. In that 

meeting, I presented examples of classroom notes and transcribed interviews and I asked 

the school principals to discuss them based on their knowledge of the educational 

realities in Guinea. 
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5.2.6.3. Archival research: Literacy songs 

Throughout my stay in Guinea in Spring 2001,1 searched for documents and 

other materials (tapes, videos, etc.) related to my study. This brought to my attention 

songs used in public campaigns to gain support for formal schooling. With the help of 

one of my research assistants, I contacted the National Radio Station in Conakry to 

express my interest in literacy songs made in different historical times. The Director of 

the Cultural Section, Jean Baptiste Williams agreed to make a tape with nine songs (five 

from the period before 1984 and four for the period after 1984) that I have used in this 

study to discuss ideologies of language and schooling as they are expressed in popular 

songs and songs that can be classified as "state propaganda." 

To transcribe and translate these songs, I relied on the expertise of several people 

in Guinea and in the USA. These individuals transcribed the songs in the original 

language(s) and they also prepared French translations for each song. I compared and 

contrasted three different versions of African and French transcripts to translate in 

English the songs that I have included in this study (see 7.3). 

5.2.6.4. Written Surveys 

During my first stay in Guinea, Spring 2001,1 visited the Teacher Preparation 

Center in Conakiy and I worked closely with a French professor. This person discussed 
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with me past and present educational policies in Guinea. He helped me to find textbooks 

in local African languages and in French used before 1984, and he invited me to observe 

several of his classes. We discussed the possibility of interviewing student teachers in 

the scope of my dissertation study. Eventually, we used a written survey that allowed us 

to contact 32 student teachers. 1 have not included the findings of this research activity 

in this study because I used a different survey format in Spring 2001 than the one I 

prepared in Spring 2002.1 used this experience, however, to plan for the research 

activities of the second fieldtrip in Spring 2002. 

5.3. Second Fieldtrip: Spring 2002. 

By comparing answers from semi-informal interviews with in-service teachers 

and written surveys with pre-service teachers from my first fieldtrip to Guinea, I realized 

that these are two different groups with significant academic and professional differences. 

That prompted me to contact one of my research assistants, Alhassane Balde'^^ in Guinea, 

and ask him if he were interested in working with me to plan a second fieldtrip to contact 

classroom teachers and student teachers from across the country. 

Methodologically, the written surveys reflect the same approach that 1 used for 

the semi-informal interviews. I used open-ended questions to search for themes of 

Alhassane Balde is a recent graduate from the Sociology Department at the University 

of Conakiy. The second fieldtrip that 1 did in Guinea reflects his knowledge of Guinea, 

his background in sociology, and his expertise in descriptive statistics. 
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significance among teachers and student teachers. Personal experience as student and/or 

teachers was the guiding principle for selecting informants (see Tables 5.3. and 5.4.) The 

written survey was a shorter version of the interview guide (see Appendices E & F: 

Interview Guide & Written Survey respectively). 

The first seven questions of the written survey addressed demographic 

information (e.g., age, gender, etc.). The remaining nine addressed the following issues; 

personal history as student and/or teacher, present classroom practices, and reflections 

about past and present trends in education. Informants used between one to two hours to 

complete this questionnaire. I used the following procedures to administer the 

questionnaire. 

In the City of Conakry, I asked my research assistant to work in the same schools 

that I had visited during my first fieldtrip in Guinea. For that purpose, he contacted the 

Ministry of Education on my behalf to renew the authorization that I had from the 

previous year. He then made a first visit to the schools to meet with school principals and 

classroom teachers to discuss with them the purpose of his visit. 

In that meeting, he highlighted the fact that this research project was a follow-up 

study of my first study in Guinea. He explained that I was interested in expanding the 

number of informants of my study to explore age differences in the perspectives of 

teachers on issues related to language choice and language use in the classroom. He 

asked for the voluntary participation of six teachers: three women and three men, three 

teachers old enough to have living memories as teachers and/or students before 1984 and 
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three teachers younger without such memories. Some of the teachers who had 

participated in the first fieldtrip participated in the second fieldtrip. 

In his second visit to the schools, he discussed confidentiality issues with the 

teachers, and he asked them to sign a consent form that allowed us to use excerpts from 

their answers in written and oral presentations related to this study. He explained that the 

purpose of this study was academic and that we depended on their voluntary 

participation. As I had done the year before, he offered teachers the transportation fee 

and to the schools a symbolic gift of books."^^ 

Upon my arrival to Guinea, I visited all the schools and I thanked everybody for 

their additional participation in my project. At the same time, I contacted the Ministry of 

Education for Technical and Professional Development to request an authorization to 

contact classroom teachers and student teachers in the interior of the country (see 

Appendix C: Autorisaton de Visite, 2002). The same research assistant who had helped 

me plan the second field-trip traveled with me in the interior of the country. 

I visited four cities in the interior of the country; Kindia in Lower Guinea, Labe 

in Middle Guinea, Kankan in Upper Guinea, and Nzerekore in the Forest Area. I spent 

on average, one week per city and I contacted 223 individuals: 119 student teachers, 94 

classroom teachers, and 10 teacher trainers. Among them there were 120 women and 102 

men. In all cases, I followed the same procedures as mentioned above (e.g., discuss with 

the informants confidentiality issues; the purpose of this research; etc.) (See A ppendix 

I paid for these expenses and he made all the arrangements on my behalf I also paid 

him within my financial means at that time. 
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Db for the modified consent used in the follow-up study.). In terms of remuneration, I 

paid the price of gasoline to the persons who made the necessary arrangements in each 

city, and I offered juice instead of transportation fees to the informants (there was no 

justification for public transportation in these cases). 

I made an initial visit to the DPE in each city (Direction Prefectoral d' Education) 

to discuss with the local authorities the purpose of my visit and to request their help to 

contact the local teacher education center (FIMG or ENI: Ecole Nationale des 

Instituteurs).'^^' At the teacher education center, I talked with the Director of each school 

and/or his colleagues to express my desire to contact student teachers and classroom 

teachers to complete written sur\'eys on issues related to language choice and language 

use in the classroom. After that, a faculty member would volunteer to help me schedule 

meetings with classroom teachers and student teachers. In all cases but Nzerekore, I 

organized two different meetings: one for classroom teachers and one for student 

teachers. Organizing two different meetings had the benefit of meeting with less people 

at any given time and to have more time for questions and answers."^' 

The English translation of ENI is National School for Elementary Teachers. 

I was not able to work in N'zerekore; soon after I arrived in there I had to go to 

Conakry for medical reasons. Balde stayed and finished the work that I had planned 

there. As he explained to me later, the educational authorities in N'zerekore found it 

more convenient to group classroom teachers and student teachers together, at the same 

day and time. 
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To create a balance representation of perspectives between student teachers and 

classroom teachers, I asked the educational authorities in the interior of Guinea to put me 

in contact with 10 to 15 classroom teachers and 20 to 30 student teachers. Table 5.5 

summarizes this information as follows: 

Table 5.5 Profiles of informants from follow-up study (Spring 2002) 

City Student Classroom Teacher Totals 
Teachers Teachers Trainers 

Conakry 51 51 
Kindia 31 8 10 49 
Labe 36 10 46 
Kankan 20 15 35 
Nzerekore 32 10 42 
Totals 119 94 10 223 

Upon my return to Conakry, I typed the answers of each questionnaire and I 

discussed with rny research assistant possibilities for processing these answers with a 

statistical program similar to SPSS (Modalisa 4). Eventually, I decided to focus on the 

answers of one specific question that asked teachers to make recommendations about the 

possible use of African languages in the schools (see Appendix G: Summative Tables 

with Preliminary Findings from Follow-up Study). 

The follow-up study does not carry any statistical significance; it is a preliminary 

study that makes suggestions about the perspectives of the informants on issues related to 

language and schooling. Surveys of that type are often used by local and foreign 

researchers (see literature review, section 4.1.2.) but they are rarely initiated by the 
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teachers. Some of the informants who participated in the follow-up study asked for an 

additional copy of the questionnaire that I was using expressing an interest in pursuing 

this type of research. I think that once this step is taken then it is possible to discuss with 

more accuracy the information on the survey. 

I used information from the surveys cautiously to explore possible relationships 

between demographic information and recommendations as expressed by the informants. 

All along, I avoided making definite statements about the perspectives of the teachers 

because perspectives vary depending upon the relationships between 

researchers/informants, the changing working conditions of the teachers in different 

schools with different colleagues, students, and parents, etc. 

To sort out information collected on the surveys, I read each questionnaire several 

times and then I developed a list of possible recommendations for the use of African 

languages in the schools. In cases where individual informants expressed more than one 

recommendation, I used his or her strongest recommendation. In cases were no 

indications were provided by the informant and all recommendations carried the same 

value, I chose the most specific one. For example, between "The African languages are 

necessary" and "Use African languages as a subject area," I chose the second one. At 

the end, I made a list of 11 possible recommendations (see next chapter, 6.3) and 

discussed it in relation with the demographic information of the informant (questions one 

to seven in the written survey, see Appendices F & G). 

This chapter has provided information about the methods and procedures I used in 

the course of two fieldtrips in Guinea. My purpose was not to be exhaustive but to 
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include information that I consider absolutely necessary to guide the reader in the 

discussion of the findings. In the next Chapter, I present findings from classroom 

observations and semi-informal interviews. Also, I present findings from the written 

surveys summarized in tables that compare two to three variables at a time (e.g., 

recommendations for the use of African languages as means of instruction and gender; 

gender and age, gender and role, gender and place of residence, etc.). 
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CHAPTER SIX: PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

This chapter is organized in three main sections. These sections present findings 

from classroom observations, semi-informal interviews, and written surveys. 

6.1. Classroom Observations 

In this section, I include general information about current trends in school 

infrastructure (building new schools and renovating old ones) and the difference that 

these trends make in the rapidly evolving conditions of learning and teaching in Guinean 

classrooms. I also include information about supportive learning materials (e.g., distance 

education programs transmitted through radio), classroom routines, etc. 

Since the early 1990s, there has been a countrywide effort to build new schools 

and renovate old ones. This is a shared effort by private and public, local and foreign 

interests. Consequently, classrooms within the same school often differ dramatically and 

conditions change rapidly from one year to the next. During my first fieldtrip (Spring 

2001), I visited fifteen classrooms: Seven of them had been already renovated, five were 

scheduled for renovation in near future, and three were relatively well maintained'^^. 

Construction materials often make a big difference in the maintenance of a 

class; walls built with sand brick deteriorate faster than walls built with more steady 

materials (bricks out of soil mixtures that contain cement). This is even more important 

in Lower Guinea and in the Forest Area where a long rainy season between the months of 
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Many of these classrooms were overcrowded with 70 to 80 students per class'*^. 

Teachers used portable visual aide to demonstrate different concepts (e.g., mathematics 

charts and thematic posters) but classes tended to be bare of supportive lear ning material. 

This was particularly true in classrooms of double occupancy (classroom used by 

different groups of students in morning and evening sessions). 

In some classrooms there were commercial posters and calendars posted on the 

walls. Protective glasses and curtains were also available in some classes. Electricity 

even when installed was not functioning. Most classrooms were very dark making it 

harder for the children in the back rows to read the blackboard. Renovated classrooms 

well lighted and aired were often reserved for upper elementary grades. 

There were cloth strings hanging on the front side of the room to post number 

signs and student work in early elementary classrooms. Number figures were 

occasionally written along the top of the blackboard too (the numbers 1 to J 0 or 1 to 20). 

No class had a visual display of the entire alphabet. Each week children would stvidy a 

different letter of the alphabet. Information on that letter would be presented 

incrementally and it would not be visible in the classroom the following week. Students 

July to October makes it harder to maintain buildings in good condition than other 

regions (e.g., Upper and Middle Guinea). 

The frequencies for class size were as follows: 44; 50, 56, 57, 60, 63, 68; 70, 72, 72, 

78, 78; & 80, 84, 86. 
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were expected to keep this information in their notebooks and review it at home with the 

help of older siblings, parents, and/or friends. 

Students in early and upper elementary grades were expected to carry a portable 

slate and a piece of chalk in addition to notebooks, books, and pencils. Slates were used 

for rapid evaluations in all grades. In early elementary grades, students were also 

expected to have a set of ten to twenty sticks (batonets) for math problems. 

Songs and role-plays were frequently used as part of the language arts curriculum. 

Songs were also used to mark transitions from one activity to the next within the same 

classroom period in early elementary and upper intermediary grades. 

Memorized recitations were an important part of the curriculum . The first lesson 

cited, in the next section, offers an example of memorized recitations used in first grade 

to encourage students to speak in French. 

Textbooks were available for all grades and for most subject areas; however, 

many students did not have personal copies of all required textbooks. Teachers would 

regroup students accordingly to the availability of books for different subject areas. One 

book would often be shared among three students. There were a few classrooms where 

eight students would share a book. In these cases, during reading aloud sessions, students 

would take turns borrowing a book to read aloud parts of an assigned text. Reading 

aloud in the class was part of the official curriculum for language arts and as such it was 

practiced daily. Teachers talked positively about reading aloud activities emphasizing the 

importance of controlling pronunciation skills in French. 
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In addition to books, radio programs formed a significant part of the curriculum. 

Starting in 1999/2000, the Ministry of Education in collaboration with the educational 

sector of US/AID had developed a long-distance education program for all the grades of 

the elementary school. In Spring 2001, long distance education was practiced in all six 

grades. Lesson plans transmitted by the radio lasted 30 to 45 minutes and were 

broadcasted every other day, at the same time, across the country. Schools had a set of 

portable radio receivers and teachers shared them following a fixed schedule (e.g., 

Monday, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 8:15 to 9:00 would be first grade, and so on). 

This program offered on-site professional development opportunity to teachers 

and teacher trainers by modeling the implementation of recent educational innovations 

(e.g., student centered learning) from early to upper elementary grades. Students seemed 

to enjoy this program a lot because it included songs and learning activities that involved 

interpersonal and kinesthetic intelligences. Teachers seemed to be ambivalent about it. 

By Spring 2001, teachers' guides and students' textbooks had been created and 

the whole program was supposed to reinforce the general guidelines of the o fficial 

curriculum, but in practice, things did not work out as smoothly as planned. Classroom 

teachers complained that the fixed schedule for each grade countrywide did not allow 

adequate practice time for each exercise. In response, teachers recommended the use of 

cassettes instead of simultaneous radio emissions to be able to adjust time and thematic 

constraints according to the realities of the classroom. 

Apart from these considerations, radio programs modeled the use of African 

languages in early elementary grades and built upon the local expertise of classroom 
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teachers, curriculum writers, and local artists. I have included an example of this type of 

lessons as observed in a second grade classroom, in the following section. 

The lessons included in the next section provide information about the enactment 

of official curriculum programs as they were implemented in the City of Conakry during 

the year of my first fieldtrip to Guinea in Spring 2001. The following year, in Spring 

2002,1 found that some of these guidelines had changed. The change did not modify the 

content of the curriculum but reorganized it under essential skills for each subject area 

and grade level. This gave teachers more freedom in the selection of textbooks and other 

supportive materials; also, it gave teachers the opportunity to use an interdisciplinary 

approach to curriculum (e.g., reinforce literacy skills across the curriculum). 

At the time of the fieldwork, the organization of the lessons followed a formalistic 

routine similar to those observed in other African settings (Ndayipfukamiye, 1994). This 

routine included the use of a preview, the presentation of the lesson of the day, some type-

of an evaluation (e.g. oral and/or written; by group or individually), and a closure that 

most of the times consisted of copying the lesson of the day from the blackboard in the 

designated notebook. Lessons varied in duration, but in most cases, a lesson would last 

for 30 to 45 minutes including the time allowed for copying the lesson of the day from 

the blackboard. Many of the lessons that I observed were revisions and/or extensions of 

previous lessons. I observed 83 lessons of different subject areas and duration 

summarized in the following table: 
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Table 6.1: Subject areas and grade levels of classroom observations 

G R A D E S50 

Subject areas r'(3) 2'"'(2) 4"' (2) 5"(5) 6"V2) Total (15) 
1 Oral language 6 5 11 
2 Reading 2 1 1 3 9 1 17 
3 Phonics 4 2 6 
4 Writing 3 1 4 

5 Vocabulary 1 1 2 

6 Grammar 1 4 3 8 
7 Civics 1 1 1 3 
8 Science 1 1 1 1 4 

9 Geometry 1 1 2 

10 Math 7 2 1 3 3 2 18 
11 Drawing/singing 1 
12 Educational Radio/EIR 3 1 1 1 6 
13 Physical exercise 1 1 2 

Total 24 13 7 11 19 8 83 

6.1.1 Examples of Lesson Plans 

In this section, I present examples of lessons transcribed by hand (no audio-

recordings were used), revised for possible errors and missing parts with the help of two 

research assistants, and then translated from French into English by me. These lessons 

offer detailed descriptions of classroom interactions; as such, they indicate how teachers 

and students use what is available in the classroom (e.g., textbooks, official guidelines for 

The first numbers stand for the grade (1^') and the second number stands for the 

number of classrooms observed in that grade 1^' (3) 
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literacy development, the use of concrete material to practice mathematical algorithms, 

etc.) to enact the official curriculum of different subject areas and grades. 

I include information in double parentheses about the physical conditions of each 

class (e.g., space, light, and furniture). In single parentheses, 1 include information for 

the specific lesson as far as curriculum is concerned (e.g., learning objectives; setting the 

stage; etc.). 1 identify the schools that I visited by Zones (e.g., Zone Al, Zone D1, etc.) 

for reasons already mentioned in 5.2.2. To transcribe and translate field notes from 

classroom observations, I used transcription conventions listed in Appendix H. 

I used several criteria to select lessons for this study. First was the completeness 

and clarity of my own field notes; second was the completeness and clarity of the lessons 

that I observed; and third was the significance of the topics addressed in each lesson.^' 

Eventually, I identified five interrelated topics that I used as an organizing device to 

group examples of different lessons. These topics are as follows: 

• Learning French as a Second Language 

o Learning French through the use of recitations in French and in Sosso 

o Learning French through the use of role-play in French. 

In the scope of this study, I am discussing classroom observations not on the basis of 

their pedagogical merits but on the basis of their trends and practices (e.g., methods used 

to teach French as a second language; instances where the use of African languages as 

means of instruction was actually practiced; etc.). 
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• Learning in French 

o Teacher initiated but not finished questions... 

o Group work. 

o De facto use of African languages in an all French cunnculum: particiting 

mathematics in French and in Sosso 

• Literacy Development 

o Visual literacy or "lecture de 1' image" 

o Reading aloud practices 

o Reading comprehension 

• Student-Centered Learning 

o Manipulatives and math 

o Making learning at school fun 

6.1.2. Learning French as a Second Language 

6.1.2,1 .Learning French through the use of recitations in French and in Sosso 

((Zone B1-First Grade: Language Arts. This lesson took place in a classroom 

that was schedviled for remodeling. I visited the same school a year later, in Spring 2002, 

and I found out that the teacher had moved her class into a different building that was 

brighter and more spacious. When I visited this class in Spring 2001, there were 86 

students in the class; three to four children per bank; and many banks in very poor 

conditions; the teacher was very experienced and recognized among her peers as a 

dynamic, effective, and affectionate teacher.)) 
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(The lesson included here lasted 45 to 50 minutes; it offers an example of 

memorized recitations in two languages, French and Sosso. These types of recitations are 

practiced extensively in early elementary grades (1^' and 2"''), and therefore, they 

represent a dominant feature of classroom discourse; this lesson was a revision of themes 

and texts practiced in previous lessons). 

T: Get up! Sit dovm! Cross your arms! Well! 
When you wake up in the morning, what do you do? 

F: I say good morning to my mother. 
F: When I wake up in the morning, I brush my teeth before I say good morning! 
T: Good! Then what do you do? 
M: I greet my parents. 
M: I eat breakfast. 
F: I go to school. 
T: Who is going to say the whole thing? 
W: Me, Mrs! Me, Mrs! 
T: Who? Who? Who is going to say the whole thing? 
F: In the morning, I wake up and I ... 

[The student cannot finish the sentence so the teacher chooses another student.] 

M: In the morning, when I wake up I wash myself. 

[The teacher interrupts the student and asks the whole class.] 

T; Yes! How do we say it in Soussou? 

[The teacher chooses a student who says the entire memorized text in Soussou and then 
the teacher repeats it in French.] 

T: When I wake up in the morning, I brush my teeth. I wash myself. I say, "Good 
Morning mother!" "Good morning father!" I eat breakfast. I dress up and I go to 
school. Who is going to repeat it? 

[A girl says the whole thing; then a number of students try after her but they can only 
say parts of it; after five or six efforts, the teacher changes to another lesson which 
involves another recitation on a different subject: food preparation. As previously, 
the teacher starts with specific questions then she asks them to recite the it all.] 
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T; Who prepares the rice at home? 
M: The mother prepares the rice. 
F: The mother prepares the rice. 
F: The mother prepares the rice. 
M To prepare the rice, what does she do? 

[A girl answers in Soussou; then another girl repeats the same answer in French.] 

F: To prepare the rice, the mother sets up the fire. 
T: Then what does she do? 

[A student answers in Soussou; another student repeats the same answer in French.] 

U: She puts the water in the pot. 
T: What else does she do? 
F; She places the pot on the fire. 

[Tliree students repeat the last answer.] 

T: And after that? 
F: To prepare the rice, the mother washes the rice. 
B; The mother washes the rice properly. 
F: When the water is boiling, she puts in the rice. 
B: When the water is boiling, she puts the rice inside the pot. 
T: 'Who is going to say the whole thing? 

[Several students raise their hand; the teacher chooses students who start but they cannot 
finish the recitation; after several trials, the teacher models the same recitation again.] 

T: To prepare the rice, the mother sets up the fire. She puts the water in the pot. She 
places the pot on the fire. She washes the rice. When the water is boiling, she 
puts the rice inside the pot. Who is going to repeat h? 

F: To prepare the rice, the mother puts the fire inside the pot! 
T: Non! Stop! 

[The teacher models the same recitation again, in French; then she asks the students to 
repeat after her. This time, she breaks down the text in parts. She starts with the first two 
phrases and she asks the whole class to repeat after her; then she adds one phrase at a 
time. In this way, the whole class recites the whole text after which the teacher asks 
them:] 
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T: Now, do you understand how the mother prepares the rice? 
W: Yes! 
T: Get up! Sit Down! 

[It is ahnost the end of the lesson; the teacher ends with a few more questions about what 
the students ate the night before; the next activity was a reading lesson on a different 
topic.] 

6.1.2.2. Learning French through the use of role-playing in French. 

((Zone A1 - Second Grade: Language Arts. This lesson took place in a well-

maintained but dark classroom. There were 78 students in the class seated in banks (three 

students per bank). The students in the back rows had a hai'd time to read the blackboard 

but the teacher walked up and down and between the different rows to make sure that all 

students were engaged in the lesson. The teacher was in her early 30s with ten years of 

experience as a classroom teacher.)) 

(This lesson builds upon a "scenario" already introduced and practiced by the 

class. It is a lesson that documents the type of teaching methodologies elementary 

teachers are supposed to use, especially in early elementary grades, to promote second 

language learning without relying on the use of local languages. In this sense, it 

demonstrates the official language-in-education policy at the time of ray fieldwork). 

[To start the lesson, the teacher sets up a small market in front of the class and she 
chooses different groups of students to play the roles of sellers and buyers; she gives 
them real money to buy and sell, and she asks them to negotiate the prices of things that 
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they would like to buy; after a few replays, the teacher asks the whole class questions 
about who bought what from whom and at what price; this lesson lasted 35 minutes.] 

T: Get up! Sit down! (bis) 
Who was in the market before? 

M: I was in the market, before! 
T: What did you do? 
M: I was in the market before to buy a bag. 

[The teacher repeats the same question several times; different students volunteer their 
answers.] 

M: I bought a ball. 
F: I bought some sandals. 
T: Well! With what did you buy? 
F: I bought with money. 
T: Now, here is a small market. What do we find in the market? 
F: The sellers. 
T: Yes! Mariama! Kadiatou! Come up! Aicha! Fatou! Come up! 

Now, here are the sellers who are in the market. 

[The sellers take their place. The teacher chooses three more students to play the role of 
the buyers and four more students to play the role of relatives: father, mother, uncle, and 
aunt; the relatives are seated on the side and they are supposed to give money to the 
buyers to buy what they need. The teacher gives them real money to start the activity; 
then she says to the buyers:] 

T: What do you do? 
F: I want to ask money from my mother. 
M: I want to ask money from my father. 

[The buyers approach the relatives; they get the money and they go to the market where 
the following dialogue takes place:] 

F: Good morning! 
M: Good morning! What do you want? 
F: I want a pen. How much does it cost? 
M: 500 GF. 

[The teacher helps the students to form these questions and answers; once all three buyers 
have bought something, she asks the class:] 
T: Who gave the money to Miriam? 
W: Her father! 
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W: Non! 
W: Her uncle! 
T: What did she buy? 
W: She bought a pen and a 
T: And Moussa? 

{They continue like this for all the three buyers; then the teacher poses questions directly 
to the buyers:] 

T: Miriam, how did you find the money? 

[The girl cannot answer so the class helps her.] 

W: It's my father who gave me the money. 
T: Fatima, what did you buy in the market? 
F; An eraser. 

[The teacher repeats the answers of the students; then the student-buyers repeat after her. 
After that, the teacher asks another girl to come up; this girl does not have any parents to 
give her money so she has to sell an orange to buy what she needs. The same procedures 
are used as before; then the teacher repeats the same questions again. Some times, she 
asks 20 to 25 individual students to repeat the same answer; for example:] 

T: And Moussa, how did he get his money? 
F: His mother gave him the money. 

[The teacher repeats the same answer and asks 25 students to repeat it, one after the 
other; then she continues with additional questions for the student-buyers.] 
T; You, how did you get the money? 
F: My mother gave me the money. 
T: And you? 
F: I sold some oranges to get some money 

[They continvie like this with examples of different answers (e.g., "his sister gave him the 
money" was repeated by 15 students; "his grandmother gave him the money" was 
repeated by 20 students). To mark the end of this lesson, the teacher says:] 

T: Get up! Sit down! (3 times) 
A song! 
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6.1.3. Learning in French 

6.1.3.1. Teacher initiated but not finished questions ... 

((Zone B2 - Third Grade: Science. This was a relatively small class in a school 

that needed considerable remodeling; there were 60 students in the class; the teacher had 

more than ten years of experience; she seemed to have a good rapport with the students 

but occasionally she threatened students with a plastic rod that she swayed in front of the 

class and/or used on classroom furniture. This was a frequent practice in several of the 

classrooms that I observed. 

(The lesson presented here models a very distinct type of teacher-initiated 

questions. The teacher forms a question but does not finish it; the students are expected • 

"'^Corporal punishment is officially prohibited in Guinea; however, the threat of 

corporal punishment continues to be a common practice mostly in elementary schools. 

Many teachers during the semi-informal interviews said that "education in the past was 

rigorous." Rigorous education implies the systematic study of French and in French but 

it also implies the use of corporal punishment and the fear many students had for their 

teachers (see teachers' interviews 6.2.1 & 6.2.6) (also see Appendix I for a real anecdote 

from a 6^*^ grade class in Middle Guinea, in 1969, that combines the use of corporal 

punishment with the vise of French as language of instruction). The time frame that many 

teachers used in relation to "rigorous education" varied. Some of the referred to the 

period before political independence, others referred to the period before 1968, and others 

referred to the period before 1984. 
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to finish it with the correct answer. Teachers use this type of questions to preview and/or 

review information related to the topic of each lesson; some teachers use this technique 

more than others. This lesson lasted 20 minutes.) 

T: What did we see last week in science? We saw, what? 
M: We saw the apple! {We talked about apples} 
W: Me, Mrs! Me, Mrs! 

M: We saw the water! {We talked about the water} 
T: What else did we see? 
M: We saw the drinking water! 
T: We saw that the drinking water is good to 
W: Drink! 
T: Before drinking the water, what do we have to do? 
M: We have to filter (it). 

[The teacher talks about the importance of filtering the water to avoid water related 
diseases; then she starts again with more questions on this previous lesson.] 

T: The water is what? We say that the water is ? 
W: The water is indispensable! 
T: We say that the water is life! The water is the life of ? 
W: A person! 
T: Is it understood? 
W: Yes! 
T; Good! 

[The teacher introduces a new lesson; she points to the picture of a human body, then she 
asks a boy to make a demonstration. She asks the class:] 

T: What's his name? 
W: Ousmane... 
T: Who is going to show me the body of Ousmane? 
M: I show the body of Ousmane! 
T: Who is going to show me the different parts of his body? 

[The teacher chooses another boy; he shows the hands, the legs, the head, and the torso of 
his classmate.] 

T: Our body is composed by how many parts? 
M: Four parts! 
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T: Is the human body composed by four parts? 
W: Non! 
T: Who is going to tell me? 
F: The head, the torso, and the members. 
T: The head contains what? 
F: The head contains two ears, two eyes, and one mouth! 

[The teacher repeats the answer of the last student by showing the different parts of the 
body of the student who serves as a model. She models this in the following way:] 

T: We have two ears! 
W: We have two ears! 

T: We have two eyes! 
W: We have two eyes! 

T: We have one mouth! 
W: We have one movith! 

T: Did you understand? 
W: Yes! 

[They continue like this for the torso and the legs; at the end they review the whole body; 
the teacher asks the class:] 

T: How many parts does the human body have? 
U: The human body has three parts: the head, the torso, and the members. 

[The teacher asks different students to repeat the last answer; then she asks:] 

T: We have the head, we have the torso, and we have the ? 
W: Members! 
T: There are the lo members? 
W: Lower! 
T: There are the up members? 
W: Upper! 

[The teacher explains to the class that when somebody asks them to show their upper 
members they have to show their hands, and when they ask them to show their lower 
members, they have to show their legs; then she asks:] 

T: Have you understood that? 
W: Yes, Mrs! 
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[The teacher sends a student to get some chalk for her; then she writes on the board the 
summary of that lesson.] 

Summary: The human body has 3 members: the head, the torso, and the 
members. 

[Copying the summary from the board takes 5 to 10 minutes; after that the class is 
dismissed for a 10-minute break.] 

6.1.3.2. Group work 

((Zone Dl-Fifth Grade: Math. This was a new classroom constructed in 2001; 

very well maintained; there were 57 students in the class sitting in groups of 6 to 8 

students; instead of student banks, this class had long tables and chairs; the teacher was 

relatively young; this was his second year as a classroom teacher; he was one of the few 

teachers that I observed who used group work consistently.)) 

(The lesson presented here lasted 35 minutes; it offers an example of teacher 

initiated questions that are supposed to facilitate critical thinking among students, but in 

reality, they leave little time for meaningful interactions among students. Students have a 

hard time to follow the teacher and the teacher downplays these difficulties by telling to 

students that "these are 3'^'^ and 4"' grade problems" or that "this is a 2"^ grade problem".) 

[The teacher starts by drawing pictures of fractions on the board; then he asks the whole 
class:] 

T: What is a fraction? 

[With this question, the teacher initiates a preview session; students volunteer different 
answers and the teacher keeps prompting for more answers until he gets the exact answer 
of the book. Then, he asks two students to come to the board to write in numbers the 
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fractions represented by the fraction drawings on the board. The preview session 
continues with two more questions:] 

T: What do you understand with the word "denominator"? 

T: What do you understand with the word "nominator"? 

[The teacher introduces the lesson of the day by explaining to the students that today they, 
will leam about decimal fractions; he writes on the board and reads aloud the following 
problem:] 

T: Four divided by five. 
T: These are 3"^^ and 4"^ grade problems! 

Work out your answers on a paper, if you want. 

[The students have a hard time with this problem; nobody volunteers an answer and so 
the teacher poses a different problem. He says to the class;] 

T: I have 8 mangoes to share among 9 people. 

It's a 2"'* grade problem! 
So, 8 divided by nine. To which fraction does it correspond? 

[The students volunteer different answers that are not what the teacher is looking for; the 
teacher wites the fractions of 8/9 and 4/5 on the board and he models the correct answers 
for the class; then, he asks the students to compare these two fractions; he asks them:] 

T: What do you observe here? 
M: The denominators are not equal. 

[The teacher accepts the answer and he keeps prompting the students to give a specific 
answer but nobody does; the teacher tries again with a different problem; he writes on the 
board two fractions: 8/2 and 10/5; a girl comes up on the board and she shows how 8/2 = 
4 and 10/5 = 2; the teacher asks the students to compare these fractions with the previous 
fractions; he explains to the class that when the nominator is smaller than the 
denominator then the answer would have to be a decimal number; they discuss the 
solutions of 8/9 and 4/5 together; after that the teacher asks the class to work in groups; 
each group has to make a list with decimal fractions; he gives them about 10 minutes to 
prepare their lists and then he collects the lists and reads them aloud; together with the 
students, they eliminate those fractions that do not fit into this category; then, he asks:] 
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T: Who has a question to pose? 
M: 'What happens if there is the same number for the nominator and the denominator? 

[The teacher appreciates the question and he answers it by himself; then, he writes on the 
board the summary of the lesson.] 

T: Summary; a fraction is decimal when the nominator is smaller than the 
denominator, examples: 1/10,1/100,1/1000. 

[The students copy this summary in their notebooks and as soon as they finish they are 
free to get out of the class for a 10-minute break; the teachers says that after the break, 
they will solve some of the problems that they identified so far.] 

6.1.3.3. De facto use of African languages; practicing mathematics in French and in 
Sosso 

((Zone A1-Fourth Grade; Geometry. This class was well maintained with 

adequate light, on the second floor of a two story building; there were 63 students in 

class; the teacher had more than twenty years of experience as a classroom teacher.)) 

(This lesson demonstrates the de facto use of African languages in an intermediate 

elementary classroom. The first half hour of the lesson is spent on questions/ 

answers/demonstrations. The second half hour is spent on practice; it is during practice 

time that students use Sosso among themselves, to solve the assigned problems). 

[The teacher starts the lesson by writing on the board;] 

Geometry: Revision of the Rectangle 

[Then the teacher says;] 
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T: Show an object to the class that has the form of a rectangle. 

[Students give examples; then the teacher asks:] 

T: Now, who can draw for me a rectangle on the board? 

[A girl comes to the board to draw a rectangle; then the teacher says:] 

T: Who is going to show me the sides (of the rectangle)? 

[Another girl comes; after she finishes, the teacher asks the class:] 

T; How do we call the two big sides of the rectangle? 
M: We call them the two long sides {length} 
T: And the two small sides? 
F: The two wide sides {width} 

[The teacher repeats the two last answers and asks the whole class to repeat them after 
him. Then he asks a girl to draw the medial line between the two long sides of the 
rectangle; when this is done, he draws the medial line between the two wide lines. He 
shows the first medial line to the class and asks them:] 

T: How do we call this line? 

[Different students give different answers: "vertical line", "horizontal line", etc.; the 
teacher accepts their answers but he poses the same question again and again until a 
student comes up with the answer he is looking for "medial". Then he asks the class:] 

T: Who is going to show me the outline of the rectangle? 

[A girl comes to the board; after she is done, the teacher writes the following problem on 
the board:] 

T: Find the perimeter, the semi-perimeter and the surface of a rectangle that has 35m 
lengths and 15m width. 

[The students have practiced this type of problem before; the teacher calls different 
students to the board to solve each one of the three parts of the problem; when they are 
done, he assigns the class five similar problems and he asks the students to work out their 
solutions in their notebooks; by then it is almost 30 minutes into the hour; for the next 15 
minutes students are working in pairs or by themselves to solve these problems; during 
this time, they talk among themselves in their own languages to ask for help from each 
other, to joke, and to tease each other; then one by one, as they are finishing with all five 



problems, they start making a line by the teacher's desk to have their work checked by 
the teacher; checking their work in this way takes the last 15 minutes of the class.] 

6.1.4. Literacy Development 

6.1.4.1. Visual literacy or "lecture de 1' image" 

((Zone D1-First Grade: Language Arts. This lesson took place in a class 

scheduled to be remodeled; officially this class had 44 students, but the day that I 

observed this particular lesson more than 70 students were in class; the extra students 

were from the afternoon session (double occupancy school) and they had come to listen 

to the radio educational program that was transmitted only three days a week and always 

in the morning. There were two teachers in the class: an older lady with more than 

twenty years of experience as a classroom teacher who actually taught all the lessons that 

I observed in this class and a younger lady who was the afternoon teacher. These two 

teachers planned their lessons together and occasionally shared teaching responsibilities, 

substituted for each other in case of an emergency, etc.)). 

(The lesson presented here models visual literacy. Visual literacy consists of 

reading the pictures of an assigned text from the language arts textbook; this is a teaching 

strategy used across the curriculum and across the different grades (see 6.1.4.2 & 6.1.4.3 

for an example from a 5"^ and a 6*'^ grade class respectively). Visual literacy is used in 

combination with other teaching strategies (e.g., reading aloud, reading for 
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comprehension, responding to oral and written evaluations, etc.) (See 6.2.2 for a 

discussion of these strategies by one of the interviewed teachers.). In this class, very few 

students had a copy of the textbook; for that reason, in the beginning of the lesson, the 

teacher arranged students around the room to make sure there was at least one book per 

student bank; there were three to four students per bank; the actual lesson lasted 20 to 25 

minutes.) 

[The lesson started with the teacher saying:] 

T: Yes! Look at the first picture. Look! 

[The teacher asks a student to share her book with the other two students who sit next to 
her; then she repeats:] 

T: Look very well! What do you see? 
M: I see a pirogue. 
T: What else? 
U: I see some coco trees! 

[The teacher repeats the same answer and asks seven students to repeat it individually 
after her.] 

T: What else do you see? 
U: I see the moon. 
T: I did not understand you! 
U: I see the moon. 
T: I see the moon! Repeat! 
W: I see the moon! 

[The teacher asks five students to repeat the last answer; then she asks again:] 

T: What else do you see? 
U: I see the fish. 

[Same procedure; the teacher repeats the answer; she asks the whole class to repeat it 
then she asks individual students to do so; they continue with more questions/ answers; 
then the teacher chooses two students and asks them to pose to each other a question:] 
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U: What do you see? 
U: I see two young boys. 

[Same procedure; the teacher repeats the answer; the whole class repeats after her; 
individual students repeat it; then she asks the whole class;] 

T: What do they do? 
U: They put the net (the fishing net) 
T: Is this the net? How do we call this? 
U: The pirogue! 
T: Good! Where do the two boys go? 
U: On the coast. 
T: What are they going to do there? 

[The teacher starts the answer and the whole class completes it:] 

T: They go to . 
W: The go to fish! 
T: With what did they come back? 
W: They came back with some fish. 
T: Look at the second picture! What do they do? In the second picture, what did 

they fish with? 
B: They fished with a net. 

[Same procedure; the teacher repeats the answer; the class repeats it after her; then 
individual students repeat it; they continue with a few more questions and answers; then 
they move on to a different lesson.] 
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6.1.4.2. Reading Aloud Practices 

((Zone B2-Fifth Grade: Poetry. This was a small class in need of remodeling; 

there were a few Disney figures painted on the walls but they were deteriorating; 

officially there were 70 students registered in class but that day less than 60 were present; 

the teacher had more than twenty five years of experience as a classroom teacher.)) 

(This lesson models the teaching of poetry in the larger scope of the language arts 

program. It offers an example of how reading aloud practices are used in an upper 

elementary class and in relation to other literacy practices: visual literacy and 

comprehension questions. This lesson lasted 30 minutes.) 

[The teacher starts by writing on the board the title of the lesson:] 

T: Text analysis: Poetry. 
Take your books! Horizons d' Afrique, page 129^^. 

[He takes attendance; then he checks if everybody is ready to start and he says:] 

T: Look at the picture, well! Look at your picture, well! 
Look at the picture! Close the books! Close the books! 
Who is going to tell me what s/he saw? 

M: Two wrestlers. 
M: I saw two people. 
F: Two groups of two wrestlers. 
T: How are the wrestlers? 
M: They are nude. 

[The teacher repeats the last answer. He asks six students to repeat the same phrase after 
him; then, he repeats the same phrase himself one more time. After that, he asks the 
whole class to repeat it after him. He continues with another question:] 

See Appendix J for a copy of the poem used in this lesson (in French). 



T: What do the people do? 
F: The people look at the wrestlers. They are the spectators. 

[The teacher asks several students to repeat the last answer; then he uses an 'unfinished' 
question:] 

T: They are the ? 
W: They are the spectators! 
T; Open your books. So, you said that the wrestlers are nude. 
[He explains that this is an example of traditional African wrestling and then he asks:] 

T: Where does this game take place? 
F: In the village. 
T: We will start reading the text. 

[First, the teacher reads aloud and then he asks:] 

T: Who is going to read? 

[He chooses a girl; she starts reading and the teacher says:] 

T: Ah! Non! This is not well read! Who is going to read better? 

[This time he chooses a boy. The boy starts reading and the teacher keeps correcting his 
pronunciation; for example:] 

T: It's not "que." It's "qui-" No! No! No! No! 

[The student finishes the poem and the teacher chooses anotlier boy to read; when this 
student finishes reading, the teacher asks again:] 

T: Who is going to read for the last time? 

[He chooses a girl; she reads and he corrects her pronunciation; when she finishes 
reading, the teacher asks:] 

T: So, what did we read about? 

[A session of questions/answers follows in the form of a poem; the teacher asks:] 

T: Is what we read a story? 
W: Non! 
T: It is a poem! How do you know that this is a poem? 
F: From Horizons d' Afrique (The title of the book they are using.) 
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T: Noil! Horizons d' Afrigue is a book. Look at your text! How is this text? 

[Students volunteer some answers; the teacher accepts them and then he prompts students 
to think about the repetitive elements of the text; he says:] 

T: Which word is repeated? 
W: Tenki! 
T: In poetry, the words are repeated! 

[A different session of questions/answers follows; this time on vocabulary; the teacher 
asks the students to identify the words that they do not understand; he defines them using 
synonyms, examples, gestures, and role-playing with the help of stvidents; for example:] 

T: Which words are difficult to understand? 
F; Tenki! 
T: Tenki is not French! 

[The teacher asks two boys to stand up and to act as if they were wrestling; then he says 
to the class:] 

T: Tenki-tenki is the way they wrestle. 

[The two boys sit down; another student asks the teacher to define "oiseau hypnotise"; 
the teacher explains using sjnonyms and gestures; they continue with the words 
"empoignade," "serpent minute," "adversaire," and "ecorce." After that, the teacher 
reads the poem aloud again and he assigns as homework to copy this poem in the student 
notebooks; this is the end of this lesson; they continue with another reading lesson.] 

6.1.4.3. Reading Comprehension 

((Zone CI-Sixth Grade: Language Arts. This was a recently renovated class; 

very well maintained; on the second floor of a two-story building; well aired and with a 

lot of light; a class of 72 students; the teacher had more than twenty years of experience 

as a classroom teacher.)) 
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(This lesson lasted 35-40 minutes; it is one of the lessons that I used with a 

group of school principals at the end of my fieldtrip in Spring 2001. What makes this 

lesson exceptional is that this is a 6* grade class, toward the end of the academic year and 

so the expectation is that most students would be willing and able to participate in whole 

class discussion to express their opinions on different topics. The lesson was based on a 

story written by a Guinean writer, Boubacar Diallo/'* The topic was about a thief and the 

plot included historical and cultural information about life in an unspecified Guinean city 

with historical references in the period of the First Republic. None of the historical and 

cultural information was addressed in class that day either by the teacher or the students. 

During the semi-informal interview that followed this lesson, I prompted the 

classroom teacher to explain to me why the students did not seem interested to talk about 

this topic and he said that the students had not understood the text very well and that they 

needed more practice. I posed the same question to the school principals as well and 

they suggested that this lesson took place in the beginning of the week and that the 

students were not yet familiar with the text. This was not the case, however. This lesson 

was the third time that the students were discussing this text in class. 

I asked the school principals specifically if they thought that language was an 

issue. Some of them said that French is a second language for most of students and 

teachers in Guinea and so it will always pose problems of communication. Some of the 

school principals suggested that it could have been a good idea to discuss the main ideas 

of this text first in the language of the students and then pose questions in French. Other , 

See Appendix K for a copy of the text (in French). 
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principals suggested that the teacher was not strong in French and that the questions he 

posed were not conducive for in-depth discussions (e.g. who wants to be a thief)? 

The classroom teacher said that the problem was the lack of textbooks (most 

students did not have their own copy to study at home). I asked the classroom teacher 

about student-initiated questions and he said that there are times when the students can 

raise and discuss their own questions but according to the guidelines of the official 

curriculum, this particular activity, reading comprehension, consists of teacher-posed 

questions. In this context, he said that the teachers need to control the questions because 

it is possible that the students would pose a question that the teacher himself/herself 

would not be able to answer. To avoid this type of "problem," teachers come prepared in 

class with certain questions related to the text and the students are expected to answer 

these questions based on the information of the text(s) they study.) 

[The lesson starts with the teacher asking the students to open their books. Horizons d' 
Afrique on page 150 and look silently at the image of that page; after 2 or 3 minutes, he 
said:] 

T: O.K. Close your books (bis). 
What did you observe on the page? 

M: A man standing. 
T: Make a sentence! 
M: It is a man who is standing with a sack on his back. 
T: O.K. Somebody else. 

[They continue with questions about the way the character in the picture looks, the 
general meaning of this picture, etc.] 

T: What is the general meaning of this picture? 
F; This picture represents a thief 
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[The teacher asks three students to repeat the last answer; then, he asks:] 

T: Is this all? Is this all that you saw? Who saw something different? 

[Nobody answers; the teacher moves on; he says:] 

T: O.K. Open the books to page 150. How many men are standing in this picture? 
F: One single man. 

T: How is he dressed? 
M: He wears the skin of a panther. 
T: What is his position? 
M: His position represents a runner. 
T: What does he have on his back? 
M: This man has a sack on his back. 
T: Why is he running? 
M: He runs because he stole. 

T: According to you, who is a thief? {What makes one a thief?] 
M: He is a bad person ("un malpropre"). 
T: Who can tell better? 
M: He is a criminal ("un criminel"). 
T: Fine! Another one! 
M: He is a criminal ("un malfaiteur"). 
T: How would the owner of the objects be? 
M: He becomes unhappy ("malheureux"). 
T: What does the thief do when he wants to steal? 
M: He hides himself! ("il se cache"). 
T: Good! What else? 
M: He moves softly. 
M: He checks his surroundings quickly. 
F: He does not make noise. 
T: Why is he hiding himself? 

Why is he walking softly? 
M: He does not want to get caught by the owner of the objects. 
T: What would happen if he gets caught? 
M: He will be sent to prison. 
T: Now, is the thief good? 
W: Non! 
T: How is he for the society? 
M: A thief is the enemy of the society. 
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[The teacher explains to the class that they examined the character of the thief and that 
they continue with more questions/answers about the act of stealing in relation to the 
society.] 

T: Who would like to be a thief? 
W: Nobody! 
T: Is stealing a job? 
W: Non! 
T: Stealing is not a job! If stealing is not a job, then what is it? 

[There is no student participation and the teacher asks the class to read silently the 
assigned text; after a couple of minutes, he resumes his questions starting with the foiin 
of the text:] 

T: How many paragraphs are in this text? 
F: Two! 
T: Is this true? 
W: Non! 
M: Four! 
T: Is this true? 
W: Three paragraphs! 
T: Good! The first paragraph, what does it talk about? 
M: The first paragraph talks about a thief. 
T: Is this true? 
M: The first paragraph talks about somebody who was very confident. 
T: Why was he confident of himself? 
M; Because he left the key with the thief 

[The teacher repeats and expands the last answer explaining to the class that the thieves 
tend to approach rich people; then he asks:] 

T: Did you understand? 

[Some students wave that they do and the teacher resumes his questions for the second 
and third paragraphs; at the end, the teacher poses a question about the moral of the 
story:] 

T: What lesson of morality can you give in relation to the issue of stealing? What 
would you recommend? 

M: Avoid stealing! 
T: Another one. 
M: Look for a job! 
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[The teacher repeats the last answer and he then lectures the class about the importance of 
avoiding delinquent behaviors; he advises students to do well at school because 
eventually some of them they would be the leaders of their country.] 

6.1.5. Student-Centered Learning 

6.1.5.1. Manipulatives and Math 

((Zone Al- Second Grade: Math. This lesson took place in a well-maintained but 

dark classroom. There were 78 students in the class seated in banks (three students per 

bank). The students in the back rows had a hard time to read the blackboard but the 

teacher walked up and down and between the different rows to make sure that all students 

were engaged in the lesson. The teacher was in her early 30s with ten years experience as 

a classroom teacher.)) 

(This lesson gives an example of the kind of activities students do in a math class, 

in early elementary grades with the sticks that they are supposed to bring to school. 

Other objects used for the same purpose are class furniture (e.g., chairs, tables, student 

banks, etc.), the people in the room (e.g., boys and girls), and objects found in the 

courtyard (e.g., leaves and stones). This lesson lasted 25 minutes.) 

[In the begimiing of the lesson, the teacher drew a vertical line on the board; then she said 
to the students:] 

T: Take out the sticks or the stones! 
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[While the students are getting ready, the teacher writes on the board the title of the 
lesson:] 

Mental Math: Addition with carry on. 

[The teacher draws two piles of fruit; a pile of 12 and a pile of 18; when she finishes, she ' 
says:] 

T: Get up! Sit down! (bis) 
Take out your slates! (bis) 
I want to see your answers written only on your slates; raise your hand. 

[This is a typical routine; teachers ask the students to raise their hand so that everybody 
would start writing/solving the same problem at the same time; depending upon the 
difficulty of the problem, the teacher gives the students one or two minutes to work on a 
problem; then s/he asks them to raise up their slates and s/he evaluates their work rapidly; 
while s/lie is evaluating their work, the students are not allowed to write anymore on their 
slates; if they do, they are reprimanded and accused of copying the answers of their 
classmates; to present the first problem of the day, the teacher says:] 

T: 19 plus 13 equals what? 

[The students start writing; at some point, the teacher says "stop"; she evaluates their 
work by walking from one side of the room to the other; then she gives another problem:] 

T: 26 plus 14 equals what? 

[Same procedure; when they are done, the teacher asks the students to put away their 
slates; then she says:] 

T: Look on the board! What do you see on the board? 
W: Tomatoes! 
T: Tomatoes! How many tomatoes are there? 
W: 12 

[The teacher repeats the same question for the second pile of fruit drawn on the board; 
then she asks the students:] 

T: On the left side, there are 12 tomatoes and on the right side there are 18 tomatoes; 
now, what do we do to calculate the total? I will write here the operation. Where 
should 1 start? How many ones are in 12? How many tens? 
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[Students volunteer possible answers; the teacher corrects/accepts them and then she asks 
them again:] 

T: Now, to do the operation, from where should I start? 
W: From the ones! 

[The teacher models how to solve this problem; then she writes three more problems on 
the board: (32 + 19); (17 + 13); and (26 + 5); the teacher asks individual students to 
come on the board and solve one problem at the time; she helps each student to solve 
each problem and model it at the same time by "thinking aloud." When they complete all 
three problems, it is time for a break so the teacher dismisses the whole class.] 

6.1.5.2. Making Learning at School Fun 

((Zone Al- Second Grade: Math. This lesson took place in a well-maintained but 

dark classroom. There were 78 students in the class seated in banks (three students per 

bank). The students in the back rows had a hard time to read the blackboard but the 

teacher walked up and down and between the different rows to make sure that all students 

were engaged in the lesson. The teacher was in her early 30s with ten years of experience 

as a classroom teacher.)) 

(This lesson offers an example of the long distance education program mentioned 

in 6.1, the use of educational radio to transmit model lessons for different subject areas 

and grades; it lasted 30 minutes and consisted of seven activities.) 

1®*^ activity: Opening song (the radio plays the same song twice; the first time, the 
students listen to the song and then, the second time, they sing with the 
radio). 
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2'"' activity: 

3"^ activity: 

A short presentation about the two seasons in Guinea; a song on the 12 
months of the year; the students are asked to sing along using hand 
movements to indicate which month belong in the dry season and which 
months belong in the rainy season; the teacher models the instructions 
before the students are asked to sing the song. 

Mental math; the radio presents an addition problem (5 + 7); the teacher 
writes the problem on the board; the students are asked to solve it without 
using papers and pencils or slates and chalk; the radio gives the right 
answer and the students check their answers; a few more addition 
problems follow; then the radio asks the students to count by five; after 
that, the radio asks the students to work in pairs; the students take turns to 
trace on the back of each other different numbers (e.g., trace any number 
between 50 and 60); the students check their answers with each other. 

4^'' activity: A song about animals. 

5'^ activity: 

6"^ activity: 

7^'' activity: 

Phonics: the teacher writes on the board words that start with the letter 
/ni/; she leaves one letter from each word out; ex. for "main" she writes 
"ma ^n," for "mangue" she writes "m ngue; the students guess the 
missing letter and the radio gives the right answers. 

Written math: the radio asks the students to take out their slates; the 
students are asked to practice with addition problems (e.g., 25 + 17; 17 + 
18, etc); the time is not enovigh for the students to clean their slates and to 
start working on these problems before the radio gives the answer to each 
problem. 

A closure song; the students recognize it as the end of the radio program 
for today and they sing along. 

6.2. Semi-informal interviews 

To facilitate semi-informal interviews, I used an interview guide that consisted of 

three parts: a part with questions on life history and more specifically past experiences as 

teachers and students; a part with questions on classroom practices; and a part with 
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questions on personal opinions about different issues related to education including 

recommendations for the use of African languages as means of instruction (see Appendix' 

E: Interview Guide). 

To summarize information from semi-informal interviews, I used transcriptions in 

French that I had prepared in Guinea with the help of two research assistants. 

Thematically, I followed the staicture of the interview guide (life history, present 

experiences, reflection) and within that I highlighted the particular themes addressed by 

the different informants (e.g., Loving Children; Education is Good; and Teachers' 

Union). 

In the process of summarizing examples of semi-informal interviews, I made an effort 

to include the informants' own voices.In these cases, I introduced all French sayings 

with an English summary. I have not translated these excerpts line by line but I have 

introduced them with extensive summaries and/or comments in English. 

I introduce each summary with a theme that captures a major, if not the most major, 

concern of each informant. After that, I include brief information about the demographic 

background of each informant (e.g., personal experience as teachers/students before 

1984) and the circumstances of each interview (individual or group interview). To 

As I mentioned in 5.2.5,1 summarized six interviews out of 17 possible cases. Among 

the six retained, there are four individual interviews and two group interviews. I have 

included excerpts from the informants' own voices, only from individual interviews that 

were recorded and fully transcribed. The group interviews were hand-recorded and so 

the actual voice of the informants was not captured with accuracy. 
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preserve the anonymity and the individuality of the informants, I use no names and no 

pseudonyms. 

6.2.1. Loving children 

This was an individual interview with a teacher who had worked as a teacher in 

before 1984, but only for three years. 

Personal Memories and Past Experiences 

Profile: Man in his mid-40s (4th grade teacher); teaching was his choice; he said. 

that he likes working with children; he believes that if he does a good job, then his 

students will grow up and remember him as a good teacher; he mentioned that he has 

been working as a teacher for more than twenty years and all these years, he has never 

received a negative evaluation (ligne 14: ce qui m' a beaucoup attire ... c' est 1' 

education des enfants ... qui m' a beaucoup attire ... et quand je contribue a la formation 

aussi des enfants ... 9a me fera ... une chance pour moi dans ... dans 1' avenir... 

beaucoup d' enfants ne vont plus m' oublier). 

Challenges of Teaching: For him, teaching is the best job of all; he said that 

everybody seeks to get better at what he or she is doing; similarly, he also seeks to 

become a better teacher; what makes his job difficult is the lack of materials; also, he 

talked about poor living conditions; he said that public transportation is a major issue for 

teachers in Conakry; apart from that, he said that many teachers face serious financial 

LN refers to "Langues Nationales" or National Languages. 
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problems at home and that interferes with their work as teachers; he said that what 

motivates him to teach is the love that he has for children. 

Schooling now and then: He talked about schools before 1958 and 1968; he said 

that up to 1968, schools were still rigorous; children would take their studies seriously 

but with the Cultural Revolution in 1968, children became lazy; many students would 

participate in theatrical productions and sports; their participation in these activities 

would allow them to pass from one grade to the next without studying (ligne 198: ... 

salon moi la difference est que ... apres 1' independence de 58 jusqu' a 68 comme 9a ... 

les ... les enfants prennaient les etudes en serieux. Bon! Apres la ... 68 on est dans la 

Revolution Culturelle Socialiste, done la ... cette culture la ... c' est a dire que ... 9a a 

donne la paresse ... aux enfants ... les enfants n' aimaient pas bien etudier ... depuis la 

revolution ... il y avait la revolution ... le probleme du theatre ... tout cela... ceux qui 

etaient dans les troupes theatrales-la ... pouvaient passer comme 9a ... ). 

Going to school: He said that he started school in 1959; back then schools were • 

still very strict; his parents did not go to school but they wanted their children to work for 

the government as civil servants and so they insisted they attend school; he talked about 

old people who were afraid of sending their children to school; they were afraid their 

children would abandon their communities; specifically for girls, older people were afraid 

that if girls would go to school, they would not get married. 

Teacher Preparation Program: He said that he attended the teaching preparation 

program of Dabadou, in Kankan. That was for two years; he said that his teachers were 

very good; they gave classes in general and special pedagogy; in psychology; geography; 
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history; ideology; etc. He said that those classes are still useful to him today in the 

organization and presentation of lesson plans; he said that many things have changed 

since those times but according to him only the names of the different processes have 

changed; the essential parts of organizing a lesson plan are still the same. He said that 

throughout his career as a teacher, he participated in different seminars including the 

most recent ones in the 1990s (e.g., three months at the Center of Continuous Education 

for Teachers; a PPSE project at his school, etc). He talked about the PPSE; he said that at 

his school, they have formed a study group with other teachers; they meet once a month; 

a curriculum specialist comes to these meetings and discusses different methodologies to 

teach mathematics; he said that in these meetings they create materials and use them to 

teach concepts in geometry among other areas of mathematics; he compared the different 

academic experiences that he had and he said that in Dabadou (1970s), they covered 

general principles about pedagogy; in the Center for Continuous Education (1990s), they 

reviewed French and Math skills; and now with the PPSE and other projects (2000s), 

they are exploring different ways to teach the subject areas of each grade level. 

Teaching in African Languages: He started teaching in 1981 in the Forest area in 

a region where they used Maninka as language of instruction; he talked about the 

difficulties he had translating words from French to Maninka and that despite the fact that 

he grew up speaking Maninka; he said that teaching was easy because the students 

already knew Maninka; the difficult part was to prepare good lesson plans because they 

used French books as references and that involved a lot of translation for teachers (ligne 

682: Tu sais ... selon les ... la repartition du pays ... en region naturelle ... chaque 
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region naturelle avait sa langue parlee. Par exemple ... comme je viens de la Haute 

Guinee ... done toute la Haute Guinee c' est la .. .c' etait la langue Maninka. Done on ne 

pourrait pas enseigner d' autres langues la-bas si e' est pas le Maninlca La 

difficulte etait que par exemple ... tel que dans 1' enseignement la prononeiation de 

certains mots ... il y a ... de certains disciplines comment exprimer ... expliquer 9a 

correctement aux enfants pour qu' ils sachent le mot... Aussi, le temps de la preparation 

il faut faire attention puisque ... n' est pas un livre appropie pour donner tous les details 

pour la preparation). 

Present and Past Classroom Practices 

The use of African languages in the classroom: He talked about his way of 

teaching today; he said that he teaches in French but sometimes he uses Soussou to 

explain to students difficult concepts or new vocabulary words (ligne 852; Mm... en 

classe d' abord ... c' est le fran^ais et aussi la langue maternelle... que je peux utiliser a 

la fois... et pourquoi? Parce que c' est pour mieux comprendre encore la le9on ... je 

peux leur dire non seulement en fran^ais mais aussi en langue nationale ... Soussou ... 

pour une ... la bonne comprehension de plus). He encourages students to use their own 

languages in the classroom; students are expected to use French to present their answers 

in front of the class but they can use Soussou and French among themselves to work out 

solution(s) to different problems. 

Caring for Students: He talked about his way of relating to students; he 

mentioned that it is important for him to know that every student who comes to his class 
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feels comfortable and that there is reciprocity of good feelings between them (ligne 1125: 

c' est parce que j' aime mon trav... j' aime mon metier ... quand je rentre ... une fois que 

je rentre ... c' est le travail. Et la en ce moment je n' aimerais pas que ... un eleve qui 

vient en ce moment s' asseoir et... on ne peut pas s' aimer. Voila! C est pourquoi les 

enfants ... il y a un amour particulier entre nous et c' est pas la seule classe ... c' est 

toutes les classes que je prend). 

Learning difficulties among students: He said that many students don't study at 

home; he said, in his class of 63 students, perhaps 10 study at home on a regular basis; he 

talked about the case of students who either have to work after school or they go home 

but they don't have anybody there to help them with school work in French; he said that 

students need to study seriously throughout the year to be successful at school and to pass 

the annual exams; but, many students start studying just before the exams begin; he said 

that this is one of the major causes that students fail in the exams; he said that there are ' 

no surprises in the exams; if students fail, they fail because they have not studied all 

year; he thinks the examination system is fair; he said that every year more than half of 

sixth grade students fail to pass the exam for the secondary school but they have the 

chance to retake the test the next year; if they fail again, then they can leave school and 

become an apprentice (e.g., mechanics; seamstress; etc). 
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Recommendations 

Professional needs and interests: He said that he needs additional training as a 

teacher; also he needs to get paid well; he plans to stay in teaching but he hopes to 

advance within the professional hierarchy of his field; he said that perhaps in five years 

from now, he could be a curriculum specialist or a school administrator; for the 

improvement of education in Guinea, he said that the government needs to provide the 

necessary materials to teachers; otherwise, the teachers can't practice the new methods as 

presented to them; this is particularly problematic in the interior of the country where 

materials are even less accessible than in Conakry; he said that teachers are not paid well 

and so it is very difficult for them to buy materials on their own. 

The importance of schooling: He said that school opens the eyes of children to 

the world; he said that there is a big difference between the people who stay in the village 

and work as farmers and the ones who go to school; those who go to school have more 

opportunities to travel and to learn about different realities beyond their village; in 

addition to that he said that the school is very important for the development of the 

country; he said after political independence, the school formed many cadres; now, there 

are many more cadres in Guinea than before. 

Using African languages in the school: He said that it is not good to abandon the 

African languages and he criticized the fact that the African languages were suspended 

from the ofFicial curriculum abruptly; he said that it is possible to include the African 
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languages in the curriculum as a separate discipline; in this way, the students would have 

a chance to study their own language; to learn to read and write in their own language 

(ligne 1359: je peux dire que ... 1' abandon de ... de la langue nationaie a ete brusque ... 

on pouvait ne pas ... abandoner comme 9a ... mais laisser tout le temps toujours la 

langue nationaie ... parce que comrne ... il y a une difference entre avant et aujourd'hui 

puisque avant on enseignait toutes les disciplines en langue nationaie ... mais si on 

pourrait prendre par example ... une langue nationaie comme une discipline ... pour ne 

pas abandonner completement... c' etait bon! 

6.2,2. If only luck smiled to us 

This is an individual interview with a teacher who had used African language as 

means of instruction before 1984 as a teacher (for three years) and as a student (as a 

subject area in secondary school). 

Personal memories and experiences 

Profile: Man in his mid-forties (6th grade teacher); teaching was not his choice; 

he wanted to become a doctor but he did not pass the 2"'' BAC and so he chose to attend a 

teacher preparation college in Conakry for three years; he started working as a teacher in 

1978 in Lower Guinea outside of Conakry; he said that teaching is a noble job; it allows 
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you to know many people but it does not pay well; he said that the pay corresponds with 

the economic situation of the country; when Guinea reaches a higher level of 

development, then teachers' salaries will increase. 

Going to school: He said that he was the first one in his family to go to school; he 

attended a public elementary school, in a rural area of Lower Guinea, in the early 1960s; 

those years, the missionaries were looking for children in his community to put them in 

the schools; this is how his parents decided to send their children to school but his parents 

did not attend school; in his area there was a very old missionary school, long before 

independence; this school is not functioning any more; his parents were Muslims and 

initially refused to send their children to the missionary schools; eventually they sent 

their children to the first public school that opened in their area; he said that his parents 

and their generation did not really understand the importance of education; it was the 

missionaries who talked to them about schools; he said that he was the first member of 

his family to go to school (ligne 146: ... aucun parent n' a fait 1' ecole ... aucun parent 

... les arrieres parents ... panni les ancetres aucun ne connaissait 1' ecole ... 1' ecole dans 

ma famille a commence par moi. Aaa! C est moi qui a commence 1' ecole...). 

Evaluation of his experience at school: He said that they did not have many 

materials because they were in a distant, rural area; his school had six grades; he studied 

• 57 in French and as a secondary student he studied Soussou as a subject area' . 

Evaluation of his experience learning in African languages: He said that this 

experience was not very beneficial for them because at the time that language (Soussou) 

This individual speaks Soussou as a second language; his first language is Nalu. 
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was not written; he said that in the offices they speak but they don't write in Soussou; 

they write in French; this is how the use of African languages started disappearing 

because there are not enough texts to do research in these languages; he said that 

eventually Soussou will disappear and French will prevail because people use more and 

more French to express themselves (ligne 335: enfin a 1' epoque la langue nationale n' a 

pas ete tellement benefique pour nous ... puisque ce n' est pas ... c' etait pas une langue 

ecrite puisque dans des bureaux on ne parle pas Soussou ... on parle Soussou mais ... on 

n' ecrit pas en Soussou ... on ecrit en fran^ais ... c' est ainsi petit a petit que la langue 

nationale a commence a disparaitre puisque quand c' est pas ecrit... ce n' est pas sur les 

documents ... on ne fait pas des recherches sur cette langue ... cette langue va disparaitre 

et c' est le fran9ais maintenant qui a continue parce que lui... 9a il est ecrit... on parle 

fran9ais ... on ecrit... on s' exprime ... on fait ceci et cela ...). 

Evaluation of his experience teaching in African languages: He started teaching 

in 1978; he taught in Lower Guinea and he used Soussou; he talked about the difficulties 

of translating documents from French in Soussou; he said that the work of translating and 

preparing the material to teach in Soussou was the responsibility of the teacher; that was 

a lot of work for elementary teachers at the time and it was not easy (ligne 404: les 

difficultes etaient... les difficultes de traduction puisque c' est pas facile de traduire une 

langue ... qui n' est pas du tout ecrite. Alors tous ceux que nous enseignons ... c' est a 

travers le texte ... il faut traduire ... le calcul par exemple c' est ecrit en fran9ais ... c' est 

vous maintenant qui allez avoir une experience de traduction en Soussou ... combien de 

fois on avait de travail a faire ... c' est pas ecrit... c' est 1' effort deploye par le maitre). 
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He said that the government had published a few glossaries and a few textbooks in 

African languages but they were not enough to cover the needs of teachers and students; I 

asked him if he has any documents from that period; he laughed and said that even if he 

has, he does not know where to find them; he said that they are completely abandoned. I 

asked him about the positive aspects of this experience and he said that every country 

wishes to use its own language in the schools but if that language is not written then there 

are not a lot of benefits in that; he said that for the administration, there is no benefit in 

using African languages because people don't write in African languages; then I asked 

him about possible pedagogical benefits; he said that everybody wants to speak his/her 

language; it's important and it's beautiful; also, he mentioned that some teachers had the 

benefit of leai'ning different African language by working in different regions across 

Guinea. He added that it was not easy to teach in different languages; there were teachers 

who had to learn the language of the region at the same time that they were using it to 

teach; in addition to that, they had to translate documents in languages that they did not 

really know or they knew but not enough to do translations and to teach in them. 

Present and Past Classroom Practices 

Language of Instruction: He said that he teaches in French but some times he uses 

Soussou too; he said that using local African languages in the classroom is not prohibited; 

teachers are expected to use them to explain certain parts of a lesson; he said that the 

students understand faster and better when the teacher explains to them new concepts in 
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their own language. I asked him how frequent they do that and he said only when the 

students don't understand; especially when the vocabulary is new to them. I asked him 

how many students in his class (6^'' grade) would have difficulties understanding French; 

he said 30 out of 60; he added, that this is the reason that it is important to use written 

evaluations so that the teacher would know the students who have understood the lesson 

and those who have not. He explained that the students keep notebooks for different 

subject areas (e.g., math, French; etc.); also, they keep two separate notebooks, one for 

written evaluations and one for the summaries they copy from the board. 

Teaching methods: He said that teachers are not required to use one specific 

teaching method; teachers are expected to know different teaching methods and to use 

them selectively to meet the needs of their students; he talked about "la methode globale"' 

which starts with the use of a preview; he talked a lot about the importance of previewing 

a lesson because this is what allows the teacher to know if his/her students have 

understood the previous lessons and to make adjustments for the lesson of the day; he 

explained that he organizes his lessons using the same pattern across the curriculum: 

preview/revision - presentation of the new lesson - student evaluation - and summary 

(the teacher writes the summary on the board and the student s copy it in their notebooks 

to study at home); he talked about the evolution of teaching methods and how they 

become better over time; he said that the methods that they are using now in the schools 

are actually a variation of older methods; the new methods do not contradict the old ones 

but reinforce them; the names are different but the methods are the same. 
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Examples of Teaching Innovations: He talked about collaborative learning; he 

said that he uses heterogeneous groups in his class to malce sure that students with 

different skills are grouped together to help each other with class assignments; he said 

that he learned about collaborative learning in professional development seminars (ligne 

783: ... le travail de groupe dans ma classe ... nous avons six groupes. Vous donnez un 

devoir ecrit... d' abord la repartition des groupes... c' est pas seulement que les eleves 

qui comprennent qu' on doit... qu' on doit mettre dans le meme groupe ... vous devez 

constituez le groupe de fa9on .. ceux qui comprennent mieux ... ceux qui comprennent 

moins et ceux qui ne comprennent pas ... vous les melangez dans un groupe ... et quand 

il y a le travail de groupe ... vous donnez un devoir ecrit... ce devoir vous les reunissez 

entre eux ... ils discutent... les plus forts aident les moins forts ... ils jouent le role du 

maitre, quoi ? C est 9a !). 

Reading Instruction: He talked about the different reading strategies that he uses; 

first, he talked about visual literacy (1' etude de 1' image); he said that this gives students 

the opportunity to express themselves in French; the students look at the pictures of the 

lesson for a few minutes; then they have to close their books and talk about what they 

saw/remembered; at that point, the teacher doesn't model any phrases for the students; 

s/he listens and helps students to form their own phrases; then, the teacher asks the 

students to open their books to verify their predictions; at that point, the teacher makes 

the necessary corrections about the topic of the text. What follows is silent reading (the 

students read by themselves); after that, the teacher reads parts of the text and asks 

comprehension questions; the teacher poses the questions and the students answer them. 
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I asked him if the students pose questions too and he said that students can pose questions 

but it is primarily the teachers who do that; he added that if the students posed the 

questions, then it would be possible that the teacher wouldn't be able to answer them and 

that wouldn't be good for the class, (ligne 876: puisque c' est vous qui etes le ... maitre 

... les eleves comptent sur vous ... ce que vous donnez il faudrait que 9a so it vrai. Done 

en leur demandant dans ce texte la de poser les questions pour 1' explication ... ils vont 

peut-etre prendre mi mot que vous ne connaissez pas 1' explication de ce mot la. Alors 

que r etude repose sur 1' image ... vous pouvez leur dormer 1' occasion de poser les 

questions sur 1' image la mais pas dans ... au compte de ... du cours). After the 

comprehension questions, students read aloud: the teacher models reading aloud and 

several students are asked to read aloud to practice pronunciation every day. 

Recommendations 

The importance of schooling: He talked about the importance of school; he said 

that parents send their children to school because they don't want to see their children in 

the streets without a job; so parents send their children to school to be prepared to earn a 

living as adults (ligne 1011: ... chacun est tenu d' envoyer son enfant a 1' ecole parce 

que personne ne voudrait voir son enfant comme 9a dans la vie. Done c' est pour bien 

avoir prepare de quoi il va se nourir dans la vie...). 

The examination system: He said that exams are necessary because students need 

to have an academic degree to search for employment; the higher their academic degree 

the more chances they have to secure a good job; he says that the exams have a positive 
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effect on students because they motivate them to study; those who fail the exams, they 

have to study harder and try again the following year. 

Grade retention: I asked him to talk about the high rate of retention and drop out 

in the elementary schools; he said that the language of instruction is not the problem; he 

mentioned that by 3'*^ grade, most students know enough French to learn in French and to 

succeed academically but there is a lack of materials (e.g., books). According to him, this 

is the main cause of student failure on the exams; he gave the example of his class where 

out of 60 students only 20 have their own book of language arts; without a book, a 

student has a harder time to study at home. 

Improving schooling: He said that, if he were the Minister of Education, he would' 

continue the recent educational reforms and particularly the professional development 

seminars for teachers at the school. He said that this is a major difference between the 

present and past educational systems; before 1984, there were not enough seminars for 

teachers; teachers did not have the technical support that they have today; he said that 

now, what is missing is access to curriculum material to implement the new teaching 

methods; also, teachers need additional opportunities for professional development 

beyond short seminars at the school-site. 

Professional needs and interests: He said that he needs curriculum materials to do 

his job well; he needs to be heard; when teachers make a request for curriculum 

materials, the government needs to respond to these requests; he said, that five years from 

now, he will be a better teacher, especially if there are more professional development 

seminars. He said that he will continue working as a teacher because atlter twenty yeai's 
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in this job, there is nowhere else to go (ligne 1162: sauf si la chance vous sourit, vous etes 

obliges de vous maintenir la dans cette boite parce que c' est la ou Dieu nous a laisse... 

nous attendons notre chance ... comme chacun a sa chance ..." 

Using African languages in the schools: He said that since these languages are 

not written, it is not easy to use them in the schools, despite the fact that everybody 

would like to have his/her own language used at school (ligne 1056: ... chacun aimait 

parler sa langue maternelle ... mais puisque nous n' avons pas une langue ecrite ... nous 

ne pouvons pas dire... il n' y a pas de lexique sur 9a... done 9a ne sera pas facile de ... de 

mettre en application cette langue maternelle). He said that he welcomes initiatives for 

the reintroduction of African languages in the schools because this would allow Ciuineans 

to develop their own languages (ligne 1079: 9a sera bien parce que chez nous aussi nous 

voulons aussi experimenter notre langue ... parler... ecrire... tout 9a nous plait). 

6.2.3. Be yourself and work for the best. 

This was a group interview with three teachers, one man and two women. In this • 

summary, I use information pertaining to one of the two women; this was a younger 

woman, early 30s, with personal experience as a student in LN before 1984. 

Personal memories and past experiences 

Profile: Woman in her early 30s (5th grade teacher); teaching was her choice; she 

said that she chose teaching because she loves working with children; she said that this 

job is very challenging but also very passionate; what really motivates her to work as a 
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teacher is the satisfaction she gets when 40 out of 50 students in her class pass the annual 

exams. 

Teaching Preparation School: She said that she attended a teaching preparation 

program in Kindia, in 1997; she talked about the first time she had to teach as a student 

teacher; she had to teach math in a fifth grade; she spent the entire evening before that 

day practicing with her younger siblings and cousins; her father told her not to worry and 

to try to be natural; then, the following day, the school principal congratulated her. That 

re-assured her that teaching was a good choice for her; that she could be a good teacher. 

Evaluating her own experience as a student using African languages to learn: She 

said that this was not a positive experience; she studied in African languages from first to 

seventh grade; then she had to triple eighth grade because the language of instruction 

changed and all the subject areas were in French; she described the experience of 

changing language like "walking with her head." 

6.3.4.1 .Present and Past Classroom Practices 

Teaching Methods: She said that in the last five years or so, a number of projects 

(e.g., NFQE and PPSE) have come to schools; she talked very positively about these 

projects; she said that she has gained a lot by participating in different study groups. She 

said that teachers are encouraged to use their own material and methods to complement 

the official curriculum of the school. 
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Language of Instruction: She said that she teaches in French, but some times, she 

uses African languages to translate new words and difficult concepts; she said that she 

avoids doing that; she prefers using visual aides and questions instead. 

Students with Learning Difficulties: She talked about students who stutter; 

students who have a hard time to speak and read aloud in class; she said that she insists 

that they read daily in her class, for 10 minutes; in this way they get to practice reading 

aloud; also their classmates get to accept them as any other student and stop teasing them. 

Recommendations 

Improving schooling: She recommends the use of kindergarten schools; this way, 

she said, all children could start first grade with some knowledge of French; even if it is a 

minimum vocabulary related to the classroom. 

6.2.4. Education is Good! 

This was an individual interview with a teacher who had studied in Sosso, in 

elementary school. 

Personal Memories and Past Experiences 

Profile: Woman in her early 30s; (3rd grade teacher); teaching was not her 

choice; she passed both BACs and she finished two years of university courses in the 

I 
field of agronomy; she failed the test to continue for the 3 year; she tried again but 

again, she failed; then, her older sister registered her in the teaching preparation center 

without even telling her; she did not want to study there; she said that only those who 
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knew nothing went to the teaching preparation center but she did not have any other 

choice so she went; she finished in two years and she started working as a teacher in the 

early 1990s (ligne 28: ... quandj' ai fait 1' echec ... je suis sortie de 1' ecole. Maintenant 

j' etais decouragee ... j' ai dis que je ne vais rien faire maintenant.., je vais rester a la 

maison la-bas ... c' est ma grande soeur qui a dit: « Non! Non ! Tu ne dois pas rester a 

la maison. Tu dois aller a 1' ecole ». N'nakhai (j'ai dit en Soussou) « Non ! Non ! Je ne 

vais pas." A nakhai (elle a dit) « Non ! Non ! Je t' ai inscrit deja a 1' ENI! » J' ai dit 

que je ne vais pas ... N'nakhai (j' ai dit) qu' a 1' ENI ce sont les gens qui ne connaissent 

rien ... qui vont a I' ENI... moi j' ai les deux BAG ... je suis allee jusqu' en faculte ... 

je vais encore en 1' ENI... Non ! Je ne vais pas. Ma grande soeur dit que «tu iras a 1' 

ENI » et ma mere m' a dit que «tu iras a 1' ENI ». Je suis partie maintenant a V ENI ... 

on m' a fait rentrer en lere annee mais on a vu que mon niveau etait plus eleve que les 

gens qui etaient en 1 ere annee ... on m' a fait passer en 2eme armee ... done j' ai fait 

deux ans a 1' ENI... je suis sortie en 90 ... 91 ... 92 j' ai commence a travailler). 

The influence of her mother: she said that her mother knew how to read and write 

in French; she had learned French with the Sisters at the local church and so she was able 

to help her children with school work; she mentioned that her mother was very strict; she 

sent all of her children to school and she made sure that they would study at home; she 

said that if it weren't for her mother she would have stayed home working like a maid; 

she also talked about her sisters; she expressed a lot of pride for all of them because all 

four of them have finished school and found employment in the formal sector (e.g., 

secretaries). 
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Education is good: She mentioned that education is good; it's good because it 

works against ignorance (ligne 334. C est bon ! C est bon Madame! Une education c' 

est tres bon ... quand quelqu'un est instruit ... c' est bon pour une femme ... un homme 

... pour toute une personne c' est tres bon ... il ne faut pas etre ignorant). 

Going to school: She said that she started elementary school at the age of seven, 

in a rural area in Lower Guinea; she said that back then, students had to work physically 

at school; they would collect wood and palm straws; they would make bricks; they 

would cultivate crops; girls would have to wash the cloths of their teachers and their 

families; she said that this was hard; all that now has changed; after 1984, work 

production in the schools stopped (ligne 369: ... a cette epoque la ... 1' ecole rurale on 

etait la-bas ... il y avait des maitres ... il y avait la production en ce moment .. .on nous 

disait d' aller envoyer du bois .... on envoyait le bois a 1' ecole ... on nous disait d' 

envoyer la paille ... on envoyait la paille a 1' ecole ... le palmiste ... on travail lait pour le 

maitre ... on lavait les habits pour les maitres ... on pilait les ... on pi lait le riz pour les 

femmes de nos maitres ... on faisait meme les briques en ce moment...). She also said 

that at school they studied Soussou; she called that "Ko-Ko" and "Ko-La"; she studied in 

Soussou from the first grade to the seventh; she explained that they would go to school in 

the morning and in the afternoon; they had a break in between for three hours; so, in the 

morning, they studied Soussou and in the afternoon, they studied French (ligne 437: Le 

sousou ... koko ... kola ... c' est ce qu' on apprermait... Dieu merci ... quelque moment 

on a arrete ... des fois on melangeait avec un peu de fran9ais ... quand vous faites un peu 

langue nationale la ... vous faites un peu le fran9ais ... en ce moment il n' y avait pas de 
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cours le soir .... quand vous arretez pendant... vous allez jusqu' a midi ... a midi vous 

revenez a quinze heures ... vous repartez a 1' ecole ... le soir on faisait le fran^ais ... le 

matin langue nationale). She mentioned that she has good memories of that period; she 

liked her teachers and classmates; she also liked the fact that she could write in Soussou 

but she was happy when French replaced African languages at school, in 1984. She said 

that in Guinea, African languages are used mostly to speak; it is either French or Arabic 

that people use to read and write; French is the one that dominates; so, for her, this is the 

language that teachers should use at school. 

Present and Past Classroom Practices 

Teaching experience: She said that she has taught grades one to four; she has not 

taught fifth or sixth grade because she is married with children and she does not have the 

time to prepare extensively; she mentioned that in fifth and sixth grades, teachers are 

required to do extensive research to support their lessons with good documentation; also, 

teachers in these grades work under a lot of stress because they are preparing children for 

their entrance exam to lower secondary school. 

Teaching methods: She talked about the importance of including all five senses 

in the curriculum of elementary grades and particularly for science and mathematics; she 

said that she uses stories and questions to help children make personal connections with 

what they study at school; she talked a lot about the importance of engaging children in 

some kind of a dialogue; she said that the teacher is a facilitator (facilitate children to 

express themselves in French); she also talked about the importance of using repetitions 
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in class; she said that many students lack confidence in their ability to speak French; they 

are shy to speak on their own but they are willing to repeat a phofase modeled by the 

teacher and other students; I asked her about students posing questions during a lesson; 

she said that it is mostly older students in fifth and sixth grade who pose questions; in 

early elementary and intermediary grades it is rare that students would pose questions 

either because they are shy or because they don't know enough French to form their own 

questions. I asked her how she knows if students understand what she tries to teach; she 

said, that she uses different forms of evaluation including homework. 

1."he use of African languages in the classroom: She said that sometimes she uses 

Soussou to translate words in French or to give examples of new concepts; she said that 

teachers are encouraged to do that; however, students are not allowed to speak African 

languages in the classroom; she said that teachers should use "symbols" to force students 

to speak French^^. I told her that this must be very harsh for children and she said that 

very few children speak French at home and so when they come at school, they speak 

their own languages; however, they come to school to learn French; and so, it is very 

important that the teachers are strict; otherwise, the students would spend the whole day 

at school speaking in their own languages (ligne 572: ... des fois vous etes obliges d' 

^^Examples of symbols include the horns of a cow or empty bottles; some teachers hang 

these objects in their classroom to let the children know that if they speak in their own 

languages in the classroom, they would have to wear a symbol for the rest of the day; this 

is a very humiliating practice with a history traced to the colonial period in Guinea and 

elsewhere (cite Wa Thiong'o, 1986). 
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utiliser la langvie nationale pour que les enfants comprennent... quand les eleves n' 

arrivent pas a comprendre on est oblige d' utiliser notre langue ....) (ligne 595; ... la 

langue nationale a trop diminue les eleves ... parce que les eleves ici parlent rarement 

fran9ais ... il faut que vous inserez les symbols dans la classe pour que les enfants parlent 

fran9ais ... ils aiment trop parler leur langues au lieu de parler la langue Iran^aise ...) 

(ligne 603 : ... quand tu paries en Soussou en classe ... on met 9a sur ton cou ... et si 1' 

heure arrive et qu'il est sur ton cou ... on te donne dix coups ! C est dur ! ... pourquoi 

on fait ? Parce que les ... ils parlent trop leur langue maternelle ... langue nationale ... 

done on veut maintenant qu' ils parlent fran9ais ...). 

Recommendations 

Improving schooling: She talked about the importance of renovating the existing 

schools; she said that children would like to come to school and spend the day there if 

their classroom is clean and beautiful; she talked about the importance of playgrounds 

with plants but also with adequate equipments for sports; also, she talked about the 

importance of materials (e.g., books) for teachers and students. 

Using African languages in the classroom: She said that both French and African 

languages have a role in school; according to her, there is no need to create material in 

African languages; teachers can use them in their oral forms to help students learn French 

and in French (ligne 958: ... les langues nationales ont une place dans 1' enseignement 

... parce que les enfants n' ont pas le meme ... ils ne comprennent pas de la meme fa9on 
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la langue fran9aise ... il faut qu' on utilise la langue maternelle la pour qu' ils 

comprennent facilement... des que vous utilisez la langue maternelle ... ils vont 

comprendre facilement... il faut qu' on utilise la langue maternelle ... c' est tres 

necessaire ...) (ligne 978: La langue nationale a 1' ecole ? ^a vient de nous seulement. 

On n' a pas besoin d' ecrire ga. ^a vient de nous seulement) (ligne 993 : la langue 

fran9aise et la langue nationale ... si la langue fran9aise ne va pas on parle la-bas la 

langue nationale. Les deux vont ensemble.). 

6.2.5. A demanding job 

This was a group interview with two teachers at their school. I have summarized 

information related to one of them, an older woman with experience as a teacher in LN 

before 1984. 

Personal Memories and Past Experiences 

Profile: She started by saying that teaching was not her choice; her plan was to 

follow her father's career who had studied medicine during the colonial times in Senegal 

(in the William Ponty school); however, her father died soon after her graduation from 
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high school and she did not have the financial means to continue her education; this is 

howf she became a teacher. 

Teaching experiences: She started teaching in 1962; she said that she did not 

have any professional training as a teacher; at the time, there was a big shortage of 

teachers and with her high-school diploma, she was hired immediately as a teacher aide; 

she mentioned that during those times, the government organized professional seminars 

for teachers but in the summer time, only; after five years of work, she passed a test and 

that allowed her to work in the classroom with the status of adjunct teacher aide; 

(monitrice adjointe); then in 1977, she passed another test and ever since she has worked 

with the status of adjunct teacher (institutrice adjointe). 

The challenges of teaching: She said that teaching is a challenging job; teachers 

should be careful not to get in personal conflicts with students because this can cost them 

their job; she also talked about the case of male teachers who can loose their job if they 

get caught flirting with their female students; she criticized the double standard used 

against male teachers for this type of behavior; she said, in Guinea, men tend to behave 

this v/ay; male teachers are part of a larger society and if the society wants to change 

certain behaviors, then the changes should apply to everybody, not only to teachers. 

Negative aspects of teaching: She said that teachers are not respected by the 

society at large; she also said that the educational authorities are harsh on teachers; she 

talked about the lack of social benefits for teachers; she said that the government should 

provide a special account for teachers to cover medical emergencies; she talked about the 

case of teachers who can not defend themselves and they can not defend their families; 
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the society perceives them as people who can not take care of their own needs and that is 

not good (e.g., it has a negative impact in recruiting highly qualified candidates to work 

in elementary schools). 

Positive aspects of teaching: She said that teachers have extensive social 

networks; they are well known in their communities because they have been the teachers 

of many individuals some of whom become very successful in life; she tcilked about the 

case of one of her students who grew up to become successful financially; one day, he 

saw her walking under the rain; she said that he gave her a generous amount of money in 

recognition of her contribution in his life. 

Evaluation of her experience teaching in African lanauages: She said that she 

taught for many years in Soussou, all the different subject areas; overall, she said that 

using African languages at school was not a positive experience for teachers and 

students; she talked about the difficulties involved in transferring from one region to 

another and the challenge of learning a different language either to teach or to learn; she 

said that there is a limit with the use of African languages in the schools; Guinean 

students need to learn foreign languages, meaning French, English, and German, to be 

able to communicate with other people across the world. She compared the experience of 

Guinea with the experience of Senegal and she said that in Senegal the use of African 

languages was far more organized than in Guinea because in Senegal they had used only 

one Afi-ican language and not eight as was the case in Guinea. 
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Present and Past Classroom Practices 

Professional development: She talked about teacher participation in different 

seminars; she made a distinction between seminars sponsored by Guineans and seminars 

sponsored by foreigners; she highlighted the fact that for the same type of work, 

foreigners pay Guinean teachers much more than Guinean researchers/ institutions of 

research; she criticized the misuse of financial funds by Guinean authorities; she said that 

the government should use funds to better educate the teachers who are in the classroom 

and not those who work in offices. 

Students' learning: She said that many students fail to learn because the 

conditions of life in Guinea are very hard; she talked about the case of girls who have to 

work at home after school, to help out with household chores; she also talked about the 

case of parents who fail to follow their children and so their children do not study at 

home. 

Recommendations 

Community Schools: She said that local communities should have the freedom 

and the means to manage their own schools; this includes making decisions about 

language choice and language use in the classroom. 
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6.2.6. Teachers' Union 

This was an individual teacher without personal experiences as a teacher or a 

student before 1984; he started teaching the year that the Guinean government suspended 

the use of African languages as means of instruction. 

Personal Memories and Past Experiences 

Profile: Man in his mid-forties; (5th grade teacher); teaching was not his choice; 

he wanted to become a doctor; however, the circumstances of life forced him to become a 

teacher; he said that he is satisfied with his job; all his ambhions are focused on this job 

now; this is a job that allows him to earn a living and provide for his children. 

Going to school: He mentioned that his father worked as a nurse; during the 

colonial period, a nurse was the equivalent of a doctor; for him, being the child of a nurse • 

meant that he would do well at school; he said that his father had high expectations for 

him but things did not work out as planned; he finished elementarj^ and secondary school 

in French and he studied an African language as a subject matter; in secondary school, he 

was placed in an academic track that limited his choices to the study of agronomy; he was 

not happy with that; he tried to change tracks but he was not successful; he finished high 

school and passed both BACs; that allowed him to enter the university but again this was 

for agronomy and he did not want to study agronomy; some of his relatives encouraged 

him to go to teaching; he said that at the time they used African languages in the schools; 

for him that was very embarrassing but then he entered the teaching preparation program 
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in Conakry and the year that he finished, 1984, Toure died; he started teaching in the 

Second Republic, in French, in a rural area in Upper Guinea. 

Those who studied after him: He talked about the students who entered 

elementary school after him; he said that they faced many difficulties because they had to 

study in African languages; he talked specifically about the difficulties to teach/learn 

science; he said that there were not any books written in African languages to cover 

advanced scientific principles; he criticized the use of many different languages in the 

schools and he suggested that things would have been better if the government had 

adopted one African language instead of eight; then, it would have been easier to 

concentrate everyone's efforts on the development of that language (ligne 747; mais le 

ballon etait mal parti... parce que .. si toute fois que ... ee... toute la Guinee se reunissait 

et adoptait une seule langue ... tout le monde fait face a une seule langue... c' est plus 

rentable par rapport [que] si chacun par exemple ... nous s' occupait de sa propre langue 

... puisque a 1' epoque il y avait plusieurs dialects...). He talked about the different 

languages used in the different regions of Guinea and the students who had to change 

school from one region to another; that was particularly common among the children of 

civil servants including teachers; many children had to start elementary school in one 

language and then finish it in another; teachers and students suffered from these 

practices; he said that it's not possible to learn a language in a single day. I asked him if 

he could identify any positive aspects in this experience (using African language as 

media of instruction); he said that in a philosophical level, it is possible to talk about the 

benefits of this experience but what happened in practice was very different from the 
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philosophical discourses of those who talked about it; he pointed out that the use of 

African languages in the schools of Guinea was imposed on students ^ind teachers; 

students and teachers did not have a choice as to which language to use in the schools; 

the government made the decision to eliminate some languages and to keep others; in the 

beginning they kept eight and then they dropped down to six; he said that 

demographically speaking, there are three languages that prevail in Guinea: Sosso, 

Malinke, and Pulaar; from these three, the government should have chosen one to use in 

the schools; I asked him about the official justification of the language policy that favored 

the use of different African languages in the schools; he discussed two arguments: the 

first one was to facilitate learning for the majority of Guinean children who don't use 

French at home; the second one was about politics; he said that the government wanted to 

promote the languages of the people who lived in Guinea in the same way that the 

governments of countries such as France, Cuba, and the ex-Soviet Union promoted the 

languages of the people who lived in those countries; he said that this argument reflected 

the socialist i deology of the previous government. I asked him about the responses of 

teachers and students to the use of different African languages in the schools; he 

discussed four different responses: first, he talked about older people who were nostalgic 

of the colonial times; he said these were teachers who had studied in French; they knew 

French well; their position was that French is a language already developed with an 

extensive written literature; despite its colonial past, these people believed that French 

could serve the learning needs of Guineans precisely because there was not an extensive 

written literature in local African languages; second, he talked about people aligned with 
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the government of Guinea and specifically the late President Toure; he said that these 

people would follow and applaud the decisions of the President either because they 

wanted to be close to him (in higher administrative positions) or because they did not 

have the choice (they were afraid for their personal and professional security); third, he 

talked about people who did not speak French and they were pleased to have their own 

language(s) used in schools and other formal areas; finally, he talked about young 

students, in secondary and post-secondary schools; he identified himself with them and 

he said that they proposed the use of French because they could study advanced academic 

subjects in this language; in relation to that, he said that if French had been used all 

along, after political independence, the educational system in Guinea would have been 

much stronger, today; Guineans would have avoided the major rupture that occurred 

between 1968 and 1984 and the country would have produced many more efficient 

cadres than it has now. I asked him about the position of the teachers unions regarding 

the use of African languages in the schools; he said that if we want to talk about teachers 

unions, we have to start with the 2"^ Republic, after Toure's death; he talked about the 

leadership role of teachers in the 1^' Republic; he said that many of the political and 

administrative leaders of that time were teachers; in the early years after political 

independence, some of them expressed their disagreement with Toure but they were 

silenced; the teachers had to follow Toure because Toure wouldn't tolerate dissidence 

(ligne 953: si la population se leve a un moment donne ah? C est -a-dire, il voit une 

desobeissance ... pour lui.. c' est incompatible d' aller ... de contester le Chef... les 

enseignants qui ont riposte... ils ont re9U une le9on.). He pointed out that by 1968, 
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people would avoid talking about politics; if they would hear other people talking about 

the government, they would run away because they were afraid that they would be 

identified as political dissidents; even reading foreign newspapers would be avoided or 

practiced in clandestine; the teachers as a collective group did not oppose or propose 

anything different than the policies of the government at the time. 

Teaching Experiences: He said that his first years of teaching were hard because 

he had to work and live in a rural area, far away from his family; he was not used to the , 

hot and dry climate of Upper Guinea but his supervisors and colleagues encouraged him 

to stay because he was doing a good job as a teacher; after two years, he moved to an area 

closer to Conakry; there he met some Canadians; he had the chance to participate in a 

contest for a scholarship organized by the Red Cross; he did well in the test and he 

traveled to France and to Belgium for a series of seminars in preventive care catered to 

elementary teachers; upon his arrival, his father died and he had to provide for a large 

family already established in Conakry; he was able to get a transfer in Conakry and ever 

since he has been teaching there in different schools. 

Positive and Negative aspects of Teaching now and then (before 1984): He 

mentioned that since 1984, there are a lot of school graduates, even university graduates, ' 

without a job in Guinea; the job market is very limited; teaching is actually one of the 

few jobs where there is a greater demand than supply; he mentioned that before 1984, 

during the First Republic, teaching was a very poor choice; people would ask if you were 

a civil servant or a teacher even though teaching was part of civil service (pubUc sector); 

he explained that in those years, elementary teachers and soldiers were the least popular 
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jobs; both of them were very badly paid; but since the military took over the government, 

after 1984, things have changed; teachers' salaries are always low but not as low as 

before 1984; he said that despite persisting financial problems, teachers have actually 

more opportunities to express their opinions today than in the past; in addition to that, 

they have some opportunities for professional development; today they may work as 

teachers but tomorrow they could work in a different field. 

Financial Needs and Teachers' Unions: He said that many teachers can not meet 

their financial needs; this forces them to work in the private sector (les petites affaires); 

also, there are times that their salaries are delayed and this places a lot of financial stress 

on the teachers and their families; he said that teaching salaries have not been adjusted 

for a long time; they are far behind the actual cost of living and so when medical and 

social emergencies come up, teachers are in a very disadvantaged position; he talked 

about the importance of teachers' unions; he said that there are some advantages there 

for teachers; teachers have to fight to change their professional status; through collective 

negotiations with the government, they can achieve a higher social status for their 

profession and better salaries; he said that in the future things will be better for teachers. 

Classroom constraints: He talked about the lack of curriculum material for 

teachers and students; he said that teachers have to spend their own money to buy 

curriculum materials even though they can't cover more than 50% of their monthly needs 

with their salaries; he said that many students face similar problems; they can't afford to 

buy their own books and so they can't study at home; he talked about the lack of furniture 

in his classroom; then, he said that each period has its needs, meaning that teachers are 
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forced to sacrifice a lot to serve their country (ligne 192: mais le patriotisme n' est pas 

facile... si vous n' etes pas dans les conditions normales... mais vu 1' amour qui te lie 

avec le pays ... on est oblige de faire un sureffort...); he talked about classrooms with 

one teacher and 80 students as a very common situation in the City of Conakry. 

Positive aspects of teaching: He said that teaching is a job that allows you to 

develop strong communication skills; also, it offers some opportunities for career change. 

He said that teachers work with children and therefore they gain a lot of knowledge in 

child psychology; also, contrary to farmers and small merchants, teachers keep studying 

to prepare their lessons; in this way, they are able not only to maintain but also to 

improve their literacy skills; working with children allows teachers to be informed about ' 

the latest social trends; teachers are well integrated in their social milieu; they know what 

is going on in many different social groups (e.g., children, adults from different walks of 

life, etc.). 

Elite education: He mentioned that before political independence in Guinea, they 

practiced what is called "elite education"; at that time, very few Guineans would go to 

school; there were even less people who could attend regional schools of the Colonial 

French government, in Dalcar and elsewhere; those who graduated from those schools 

(e.g., the school of William Ponty in Senegal) enjoyed good salaries and high social 

status; he said that during the colonial times, one person out of a thousand was considered 

as literate meaning s/he had gone to school and spoke French correctly; at that time, the 

Guineans were imitating the French; there were Guinean teachers but they were more like 

the French, the White people; they didn't work in the fields; they had a lot of things; they 
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had a lot of advantages; even their cloths were European; there were teachers who could 

afford to buy imported cloths from France and Italy; during the colonial times, teachers 

were rare; wherever they would go, they would stand out; that changed after political 

independence. He said that every regime has its own ideology and that obviously the 

ideology of the colonial govermnent was not the same as the ideology of the First 

Republic. 

Mass education during the First Republic: He said that after political 

independence, "elite education" was replaced by what is known as "mass education". He 

talked about the socialist ideology that promoted equality among people; poor and rich 

children would go to the same schools and they would wear the same cloths (school 

uniform); so there was equality; the government encouraged everybody to go to school; a 

basic infrastructure was put in place to accommodate the needs of "mass education"; 

consequently, there was a big demand for teachers; the government employed as 

elementary teachers graduates of elementary schools; he said that after six years of 

schooling, they would give you a piece of chalk and they would ask you to teach; what 

kind of methodology or training did you have? He explained that this strategy was used 

in the beginning of the First Republic because there was a big shortage of teachers; all the 

French teachers had returned to France. Later on, toward the end of the First Republic 

and during the Second Republic, teacher education programs would prepare elementary 

teachers but unfortunately many of these teachers would be strong in theory and weak in 

practice; he said that it is only recently, during the Third Republic that teaching has been 

approached as a communication process: a dialogue between the teacher and the student; 
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before 1984, the teacher would write the lesson on the board and the student would copy 

it; the students did not have the right to ask questions; they did not have the right to 

express their thoughts. 

Educational Reforms after 1984: He said that after 1984 education has improved 

a lot; during the Second Republic (1984-1992), many more schools were built and the 

work of teachers was recognized as important; he talked about the political changes that 

marked the transition between the Second and Third Republic (1992 -present); these 

changes have actually allowed teachers to bargain collectively through the use of teacher 

unions; their demands are not always met but at least there is a dialogue between them 

and the government; he also said that many different projects have been implemented in 

the schools and that has helped teachers to learn new ways of teaching. 

Girls' education: Since 1992, a lot of emphasis has been placed on girls' 

education; parents are encouraged to send their girls to school; he said that this is very 

different from what was happening before; in the past, many parents were reluctant to 

send their female children to school because they believed that schooling would make 

them disobedient and consequently bad wives. He said that equity issues are very 

important; achieving equity at school could promote democracy in the society at large. 

Present and Past Classroom Practices 

Teaching methods at the present time: He said that each subject area has its own 

methods; he talked about French and the different methods they use to teach reading 

(e.g., comprehension questions); he said that regardless the subject area; lesson planning 
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across the curriculum includes the identification of learning objectives (general/weekly 

and specific/daily); the development of materials; and the necessary documentation 

(references); he talked about the general organization of a lesson (e.g., preview, 

presentation of new lesson, and review); among other issues, he talked about the 

presentation of a new lesson; he said there are three aspects: presentation (of new ideas), 

practice, and performance (student evaluation). 

Teaching methods now and before: He said that in the past, teachers wrote good 

objectives for their lessons but then they failed to teach them successfully; before 1984, 

there was a lot of emphasis on general objectives or goals; after 1984, toward the late 

1980s, teachers were told to differentiate between general and specific objectives; more 

recently, since mid-1990s, there is an equal emphasis on methods and objectives; (ligne 

1218: quand vous prennez par exemple la planification par objectif vous trouverez que 

... certains qui ont la maitrise des niveaux de la planification par objectif... n' ont pas la 

maitrise de la methodologie... mais tu ne peux pas parler d' une lefon sans la presenter 

... tu ne peux pas faire une le9on sans passer par la pratique ... tu ne peux pas faire une 

le9on sans passer aussi par la performance ...). As now, in the past, teachers used a 

similar structure to organize their lessons (some type of revision in the beginning of the 

lesson; presentation of new ideas; student evaluation; and conclusioiVwritten summary); 

however, in the past, the teacher was the principle actor of the lesson; now, the students 

are also important; they have to take responsibility for their learning; the teacher acts 

more like a facilitator than a performer. 
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Success in school: He said that despite the proliferation of new teaching methods, 

school results are not as good as in the past; in the past, students spoke French correctly 

even if they had only finished 6"' grade; in those times, the teachers used the syllabic 

method; that involved a lot of repetition; in first grade for example, they would present 

the letter "a" to the class, in the beginning of the week, and then they would spend the 

whole week doing different activities with this letter; now, it is the opposite; teachers 

start with a lot of activities that include the letter "a" and at the end of the week, they 

discuss the letter "a" with the whole class; I asked him about the high percentages of 

failure in the exams in elementary schools; he said that many students write illegibly; also 

they read but then don't understand what they are reading; according to him, this is the 

result of too much experimentation in the schools with different methods; teachers fail to 

practice these methods well and students fail to learn; he said that teachers should have 

the freedom to use any method they like but they should learn to use them well; if it is the 

syllabic method that they want to vise, they should learn how to use this method well; the 

same for the mixed and the global methods (mixed refers to a combination of syllabic and 

whole-language approaches). He identified reading difficulties as the main reason for 

failing in the exams; he said that reading is the basis of all academic work and a lot of 

emphasis needs to be placed on that; he complained that many times, school inspectors 

demand from teachers to practice one method over another; teachers feel obligated to do 

it because they don't want to receive a bad evaluation; but this interferes with their ability 

to teach well, meaning to practice with consistency the methods that they know; apart 

from reading, he talked about corruption; he said there are parents who are willing to 
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bribe teachers and school principals to make sure their children would pass to the next 

grade; he also talked about the physical constraints of learning in overcrowded 

classrooms with 60 and 80 students; in these conditions, many students fail to learn 

because the teacher fails to meet their needs. 

Language of Instruction: I asked him if the language is an issue for the quality of 

schooling; he said the language is not an issue; he gave the example of those who went to 

school in colonial times and learned French well, even though in their families they 

wouldn't spealc French at all; now, he said, French is spoken in many families but the 

children go to school and they don't learn how to speak French well; he said that now 

many children go to the kindergarten but the teachers there don't speak French correctly 

(ligne 1541; dans les ecoles maternelles ... on ne fait que former les oiseaux .. .c' est-a-

dire il y a des gens qui ne parlent pas correctement fran9ais). He said that his generation, 

during the First Republic, did not have the chance to go to kindergarten but they learned 

French well; he said they learned good French because their teachers spoke good French; 

also he talked about the recitation of long texts in colonial times; he said that recitation 

helps in the development of memorization skills, vocabulary, and writing; he said that 

now, students don't have to memorize long texts anymore; they don't have to write by 

heart long texts, and they don't have to worry about making mistakes; they study small 

texts and individual phrases. In relation to all that, he said in elementary and lower 

secondary schools (grade one to six and seven to nine respectively), the main objective is 

to help students learn good French; after that, in upper secondary schools (grades ten to 

twelve), students have to choose an academic field (e.g., physical science, social science, 
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and math); but, if they don't have a good knowledge in French, then they can not succeed 

in any of these fields. 

Rigorous Education: In different occasions, he talked about education in the past 

as "rigorous"; for example, in the past, teachers were more severe with grades and with 

discipline. He talked about a Canadian project that modeled a lenient system of grading; 

that project placed emphasis on the global aspects of writing; instead of taking off points 

for every single mistake, the Canadian experts would actually give points for the general 

structure of an essay, the organization of ideas, the vocabulary choices, etc. According to 

the Canadians, five mistakes in a text with 100 words was considered a very good effort, 

whereas before, with the old French method, five mistakes in a text with 1 GO words 

would result in a failing grade (hgne 1744: quelque soit 1' eleve ... des qu' il fera les cinq 

fautes ... les cinq fautes directement on le cole zero ... vous avez vu la rigueur? ...). 

Also, in the past, teachers used corporal punishment and the students were afraid of them; 

he said that there was a lot of pressure on students to do well at school; that changed with 

the revolution (ligne 1640: quand la revolution est venue .. on a dit que ... Non! Non! 

Nous enseignons nos enfants ... les maitres qui avaient cette rigueur ... ont lache ...). 

He mentioned the story of a teacher in Upper Guinea who locked a student in a closet 

overnight and then the following day the student was found dead; he used that as an 

example of the kind of discipline practiced before political independence; he said that 

after political independence, corporal punishment in the schools was prohibited by law. 
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Recommendations 

Professional needs: He said he needs to be paid well; to teach well, teachers need 

to be well paid; they need to be able to cover their financial responsibilities at home; that 

would allow them to work well at school; he also talked about public transportation; he 

said very few teachers can afford to buy a moto-cycle or a car to meet their transportation 

needs. 

Improving schooling: He said that teaching and learning will be better five years 

from now if there are the necessary materials in class; students would be more interested 

in their studies and teachers would be better positioned to teach well; he said curiosity 

would be the driving force of learning; he talked about the case of a child in Belgium; he 

said this child was very curious; he would pose questions about everything because he 

was surrounded by many different things. He also said the govermnent needs to protect 

the "right to teach." He explained it's not enough to encourage teachers with words; it's 

not enough to proclaim "teaching is a noble job". Teachers need to get paid well; they 

also need to have a higher social status in their society; he talked about the example of 

students who become politicians and judges while their teachers remain teachers all their 

lives with minimum if any social status (ligne 2068: ... mon juge qui est la ... celui que 

moi j' ai enseigne ... il vient tout pres de moi ... des fois il a le baton de commandement 

... il me tape ... il faut qu' on pense ... a 1' enseignant au moins, meme s' il n' a pas les 

gens pour 9a ...). He said that in the present conditions of work, many teachers can not 

do their job well (ligne 2104: il faut que les mentalites changent si non nous ferons 
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semblant de faire travailler les gens et les gens feront semblant de travailler... avant tout, 

les droits de 1' esneignant... et puis ... 1' ecole... il faut trouver des ecoles... il faut creer 

des ecoles...). 

The use of African languages in the schools: He said teachers can use African 

languages in the schools as an aide to the teaching of French (e.g., for translati on 

purposes when necessary); he said students should not be allowed to use their own 

languages at school; he said at school, it is better to use French because French is already 

developed; there is an extensive written literature in French for all the subject areas; also, 

French is a language of international communication and it is very important for the 

Guineans to be able to talk with people outside of Guinea; he said it is important to 

develop the African languages, but he thinks this is a long term plan; he said maybe in 15 

to 20 years, it would be possible to use local African languages in the schools; he talked 

about the use of African languages outside of schools; he talked about the alphabet of 

N'KO and its use to translate from French and Arabic to Manlike, in Upper Guinea; he 

insisted that at school, the problem is not the choice of language but the use of different 

methodologies; many teachers fail to learn the new methods well and they don't know the 

older methods either; in addition to that, he said many teachers don't speak French well 

to serve as language models for their students; he said he would support some form of 

bilingual education in French and another international language like English, Spanish, or 

German. 
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6.3. Findings from Written Surveys 

The written surveys offer a lot of information about different aspects of 

learning and teaching in Guinean schools in different historical times. Synthesizing this 

information in a comprehensive way is something I plan to do in a future study. In this 

study, I have focused on the recommendations the informants made about the use of 

African languages as means of instruction. In 6.3.1,1 list these recommendations, and in 

6.3.2,1 summarize the tendencies that emerged from different sets of variables (e.g., 

gender and age) using descriptive statistics. 

6.3.1. List of Recommendations for the use of African languages in the classroom 

I have organized the recommendations that emerged from the written surveys into 

three clusters; positive, official language-in-education policy at the time of the second 

fieldtrip (Spring 2002), and negative. 

Positive: 

1. Introduce the African languages in the schools gradually and methodologically. 

2. The African languages are important, necessary, or otherwise desirable at school. 

3. Use African languages as a subject area (like math and history). 

4. Choose one language for the whole country to teach as a subject area. 

Official Language-in-Education Policy at the time of second fieldtrip (Spring 2002): 
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5. Use African language to facilitate communication in class/second language 

learning in French. 

Negative: 

6. The African languages are not necessary at school. 

7. Avoid the use of African languages in the school. 

8. Teach in French. 

9. Prohibit the use of African languages by students. 

10. Prohibit the use of African languages in the schools. 

11. No response. 

6.3.2 General Findings 

The total number of informants who participated in written surveys was 223. 

Among them, one out of three (33% or 74/223) supported the official language-in-

education policy (LEP). One out of three (36% or 81/223) people expressed a negative 

opinion about the use of African languages in the schools. One out of four (26% or 

"No response" may be neutral may be not; this area needs more refined analysis with 

infoiTnation from other questions in the survey. My present assumption is that most of the 

informants who did not answer the question that asked them to make recommendations 

about the use of African languages in the schools either they tried to avoid it as a very 

controversial issue or they dismissed it as not important. 
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57/223) people expressed a positive opinion about the use of African languages in the 

schools. And, one out of twenty (5% or 11/223) informants didn't make any 

recommendations about the use of African languages in the schools. 

6.3.3. Responses by Gender 

Female informants expressed more negative statements about the use of African 

languages (AL) in the schools than male informants (44% for women and 27% for men). 

Similarly, male informants expressed more positive statements than female informants 

(41% for men and 12% for women). 

Table 6.2. Gender and Recommendations for African Languages 

Women Men Total 
Positive 14/120 42/102 57/223 

Official LEP 46/120 28/102 74/223 
Negative 53/120 28/102 81/223 

6.3.4. Responses by Age 

Younger informants expressed more negative opinions than older informants. 

Among those born after 1960, one out of ten (12%) expressed a positive opinion for the 

use of African languages in the schools; one out of three (37%) supported the official 
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language-in-education policy; and almost one out of two (44%) expressed a negative 

statement. These trends are almost reverse for people born before 1960. 

Among those born before 1960, one out of two (55%) expressed a positive 

opinion; almost one out of three (27%) endorsed the official language-in-education 

policy; and one out of five (19%) expressed a negative statement. 

Table 6.3: Age and Recommendations for African Languages 

Born after 1960 Born before 1960 No Response 
(for age) 

Total 

Positive 19/153 35/64 3/6 57/223 
LEP 56/153 17/64 1/6 74/223 

Negative 69/153 10/64 2/6 81/223 

6.3.5 Responses by Role 

Informants with personal experiences as teachers before 1984 expressed more 

positive statements than any other category. Informants with no personal experiences as 

teachers and/or students before 1984 expressed more negative statements than any other 

category. 

Among those with no personal experiences, one out of six (15%) expressed a 

positive opinion; one out of three 30%) supported the official LEP; and one out of two 

(53%) expressed a negative opinion. 
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Among those who did not state their role; one out of four (22%) expressed a 

positive opinion; one out of three (37%) supported the official LEP; and one out of three 

(33%) expressed a negative statement. 

Among those who stated that they were students before 1984, one out of four 

(18%) expressed a positive opinion; two out of five (39%) endorsed the official LEP; and 

one out of three (35%) expressed a negative opinion. 

Among those with teaching experience before 1984, five out of eight (60%) 

expressed a positive opinion; one out of four (23%) endorsed the official LEP; and one 

out of six (15%) expressed a negative statement. 

Table 6.4: Role and Recommendations for African Languages 

Student Teacher No 
Experience 

No 
Answer 

Student 
& 

Teacher 

Total 

Positive 13/72 24/40 11/71 6/27 3/13 57/223 
Official 

LEP 
28/72 9/40 21/71 10/27 6/13 74/223 

Negative 25/72 6/40 38/71 9/27 3/13 81/223 

6.3.6 Responses by Experience 

In this study, experience was codified as positive, negative, and not qualified 

using the responses of the informants in questions #8 and #15 of the written survey (see 

Appendix F). Based on these responses, I developed a set of categories. Then, I sorted 
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out the answers of each informant using as clues explicit statements made by each 

informant. Much more work needs to be done on that to differentiate between general 

experiences abovit school and specific experiences related to the use of African languages 

before 1984. A more detailed analysis with qualitative research software (e.g., QSR 

programs such as Nivo2 and N6) could offer a more complete picture of the experiences 

that the informants expressed in this study. 

Among informants with positive experiences as teachers or students in the period 

before 1984, four out of nine (44%) expressed a positive opinion; one out of three (28%) 

endorsed the official LEP; and one out of five (19%) expressed a negative statement. 

Among those who did not qualify past experiences in the school, one out of six 

(17%) expressed a positive opinion; one out of three (36%) endorsed the official LEP; 

and two out of five (40%) expressed a negative statement. 

Among those with difficult experiences in the past as student or teachers, almost 

one out of two (45%) expressed a negative opinion; one out of three (30%) endorsed the 

official LEP; and one out of four (23%) expressed a positive opinion. 

Table 6.5. Experience and Recommendations for African Languages 

Positive Not Difficult Total 
(including positive 

with conditions) 
Qualified 

Positive 25/52 21/124 11/47 57/223 
Official LEP 15/52 45/124 14/47 74/223 

Negative 10/52 50/124 21/47 81/223 
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6.3.7 Responses by Place of Residence 

Informants in Conakry appeared to be the most positive about the use of African 

languages in the schools while informants from Labe and Nzerekore appeared to be the 

least positive of all. 

Table 6.6; Place of Residence and Recommendations for African Languages 

Conakry Kindia Labe Kankan Nzerekore Total 
Positive 21/51 12/49 9/46 9/35 6/42 57/223 

41% 24% 20% 26% 14% 
Official 18/51 18/49 10/46 10/35 18/42 74/223 

LEP 35% 37% 22% 29% 43% 
Negative 9/51 16/49 27/46 12/35 17/42 81/223 

18% 33% 59% 34% 40% 

In this chapter, I presented information related to the major research activities of 

my fieldwork in Guinea. This information is further discussed in Chapters Seven and 

Eight. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN; DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

In this chapter, I discuss the findings of the main research activities of this study: 

literature review, written surveys, classroom observations, and semi-informal interviews. 

7.1 Literature Review 

In Chapters Three and Four, I highlighted the importance of including a historical 

perspective in the analysis of information related to questions of language and schooling 

regardless of the specific methods used to obtain this information (e.g., statistical and/or 

ethnographic studies). Based on Bloomaert's observations about the historical time 

frames within which overlapping and simultaneous ideologies occur, in this section, I 

would like to identify the language debates that have framed language-in-education 

policy in Guinea after political independence. 

As I discussed in Chapter Three, the political history of Guinea after political 

independence is often divided into three periods: 

• The First Republic (1958 to 1984) during which mother-tongue education 

programs were implemented with the support of the single-party government of 

PDG. 

• The Second Republic (1984 to 1992) during which mother-tongue education was 

suspended and very little attention was given to the possibility of reintroducing 

African languages in the schools. And, 
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• The Third Republic (1993 to present) during which mother-tongue education 

continues to be suspended but a renewed interest has been expressed in higher 

administrative circles for its possible reintroduction in the schools under a 

different theoretical and methodological basis (e.g., the use of transitional 

bilingual education as practiced in neighboring Mali). 

The most recent discussions about the possibility of using mother-tongue 

education in Guinea contrast with the discussions of the First Republic. As far as agency 

is concerned, before 1984, those who advocated the use of mother-tongue education were 

representatives of a nationalist government that had placed a lot of emphasis on the 

cultural decolonization of African people in Guinea and elsewhere. These arguments 

continue to be relevant today and to provide support for the use of mother-tongue 

education across Africa (Adegbija, 1994 & 2000; Bamgbose, 1991 & 2000; Brock-Utne, 

2000; Prah, 1995; WaThiong'o, 1993). 

The case of Guinea, however, suggests that when the state makes explicit 

arguments for "the de-colonization of the mind" under politically repressive conditions, 

then, in the long run, the people may interpret these arguments as deliberate efforts to 

"erase culture" all together (Niane, 1992). The lack of opportunities for reciprocal 

communication between the state and the people during the First Republic (Camara, 

1996) created a heavy legacy that was not adequately addressed in the Second and Third 

Republics. 
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Those opposing mother-tongue education in the most recent times, continue to 

evoke the difficulties of implementing a pluralistic model of education as experienced 

during the First Republic. The State during the Second and Third Republic has adopted a 

"laissez-faire" approach to educational policy and that has created a vacuum in terms of 

resolving the logistical difficulties of pluralistic education and engaging educational 

practitioners into informed debates about language and schooling. 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, nineteen years after the suspension of mother-

tongue education in Guinea, the recommendation for applied linguistic research in 

African languages as expressed in the National Conference of Education in 1984 (MEPU-

EC, 1984) has not been implemented. In fact, the production of new books in local 

African languages has been indefinitely postponed while the production of books in 

French written by Guinean experts has been marginalized in favor of textbooks produced 

by foreign companies (Sow, 2001). 

In the Third Republic, those who advocate mother-tongue education appear to be -

more distanced than ever from the local communities within which local African 

languages are (re)produced. While in the First Republic, those advocating mother-

tongue education were identified with the single-party government of PDG, in the Third 

Republic they are identified with international consortia of educational policy and 

practice (e.g., the World Bank, UNESCO, and a host of non-governmental organizations 

most of which are foreign). The distance that separates decision- making processes from 

local educational practitioners is immense and hardly accessible to die majority of 

teachers, parents, and students. 
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This observation is not meant to undermine local initiatives for the use of African' 

languages as means of instruction. In Guinea, there are many local NGO's that use local 

languages and local scripts to promote literacy development primarily among adults in 

rural and semi-rural areas (e.g., the use of N'KO alphabet for the transcription of Mande 

related languages and the use of Adjami for the transcription of Pulaar). However, one 

of the major obstacles faced by those who promote the use of African languages and 

African scripts for literacy purposes in Guinea is the lack of coordination between formal 

and non-formal/informal educational settings. 

This is another area that the present government has failed to address despite the 

fact that after 1989, a series of policies were implemented in response to the growing 

number of adolescents who either dropout from elementary schooling before reaching 6*'' 

grade or don't attend elementary schooling at all (Bali-Diallo, 1997). The challenge is 

to create a flexible educational system that would allow students to (re)enter formal 

educational tracks from different educational backgrounds. 

To a certain extent, the single-party government of the First Republic responded 

to this challenge with a series of educational reforms that are for the most part criticized 

as "opportunistic" and "highly political" or "ideological" (Bah-Diallo, 1997; Dore, 1986). 

This is what happened when the State created the first "Centers of Rural Education" as 

models of lower secondary schooling in the countryside and then after a couple of years 

renamed the same schools as "Centers of Revolutionary Education." Including 

production work in the official curriculum of the schools was another contested practice 

many parents and students resented and criticized as forced labor. Additional contested 
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practices were the use of cultural and athletic competitions to praise the achievements of 

the state during the First Republic and the teaching of ideology as a subject area in pre-

university, university, and professional/technical schools (Camara, 1996; MEPU-EC, 

1984). 

After 1984 and more specifically after 1989 with the implementation of the first 

structural adjustment program that aimed toward the reorganization of the educational 

sector, ideology was replaced with the search for the "best possible method." A series 

of educational refomas were implemented and evaluated not on the merit o f their 

"ideological" underpinnings but on their "efficiency" to improve the quality of learning 

inside the classroom. 

Recognizing the learning needs of different students and particularly those faced 

with different socio-economic constraints (e.g., girls' education) is extremely important. 

However this goal can not be "efficiently" addressed if the local communities and the 

local educational practitioners are the recipients of educational policies and practices 

modeled for them by local and foreign experts. The fact that none of the in-service and 

pre-service teachers contacted for this dissertation study appeared to be informed about 

the possibility of reintroducing African languages as means of instruction raises serious 

questions about the participation of local educational practitioners in the most recent 

educational reforms. 

Compared to what happened before 1984, we can argue that if in the First 

Republic, participation became a synonym with forced cooptation (e.g., the case of the 

Teachers' Union following the Teacher Strike of 1961), in the Second and T hird 
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Republics, participation has become a synonym of privatization and decentralization. 

Transferring the cost of formal schooling to the parents and the local communities does -

not necessarily promote the active participation of local people in curriculum 

development projects. Most people especially those living in the countryside can not 

afford the tuition of private schools. Beyond that, they are faced with extreme difficulties 

to recruit teachers for their schools and to develop comprehensive curricula centered in 

local, regional, and national realities. 

Similarly, reducing teacher education for elementary teachers into a crash course 

of methods and supervised practice offers little opportunities to these teachers to join the 

professional groups that are actively involved in curriculum development projects. 

Local teachers are encouraged to create their own materials to supplement the official 

curriculum of the school but they are NOT paid competitive scdaries to work as 

"curriculum specialists" in local centers of educational research. Their perceived abilities 

to speak and write in French is often used as a criterion of elimination from these 

positions despite the fact that these people can converse in French and local languages in 

ways that most outside researchers (Guineans and non-Guirieans) wouldn't be able to do 

considering the linguistic specificities of each local. 

For all these reasons, it would be important to affirm the role of the State in the 

development and implementation of national educational policies that would be inclusive 

and truly participatory. The "laissez-faire" approach used by the government of the Third 

Republic favors a tiny minority of Guinean people who can ally themselves with foreign 

institutions of research and foreign economic interests. This is not something that the 
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govermnent would like to accept but nor is it something that it could hide. Literacy 

songs as manifestations of popular culture influenced by the political and economic 

climate of each historical period offer a lot of information about the changing ideologies 

of language and schooling before and after 1984. 

In the remaining part of this section, I have included two examples of literacy 

songs. The first song was performed during the First Republic in the 15^'' National 

Festival of the Arts of 1968. This song makes an explicit statement for the use of 

mother-tongue education and it can be interpreted as "state propaganda" considering that , 

it praises the President of Guinea at the time, Ahmad Sekou Toure, and his relationship 

with the people of Guinea. The second song was produced during the Third Republic and 

it makes implicit statements about the importance of using French and to a lesser extent 

English in fornial educational settings. 

These songs summarize the trends that I highlighted above and more specifically 

the use of explicit versus implicit ideologies of language and schooling before and after 

1984 respectively. Compared to each other, these songs challenge educational and 

political authorities in Guinea to redefine their role in the production of popular culture in 

ways that would promote a reciprocal exchange of ideas between the public and the State 

avoiding the excesses of "state propaganda" (Camara, 1996). 
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National Instrumental Group of Siguiri^'*'. 
15th National Festival of the Arts, 1968 

(Language : Malinke) 

Anye kumala djamaluye 
Nous parlons au peuple 
We talk to people 

President Sekou ibila djamaluye (bis) 
President Sekou, mets toi au devant du peuple 
President Sekou, place yourself in front of the people 

Umariooo, Urnario Sekou (bis) 
Umariooo, Umario Sekou 
Umarioo... Umario Sekou 

Lagine President Nyumaaa, ini wuralaaa 
Le bon president de la Guinee, bonsoir 
The good president of Guinea, good evening 

Mbe kumaliye 
C est d toi que je m' adresse 
It's to you that I am talking 

Biro politiki ka sebelana 
Le bureau politique a ecrit 
The political bureau wrote 

Federation bisaba ma Lagine konooo 
Aux 30 federations du pays 
To the 30 federations/provinces of the country 

Beeye a sebedon an na fabara karana 
Que tout le monde prenne /' alphabetisation au serieux 
So that everybody takes literacy seriously 

Mo bake horodi nii ima fabarakanlon 
Quand on est citoyen libre et qu'on a pas la mditrise de sa langue maternelle 
When you are free citizens and don't have a good command of your mother tongues 

First line: Malinke; second line; French; Third line: English 



Ila horoyakobe maban dafala 
Ta liberie n'aurapas ete totale 
Your freedom won V be total 

Rissi, chakii nu chinuwalu 
Russes, Tcheques et Chinois 
Russians, Czechs, and Chinese 

Wobeye barala alu fabara konooo, iyeee 
Ont travaille chez eux dans leurs langues nationales 
Worked in their places in their national languages 

An beye bara an fabara konooo 
Que chacun de nous travaille dans nos langues nationales 
May every one among us works in our national languages 

Mbaden silamalu, anna kan, 
Chers compatriotes, notre langue 
Dear compatriots, our language 

Manamaiia fente 
N'est pas une chose futile 
It's not a trivial thing 

Beeye ya ki sebeledi, beeye baaraaa 
Que tous la (langue maternelle) prennent au serieux et travaillent 
May all take (their) mother tongue seriously and work 

Militant kema nu mosomaiu 
Militants et militantes 
Militants (women and men) 

Wolu ka sebe lawa biro politiki ma Conakry 
Envoyez une lettre au bureau politique a Conakry 
Send a letter to the political bureau in Conakry 

Nii Allah sonnama Janvier ni naban 
S'll plait a Dieu, a la fin du rnois de Janvier 
With God's permission, in the end of January 



Ana farafin sebe diwa yoro siyaman 
Notre lettre en langue locale ira dans beaucoup d'endroits 
Our letter in local language will go to many places 

Title: Allons a recole!*^' 
Artist: DTM (Diallo Thiemo Mamadou) 2001 

(Languages: French & English) 

V: Allons a I'ecole, «the time is late! » Allons a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, the time is late! Let's go to school 

R: On y va! 
Let's go! 

V: Allons a I'ecole, pas de temps a perdre , allons a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, no time to loose! Let's go to school 

R: Tout le monde! 
Everybody! 

V: Allons a I'ecole, nous devons tous partir a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, we have all go to school 

R; On y va! 
Let's go! 

V: Allons a I'ecole, il est I'heure de se rendre a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, it's time to go to school 

R: Le matin je me reveille sur mon lit, on me tape la porte 
In the morning, / wake up; they knock at my door 

II est I'heure de se rendre a I'ecole 
It's time to go to school 

First line: French; second line: Enghsh 
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Je me leve sur mon lit 
I sit on my bed 

Oh! Je prends mes chaussures un peu avant, j'ouvre ma porte 
Oh! I get my shoes a little bit early,... / open my door 

Tu n'es pas a 1' aise? Non! Maman ! 
Is there a problem? No! Mom! 

Je me retrouve dans ma chambre, je fais ma toilette 
I return in my room, I wash myself 

Oh! Non! A la radio c'est des mauvaises nouvelles qui se passent 
Oh! No! In the radio there are bad news happening 

J'eteints tout 9a 
I turn off all these 

Je prends mes dies et mes clacs dans ma quete ... la route pour le bonheur 
I take my staff in my search for ... the road to happiness 

J'arrive dans la cour de mon ecole 
I arrive in the courtyard of my school 

La curiosite des gens me tape sur les nerfs 
The curiosity of the people gets into my nerves 

Je descends, j 'entre dans ma classe ... « Good Morning »! 
/ come down, I enter in my class .... Good Morning! 

Je m' assoies sur ma table et 
I sit in my desk and 

Je dis a tous mes freres et a toutes mes soeurs de venir a I'ecole a I'heure 
I tell to all my brothers and all my sisters to come to school on time 

V: Allons a I'ecole, "the time is late"! Allons a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, the time is late! Let's go to school 

R: On y va ! 
Let's go! 
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V: Allons a I'ecole, pas de temps a perdre! Allons a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, there is no time to waste! Let's go to school 

R: Tout le monde! 
Everybody! 

V: Allons a I'ecole, nous devons tous partir a I'ecole 
Let's go to school, all of us we have to go to school 

7.2 Written Surveys 

A major theme that emerged from the fieldwork was that age and professional 

experience (role as a student, teacher, etc.) relate to the way teachers and student teachers 

respond to the use of African languages in the schools. The significance of these findings 

lies in their exploratory value. They suggest that older people who lived through the First 

Republic and worked as teachers in classrooms where African languages were used as 

media of instruction aa-e willing to consider the benefits of mother-tongue education. 

Younger people with no personal memories of that period tend to dismiss mother-tongue 

education as irrelevant or of no interest. Is this really the case; and if so, why? 

Some of the questions that I had with respect to the findings of the written surveys 

were; Why do women seem to be less positive about the use of African languages in the 

schools than men? Why do teachers seem to be more positive about this issue than other 

people (e.g., students and people without any personal memories/experiences before 

1984)? To answer these questions, I did a bi-variable analysis summarized as follows: 
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Gender 

According to this study, it is not gender per se but age that makes a difference in 

the recommendations of the informants. In this study, female informants were 

considerably younger than male informants. 

Table 7.1: Gender and Age 

Born After Born No Total 
1960 Before 1960 Response 

Women 97 (81%) 21(18%) 2 (2%) 120 
Men 56 (55%) 43 (42%) 3(3%) 102 
SP 1(100%) 1 

Also, women informants identified themselves more with students and people 

without any personal experiences before 1984 than with teachers (the group with the 

most positive recommendations for the use of African languages). 

Table 7.2: Gender and Role 

Student Teacher Student & 
Teacher 

None No 
Response 

Total 

Women 45 (38%) 10 (8%) 9 (8%) 37(31%) 19(16%) 120 
Men 26 (25%) 30 (29%) 4 (4%) 34 (33%) 8 (8%) 102 
SP 1(100%) 1 
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Role and Experience 

Role appears to be important but experience does not. As the following table 

indicates, an almost equal number of teachers qualified their experiences as positive 

(13/40) and negative (14/40) but this did not seem to affect their recommendations about 

the use of African languages in the schools (see Table 6.4. Role and Recommendations 

for African languages: 6/40 teachers expressed negative recommendations). 

Table 7.3: Role and Experience 

Positive Positive But Don't Specify Difficult Totals 
Student 13/72 14/72 26/72 19/72 72/223 
Teacher 13/40 7/40 6/40 14/40 40/223 
Student & 2/13 1/13 3/13 7/13 13/223 
Teacher 
None 1/71 67/71 3/71 71/223 
No 1/27 22/27 4/27 27/223 
Response 
Totals 29/223 23/223 124/223 47/223 223/223 

Place of Residence 

Place of residence does not appear to be significant when compai'ed with 

gender and experience, but it seems to be significant when compared with age. In this 

study, informants from Conakry were older than in any other region and that may explain 

the findings we got from Conakry (the city with the highest percentages of positive 

recommendations for the use of African languages in the schools followed by Kindia, 
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Kankan, Labe, and Nzerekore (see Table 6.6: Place of Residence and Recommendations 

for African Languages). 

Table 7.4: Gender and Place of Residence 

Conakry Kindia Labe Kankan Nzerekore Totals 
Women 27 22 26 25 20 120 

Men 24 26 20 10 22 102 
SP 1 1 

Table 7.5: Place of Residence and Experience 

Conakry Kindia Labe Kankan Nzerekore Totals 
Positive 14 1 5 5 4 29 
Positive 12 2 1 5 J) 23 
but 
Not 8 40 29 21 26 124 
specified 
Difficult 17 6 11 4 9 47 
Totals 51/223 49/223 46/223 35/223 42/223 223/223 

Table 7.6: Age and Place of Residence 

Conakry Kindia Labe Kankan Nzerekore Totals 
After 1980 4 7 3 14 

1970- 1979 8 27 24 15 26 100 
1960-1969 13 8 3 9 6 39 
1950-1959 27 6 5 10 3 51 

Before 1950 3 1 5 1 3 13 
No Response 2 1 6 

Totals 51 49 46 35 42 223 
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In this study, informants Uving in Conakry appeared to be more positive about the 

use of African languages in the schools than informants living in any other region. Apart 

from their age (older informants), this can be explained by the fact that Conakry is 

certainly the most multi-lingual place in Guinea as a result of recent histories of internal 

migration. Also as the capital of the country, it has benefited by economic and political 

circumstances. Other cities have also attracted economic investors and migrants from 

different regions but they are not represented in this study (e.g., Fria and Kamsar in 

Lower Guinea). 

The cities represented in this study aside from Conakry are major urban centers 

that attract, working migrants and investors from surrounding areas. These areas have 

unique histories of contestation and accommodation with pre-colonial, colonial, and post-

colonial states. Upper Guinea (Kankan) and Lower Guinea (Kindia) have been favored 

the most by the post-colonial state, using as criterion the place of origin of past and 

present Presidents (Toure representing Upper Guinea and Conte representing Lower 

Guinea). Middle Guinea (Labe) and the Forest area (Nzerekore) appear to have 

experienced the most strenuous relationships with the post-colonial state. However, 

Forest Guinea shares with Lower Guinea higher living standards than Upper and Middle 

Guinea (P.A.D.S.E. 2000). 

Within each one of these regions, there are historical circumstances not explored 

by this study. The extent to which these circumstances continue to be relevant today is an 

issue that requires more focused ethnographic work (e.g., the traditional chiefdom in 
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Middle Guinea and the initiation schools in the Forest area that became the target of 

many reforming policies during the First Republic) (Iliffe, 1995; Manning, 1998). 

Beyond the place of residence, the role of the informants as students and teachers 

before 1984 appears to be an important variable. The findings of the follow-up study 

suggest that students and teachers did not experience in the same way Toure's policy in 

favor of mother-tongue education. However, not all informants qualified their experience 

as positive or negative. 

It was mostly informants with personal experiences as teachers before 1984 that 

did so (see Table 7.9; Role and Experience). The willingness of teachers to talk about 

their experiences with the use of African languages in the schools before 1984 may 

reflect their professional and academic backgrounds as teachers who were trained at a 

time when classroom practices and teacher education programs highlighted the 

importance of using African languages as means of instruction. 

7.3 Classroom observations 

How important is the question of language and schooling in Guinea today? The 

fact that the overwhelming majority of people made recommendations about the use of 

African languages in the schools suggests that this is an important issue for many 

Guinean teachers but for different reasons. The majority of teachers and student teachers 
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appear to agree that African languages have a role to play in the curriculum either by 

expressing a positive recommendation (56/223) or by supporting the official policy of the 

schools (74/223). A considerable number of teachers rejected this idea by expressing 

negative recommendations about mother-tongue education (81/223). What does 

information from classroom observations suggest about the relevancy of language choice 

and language use in the schools of Guinea? 

A general observation about the classroom observations is that the official 

curriculum recommends the use of African languages during the first three months of 

first grade. After that, the expectation is that teachers will use French most of the time 

and that if necessary they will translate from French to African languages to facilitate 

communication between them and the students. By the time students enter 3'^'' and 4"^ 

grade most instruction is in French and it stays like that until 6"' grade. 

Teachers in upper elementaiy grades can use African languages if they find it 

necessary but the biggest drive of instruction at this level is the 6"' grade examination that 

controls access to lower secondary schools. This examination is in French and it has a 

very high rate of failure (the rate of failure varies from year to year and from school to 

school but on an average these rates are 40% to 60%) (Doumbouya, 1994; Martin & 

Chau, 1993). Teachers are under pressure to teach children in French but the way they 

do so differs in early- and upper-intermediary grades. 

In early elementary classrooms, repetitions and memorization drills can be 

practiced in French and Sosso (or another African language). The first-year teacher in 

Example 6.1.2.1 offers an example of practicing recitations in French and Sosso while the 
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second-grade teacher in Example 6.1.2.2 offers an example of practicing repetitions of 

questions and answers in French. 

In upper-intermediary grades, repetitions of questions and answers are used across 

the curriculum. Teachers use this technique constantly to reinforce "standard" grammar, 

vocabulary, and pronimciation. Often, this technique works against the meaningful 

exploration of a theme because it creates very little opportunities for the students to 

interact with each other to exchange information about their own experiences on a given 

topic (see Example 6.1.4.3). Also, this technique places more emphasis in speaking and 

listening. 

Sharing ideas in writing during class time is a learning activity that most teachers 

avoided even in upper-intermediary classes. Example 6.1.4.2. suggests that even when a 

lesson lends itself toward writing (e.g., writing poems individually, in pairs, or with the 

whole class), the teacher adheres to the use of literacy practices as recommended by the 

official curriculum (visual literacy, reading aloud, and comprehension questions). This 

may be because the teacher feels insecure about his own ability to write in French and 

more specifically to model poetry in French. It may also be because the curriculum 

places less emphasis in creative writing than the memorization of the "right" answers. 

Teachers in upper-intermediary grades are under a lof of pressure "to teach to the 

test." Memorizing answers to questions about science and history is a common way of 

preparing 6^'^ grade students for the national exam that controls access to lower secondary, 

schools. Ironically, many students fail in this exam either because they do not use 
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writing conventions correctly (spelling and grammar) or because they can't develop their 

ideas in writing. 

Overall, classroom observations from this study suggest that teacher-led 

interactions are a dominant discourse pattern. This pattern was observed in early-

elementary grades and in upper-intermediary grades. In upper-intermediary classes, 

teachers often encouraged their students to work in groups but group work was often used 

for quick evaluation purposes and excluded the use of African languages (Example 

6.1.3.2). There were exceptions to this trend as indicated in Example 6.1.3.3, where the 

teacher asked students to work in small groups to answer a set of geometry problems and 

encouraged them to use their own languages to clarify any points that they did not 

imderstand and to verify their answers. 
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7.4 Semi-informal interviews 

In this section, I use information from the semi-informal interviews to address one 

of the three research questions of this study^^; What are the themes of those with positive 

experiences about mother-tongue education as implemented before 1984 and how do they 

relate with the themes of those with negative experiences? 

Based on the information of the six informants that I included in this study, there 

were two people who qualified their experiences with mother-tongue education as 

positive and negative and four people who qualified their expresses as negative. The two 

teachers who used positive and negative comments were men in their mid-40s, first 

generation school graduates, and with personal experiences as teachers before 1984 (6.2.1 

and 6.2.2). The four teachers who used negative comments represented different profiles. 

Two of them were women in their 30s with personal experiences as students before 1984 

(6.2.3 and 6.2.4). And, two of them were older teachers. One of them was a woman in 

her 50s with personal experiences as a teacher before 1984 (6.2.5) and the other one was 

a man in his 40s without a personal experience as a teacher before 1984 (6.2.6). 

The other two questions were addressed in section 7.2 (written surveys). These 

questions were as follows: How do teachers remember their personal experiences with 

the use of African languages in the past? And, do age, gender, level of education, and 

place of residency/work make a difference in the perspectives of elementary teachers and 

student teachers about the use of African languages as means of instruction? 
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The two teachers who made positive and negative comments about the use of 

mother-tongue education before 1984 said the following: 

The first one (6.2.1) complained about the quality of education during the First 

Republic and particularly after 1968 with the launching of the Cultural Revolution. He 

said that after that point, participation in cultural performances became more important 

than performance in academics. With respect to the policy that fevored the use of 

African languages in the schools, he said that it was good to the extent that it iacilitated 

communication between teachers and students and bad to the extent that it placed 

excessive demands on teachers to prepare lesson plans in African languages (the burden 

of translation). 

The second teacher (6.2.2) said that "every country wishes to use its own 

language(s) in the schools" but "if that language is not written then there is not a lot of 

benefits in that..." Also, he said that using African languages as means of instruction 

offered to some teachers the benefit of learning different languages by working in 

different regions across Guinea but there was a negative side into that because many 

teachers were challenged to learn these languages at the same time that they were 

supposed to use them as means of instruction. 

The four teachers who expressed negative statements about mother-tongue 

education represented different ages and professional backgrounds. Among them, there 

were two younger teachers with personal experiences as students before 1984. Both of 

them were women and both of them said that learning in African languages was not 

beneficial to them for different reasons. 
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One of them (6.2.4) had studied in Sosso from first grade to seventh grade. She 

refeiTed to that experience as "ko-ko" and "ko-la" which is one of the euphemisms used 

in Guinea to communicate contempt for those who studied in African languages during 

the First Republic. In her recommendations, she said that "French and African 

languages have a role to play at school" but "there is no need to create material in African 

languages because teachers can use these language in their oral forms as they deem 

appropriate." Thi s teacher also talked about the difficulties of elementary students to 

speak in French and she said that, if necessary, teachers should use "symbols. 

The other teacher (6.2.3) had also studied in an African language from first to 

seventh grade. As she explained this was not a positive experience for her because she 

had to triple eighth grade when the use of African languages in the schools was 

suspended in 1984. Similarly to the previous teacher (6.2.5), she talked about the 

difficulties of students to speak in French but instead of recommending the use of 

"symbols," she recommended the mandatory use of Kindergarten in the public schools so • 

that all children entering first grade have previous exposure to French. 

Finally, the two teachers (6.2.5 & 6.2.6) who talked about bilingual education in 

international languages (e.g., French and English) shared with each other similar 

experiences with respect to the academic background of their fathers. Both of thern said 

Symbols refer to different objects that students have to wear or hold as a punishment 

for speaking in a language other than French. A typical "symbol" in Guinea is the horn 

of a cow. Cows stand for stupidity so the implication is that those speaking in their own 

languages are not smart enough to speak in French! 
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that they chose teaching as their profession because of the circumstances of their lives 

(e.g., death and sickness of their parents at a time that they could have chosen something 

else). Both of them had fathers who had studied medicine in the federal colonial school 

of Wiliam Ponty, in Senegal. Therefore, they had great expectations for themselves 

looking forward to work as doctors. Both of them compared Guinea to Senegal (the 

socialist and pluralistic orientation to language education in Guinea versus the pro-French 

orientation of Senegal) and criticized the use of African languages in the schools during 

the First Republic for different reasons (e.g.., lack of an extensive literature in local 

African languages to study advanced subjects) 

In this chapter, I discussed the findings of the main research activities of this 

dissertation study highlighting the overlapping and simultaneous use of ideologies of 

language and schooling after political independence. Also, I suggest possible answers 

for the research questions of this study based on the findings of written surveys and semi-

informal interviews. 

In the next and last chapter, I address broader questions about (de)colonization 

and culture as they relate to the study of language ideologies in education. Also, I make 

suggestions about future research to refine the findings of this dissertation study (e.g., the 

use of a critical ethnography that would examine in detail ideologies of language and 

schooling in a specific local in Guinea) and to expand its scope (e.g., a comparative 

educational analysis of language-in-education policies in Guinea and other African 

countries). 
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VB VCHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION 

In the first part of this chapter, I address broader questions about language and 

schooling as they relate to (de)colonization processes. In the second part, I discuss the 

possible significance of this dissertation study in the field of language policy and 

planning and I suggest areas for future research. 

8.1. Decolonization and formal schooling 

The question of language and schooling is ultimately a question of building 

consensus. It is a question that helps people (re)negotiate meaning and power 

(Cobarrubias, 1983; Ricento, 2000) similarly to other questions related to social justice 

(e.g., gender issues). In the case of Guinea, this question is specifically connected vvhh 

the struggle of transcending the contradictions of colonization. The extent to which 

Guineans have been successftil depends upon how we understand colonization. 

In a pertinent article, Clignet (1991) reviews three different responses to 

(de)colonization. These approaches are developed by Fanon, Memmi, and Mannoni. 

Clignet has considered the ideas of these writers because as he points out all three of 

them included in their discussions suggestions about educational policies and practices. 

Mannoni examined the psychological effects of colonialism and argued that both, 

colonizers and colonized, are affected by the economic and political processes of 

colonization. According to Clignet, Mannoni approached colonization as one among 

many possible social structures (an argument for cultural relativity). The political 

implication was that "colonial rebellions are not and cannot be a search for independence 
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but rather a quest for new sets of dependence" (Mannoni as cited/interpreted by Clignet, 

1991:81). As far as education is concerned, this approach advocated the use of "curricula' 

and teaching methods adjusted to the psychological makeup of colonized students" 

(1991:81). 

Fanon and Memmi differed from Mannoni in that they examined in more detail 

the interplay of structural and cultural/psychological processes^'' within colonial settings. 

According to Clignet, Fanon used a dichotomous model of analysis that minimized the 

different reactions of the colonizer and colonized assuming that "the pathological 

symptoms of the colonizer were to disappear on the very first day of independence" 

(Fannon as cited/interpreted by Clignet, 1991 ;83). Memmi, on the other hand, was 

interested in "the variety of symptoms developed by both the colonizer and colonized as a 

result of the colonial situation" and, more specifically the "attitudes and behaviors of the 

This approach is known in the USA as the school of social interaction and it is 

often used to study the educational experience of minoritized communities (e.g., 

Anderson, 1989; Anderson-Levitt, Bloch, & Soumare, 1998; Anderson-Levitt & 

Alimassi, 2001; Bloch & Vavrus, 1998; Bourdieux & Eagleton, 1994; Cameron, 1990; 

Davidson, 1996; Day, 1998; Ellsworth, 1994; Fairclough, 1992; Fardon & Furniss, 1994; 

Fine, 1991; Fox, 1999; Freire, 1970; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Galindo & Olguin, 1999; 

Gee, 1996; Hill, 1985; Kelly, 1991; Levinson & Holland, 1996; Lipka, Mohatt, & the 

Ciuliset Group, 1998; Masemami, 1999; Ndayipfukamiye, 1994; Rubagumya, 1994, 

1994a; Semali & Kincheloe, 1999; Street, 1995). 
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actors engaged in this particular situation" (Memmi as cited/interpreted by Clignet, 

1991:83). 

The thrust of Clignet's discussion is that "to bring colonization to an end is both a 

collective and individual adventure since it involves both structural and cultural 

processes" (Clignet, 1991:91). He summarizes the educational challenges of classical 

colonial situations,as follows: 

... while the necessity of an Africanization of the curricul um 

is recognized, too little emphasis is still paid to the problems 

raised by an Africanization of the teaching style. It looks as 

if cultural relativeness is an accepted notion with regard to 

the content of communications but not as far as their processes 

are concerned. ... Obviously, the first aspect of Africanization 

is more directly appealing at the political level than the second 

one. But does this mean that it is necessarily inoral? 

(CUgnet, 1991:92). 

Clignet differentiates between "classical" and "internal" colonial situations: The 

former refers to a colonial government linked with a metropolitan government in a 

different country (e.g., Guinea following the French colonization) while the later refers to 

a govermnent that has created a state of supremacy for new settlers in a land claimed by 

indigenous peoples (e.g. Australia). 



How does this quote relate with the educational realities of Guinea? 

During the second pai't of the colonial period (after 1920)/"' the French colonial 

administration produced a series of textbooks for African students. Relatively speaking, 

these textbooks reflected the cultural specificities of African students but modeled French 

metropolitan methodologies developed in the late 19"' and early 20"^ centuries. 

From Kelly's comparative study on French colonial education in West Africa and 

Indochina, we know that the content of colonial textbooks was different based on the 

cultural specificity of the people in each locale and the type of schooling that existed in 

these regions before their occupation by France (Kelly, 1991). According to Kelly, 

colonial textbooks in West Africa contrasted significantly with colonial textbooks in 

Indochina because colonial education in West Africa was offered selectively to the 

children of local elites. In Indochina, the French found a pre-colonial infrastructure for 

mass education that forced them to develop an extensive educational system. Kelly's 

observation was that in West Africa, French colonial authorities were sensitive to the 

social position of the African students and that this was not the case in Indochina where 

local elites and the society at large had access to formal schooling, 

^ The colonial period is often divided into three segments: 1898-1918; 1918-1938; and 

1938 to 1958; for the purposes of this discussion, I differentiate only between the early 

colonial years when the French colonial administration was still veiy fragile and the later 

years when the French developed an assimilationist educational system that favored the 

use of French as the only language of instruction (Diallo, 1999; 2002). 
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However, the sensitivity that the French showed toward West African students 

can not be overemphasized. For one part, West African people were represented with 

broad generalizations from the standpoint of the colonizer and for another part, the 

teaching methodologies integrated in these textbooks modeled early-20"' century literacy 

practices (e.g., the syllabic method, the use of mechanical drills, and the memorization of 

the "right" answers). 

After political independence, in many African countries including Guinea, 

curriculum development projects focused on representation issues more so than teaching 

methodologies. Rewriting local histories from the standpoint of African people was the 

biggest priority at the time, hi the context of chronic economic and political difficulties, 

the curriculum of elementary and secondary schools continued to be the same as in the 

colonial period. Very little changed as far as teaching methodologies are concerned. 

In Guinea, even when the state implemented the use of mother-tongue education, 

the books that were produced in African languages were actually adaptations of colonial 

primers. The syllabic method continued to be the preferred method of literacy 

development throughout the First Republic. Teacher education programs advocated the 

use of "active learning" but in reality most teachers taught the way that they had been 

taught favoring memorization, drilling, and the use of corporal punishment (interviews 

with teacher education professors in Conakry and Kankan). 

What was significantly different during the First Republic was the intention of the, 

State to create in political terms a "new person." Toure and his advisors highlighted 

constantly the importance of freeing the African mind from colonial beliefs and practices 
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(L' Ecole Guineene ou Centre d' Education Revolutionaire, 1979; Toure, 1972 &198r). 

The extend to which they were successful to do so, however, is disputable considering the 

sweeping education reforms in the post-1984 period.. 

Toure left a legacy of state oppression and a deep sense of cynicism about the 

intentions of those who rule (Sassine, 1985). In the years that followed the political 

transition of 1984, and more so during the Third Republic (1992 to present), discussions 

about ideology and colonization were replaced with discussions about the "best" methods 

to teach literacy, math, and French as a second language. 

Presently, the time constraints imposed on initial teacher preparation courses have 

left no room for in-depth discussions about broader issues including those related to 

language choice in the schools, economic development, and decolonization. And yet, 

initial teacher education programs prepare teachers to work in crowded classrooms where 

the implementation of student-centered methodologies can be very challenging. 

Identifying the classroom teacher as the principle agent of change under these 

circumstances is not an ethical choice. Teachers work under a lot of pressure to make 

students succeed in an educational system that uses a series of examinations to eliminate 

as many people as possible from higher educational levels. 

Despite the EFA guidelines that favor "basic schooling" for children ages 7 to 12, 

elementary teachers and the schools where they work are evaluated by the rate of success 

their students have on the exam that controls access to lower secondary schools. Wliat 

takes place in the classroom is unquestionably important but discussions about classroom 
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methodologies need to be connected with discussions about the role of formal schooling 

and the (re)production of social relationships (Fox, 1999; Masemann, 1999). 

Informed discussions about different types of literacy and different types of 

schooling are generally avoided in teacher education programs. Western literacies and 

schooling practices are hardly dicussed in comparison with local alternatives. In this 

way, teachers and teachers trainers have minimum opportunities to address in theory and 

in practice persistent questions about the harmonization of the educational system in 

Guinea (e.g. formal and informal sector; westernized and endogenous models of 

schooling; etc.). 

8.2. Contributions in the field of Language Policy and Planning & suggestions for future 

research. 

This study offers information about Guinea from the perspective of an 

outside researcher. As an outsider, I could address questions about language and 

schooling that local researchers tend to avoid either as politically sensitive or as 

irrelevant. Also, as an outsider, I could problematize a case study that seems to be very 

little known outside of the immediate region of West Africa. 

As far as I can tell, the historical experience of Guinea with mother-tongue 

education has not received as much attention as it merits even within the more specialized 
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literature of language policy and planning. There are a few Guinean people who write 

about the historical experience of Guinea in French but their writings are not widely 

circulated outside of French-spealdng communities (Bague, 2002; Diallo, 2002; 

Doualamou, 1981, 1981a; Sano, 2001; Soumah, 1998; Sylla, 1997). 

The participation of Guinea in the EFA forum has drawn some attention to the 

continuous challenges Guineans face as far as formal schooling is concerned but 

discussions within the EFA forum tend to highlight the technical aspects of achieving 

universal primary education by a certain time leaving little room available for historical 

analyses of any kind. 

My argument is that the case of Guinea can be very instructive to Guineans and 

non-Guineans alike for different reasons. To outsiders, it offers an opportunity to learn 

about the continuous efforts of the Guinean people to create an educational system that 

transcends the limitations of the colonial experience and restores a sense of unity and 

social cohesion in their society. To insiders, the historical experience of Guinea with 

mother-tongue education offers a reference point to study not only the recent educational 

history of their own country but the educational history of other African countries faced 

with similar challenges (e.g., Mali, Ghana, and Senegal in the immediate regions of West 

Africa and Tanzania, South Africa, and Namibia beyond that). 

Overall, the case of Guinea continues to be inspiring to those who hold to the 

ideals of social justice and freedom. It lends itself into a comparative study with the case 

of other countries that opted for a socialist orientation to development (e.g., Cuba, 

Nicaragua, and Grenada in Latin America) and faced similar difficulties in the 
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implementation and consolidation of their policies before and after the Cold War period. 

In relation to that, the case of Guinea can help us understand the limitations and the 

possibilities of formal processes of language policy and planning in the so called 

"developing world" (Escobar, 1995). 

Suggestions for future research include teacher-initiated research. Teacher 

research can be used to examine professional beliefs and attitudes toward the use of 

African languages in the schools from an insider's perspective. This would have the 

benefit of connecting theory with educational practice in a historical framework that 

would acknowledge the value of past and present curriculum reforms. One of the biggest 

ironies in the discourses about education after 1984 and throughout the 1990s is precisely 

the idea that "education before 1984 was not good because it was too political." 

The truth is that education has always been political even during the highly 

"technocratic" times of the post-1989 period (end of the Cold War). In this sense, the 

challenge is to engage elementary teachers in research activities that would allow them to 

adjust their beliefs and practices to the educational realities that they face (e.g., merge the' 

difference that separates literacies in European and African languages). 

Additional possibilities for research include the use of longitudinal studies that 

could combine statistical and ethnographic methods as proposed by Adegibja (1994) and 

modeled by researchers in other places across the world (Flores-Bustos, 2001; Ramos 

2001). Most important, research based on indigenous ways of knowing (Macedo, 1999; 

Semali & Kincheloe, 1999; Russell, 2001) needs to be pursued by those who have the 

linguistic and the cultural skills to do this type of work. Local teacher preparation centers 
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across Guinea could play a very important role in this process as they can facilitate 

communication processes in different languages and different scripts. Local teacher 

preparation centers need to be available to the communities they serve meaning their 

documentation facilities need to be equipped with print and other resources in the 

languages used in and out of the schools! 
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APPENDIX A: Introduction letter for Eva Gerente, LRC Department, 
University of Arizona (French) 

Je soussigne Dr. Richard Ruiz, Professeur au Departement de 
Langue, Lecture et Culture de i'Universite d'Arizona, Etats Um5, atieste que 
Mme Eva Gerente est biec etudiante en these de doctoral du dit 
Departement. Son projet dc recherche pone sur les croyar.ces et pratiques 
des enseignants sur la I:mgue d'apprendissage. Pour mener a bien cette etude, 
je voudrais par le biais de la presente, soliciter une etroite collaboration des 
autorites administratives et scolaires dans la prise de contacts avec les ecoles 
et les enseignants, Au-de!a de ['interet academique, I'etude de Mme Eva 
Gerente porte la promesse d'apporter des interets certains aux ecoles de la 
place, aux enseignants et eleves ainsi qu'aux communautes locales. 

Dans I'espoir d'une meilleure collabration entre les institutions de nos 
pays, je vous prie d'ageer rues sentiments distingues. 

Le 10 janvier 2001 

THt UNIVtRSrrYOf 

Calltfi^eof-ducaiicm 
l^ngitagc, Reading .ind Cutiuri 
P.O. 210CO9 

ARIZONA. Tucson. Ariior.a 85r2l-00l-<^ 
o;!] I J) L Voif.tf.TTV 

(52C^ Fax TUCSON ARIZONA 

Lettre de Presentation Conccrnant Mme Eva Ger.jnte 

Professeur Richard Ruiz 
Departement de Langue. Leaure et Culture 
Universite d'Arizona 

xc: Student File 



APPENDIX B: Ordre de Mission, MEPU-EC, 2001 

MiNISTERE DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT REPLBLIQUE DE GUINEE 
PRE-UNIVERSITAIRE 

ET DE L'EDUCATION CIVIQUE 
Travail-Jmiice-SoUdariii 

DIRECTION NATIONALS DE 
L'ENSEIGNEMEiNT EI.EMENTAIRE Conakry, Ic 15 Fcvrier 2001 

N^O 1/... ,33... ../DN'EE/M EI'U-EC 

IL EST ORDONNE A: Mme : Eva Gercntc 

FONCTIONS : CIterclieure 

NATIONALITE : GREQUE 

DE SE RENDRE A : dans ceriaines ecoles des DCE de Conakry: 

OB JET DE LA MISSION: Etude ethnographiqiie sur la langue 

d'apprenlissage dans les ecoles elenienUnres. 

DATE DE DEPART : Le 15/02/2001 

DATE DE RETOL'R : Fin de Mission 

Lcs Autorites Scolaires (DCE,Dirccfeiirs d'ecolcs ...) sont priecs dc 
facilitcr la prcsente mission 

LEDIRECTEU 
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APPENDIX Ba; Participation a une jounee de reflexion-debat, 
MEPU-EC,2001. 

MINISTERE DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT REPIJBLIQUE DE GUTNEE 
PliE-UNlVERSITAIiy!: ET DE 
L'EDUCATION CIVIQUE Travail - Justice - Solid:irite 

DIRECTION NATIONALE 
DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT ELEMENTAIRE 

(DNEE) 
01/ MEPU-EC/DNEE 

Conakry, le 30 avril 2001 

1-e Directeiir 

A 

Madame et Messieurs les Directeurs 
Communaux de rEducatioii - Ville 
de Conakry. 

Obiet : participation a tine journee de reflexion - debat 

Madame et Messieurs, 
Je vous infoiTne q'une journee de reflexion - debat sera organisee le jcudi, 

17 iVIai 2001, a 9 h 30, a I'Ecole Primaire de Tombo 2 - DCE de Kalourn sur la 
Politique de la langue aux ecoles elementaires . 

Les cadres suivants sont invites a y participer : les Dii'ecteurs des ecoles 
primaires de : 
- Tombo 2 et Sandei-valia de la DCE/Kaloum ; 

Camayerme plage, Dixinn Centre 1 et Dixinn Centre 2 de la DCE/Dixinn 
Lansebounyi et Touguiwondi de la DCE/Matam ; 
Ratoma konimodou et Kaporo de la DCB/Ratoma ; 

- yimbaya Tannerie et Sangoya Cite de la DCE/Matoto . 
Les frais de transport seront rembourses par les crganisateurs . 

Je sais compter sur votre diligence habituelle . 

A]t>hn MahtnoudoH DLALLQ 



APPENDIX C: Autorisation de Visite, MET-FP, 2002 

R E P U B L i O U E O E G U l N E E  .  
Tmvail • Justice - Solidahte 

MINISTERE DE L 'ENSEIGNEMENT TECHNIQUE 
ET DE LA FORMATION PROFESSIONNEL'LE 

B.P.: 2201/Telex: 22331 MDEC ' I 

/MET-FP /CAB/  .  

C o n a k r y ,  l o  

Le Secretaire QenerCi 

N/Re f ,  

V  /  R e '  

AUTORISATION DE VISITE 

II est autorisc 5 : 

Fonction : 

Nationalite: 

Mme EVA GERENTE 

Cherchcure a I'Universite de  I'ARIZONA TUCSON, AZ 

Grecque 

De visiter ks Ecolcs Norraales d'lnstituteurs (ENI) de Kindia- LalK - lOmkan et Nzerekore 

Poursuivre sa recherche sur Ic theme : 
« Etude ethnographique sur les conceptions des elives maitres et Sieves mattresses 

ainsi que des enseignanis et enseignantes de I'elementaire au snjet de la langue 
d'enseignement • apprentissage utilisee dans le systeme educatif gtiinien ». 

Date de depart; Lundi 25 iVIars 2002 

Dale de retour ; Fin de recherche 

Les Autorites rssponsables des ENI ainsi que celles des structures deconcentrees de rEdiicalion sont 

invitees S faciliter a Mme Eva Gerente raccomplissement correct de sa recherche. 
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APPENDIX D: Consent Fomi for semi-informal interviews (English) 

Dissertation Research Study 
Language ideologies among school teachers in the City of Conakry, Guinea 

Participant's Consent Form 
I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of the nature 
of the research study and of how I will participate in it, if I consent to do so. Signing this . 
form will indicate that T have been so informed and that I give my consent. Federal 
regulations require written informed consent prior to participation in this research study 
so that I can know the nature and risks of my participation and can decide to participate 
or not participate in a free and informed manner. 

Purpose 
I am being invited to voluntarily participate in the above-titled research project. The 
purpose of this project is to investigate the (de)evolution of language ideologies among 
school teachers in Guinea. This study will examine the relationship of beliefs and 
practices about language use and language choice for instructional purjioses. 

Selection Criteria 
I am being invited to participate because I am a teacher and/or I have been a teacher in 
the past thirty years or so (1968-2000). 

Procedure 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to participate in at least one interview and 
possibly in a group discussion once all interviews have been completed and a number of 
voluntary teachers have been identified to participate in a preliminary analysis of the 
information collected Irom this study. Also, if I agree to participate, I may invite the 
principal investigator, Eva Gerente, to conduct classroom observations that will focus on 
language use in the classroom for instructional purposes. 

Confidentiality 
All tapes, transcripts, and field-notes will be kept strictly confidential. Excerpts from 
some of the transcripts may be used in the final dissertation documents. I understand that 
a pseudonym will be substituted for my real name. 

I have read and understood the above information. My signature below indicates that 1 
agree to participate in this research study. 

Name (please print) Date 

Signature 
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APPENDIX Da ; Consent Form for semi-informal interviews (French) 

Etude de recherche preparee par Eva Gerente, etudiante en these du doctorat a 1' 
Universite d' Arizona (U.S.A.) 

Titre du proiet: Ideologies des enseignants Guineens sur la langue d' apprentissage 

Formulaire d' autorisation de recherche 
Je, soussigne , autorise ma participation dans 1' etude de 
recherche de Madame Eva Gerente sur les ideologies des enseignants Guineens par 
rapport a la langue d' apprentissage. Selon les reglements gouvernamentals des Etas 
Unis, c' est obligatoire d' avoir 1' autorisation ecrite de tous ceux qui participent dans ce 
type de recherche. Par consequence, Madame Eva Gerente, m' a invite a discuter avec 
elle les conditions de ma volontaire participation et de decider d' une maniere libre et 
bien informee si j' admets ou non ma participation a son projet. 

Bxit principal 
Je suis invite(e) a contribuer par ma volontaire participation a cette etude de recherche 
dont le but principal est d' examiner les croyances et pratiques des enseignants Guineens 
sur la langue d' apprendissage. 

Criteres de selection 
Je suis invite(e) a participer a cette etude de recherche parce que je suis un(e) 
enseignant(e) et/ou j' ai ete un(e) ancien(ne) enseignant(e). 

Processus 
Si j' autorise ma participation, je vais participer a deux ou trois entretiens individuels et 
ime discussion de group. Aussi, au cas ou j' autorise ma participation, Madame Eva 
Gerente pourrait faire des observations de classe pour examiner specifiquement 1' 
utilisation de la langue d' apprentissage. 

Confidentialite 
Toutes les cassettes, les transcriptions et les observations du terain vont etre gardees d' 
une maniere strictement confidentielle. Neamoins, certaines parties des transcriptions 
peuvent etre utilisees dans la these finale. Je comprends que mon identification (nom et 
prenom) va etre substituee avec un pseudonyme pour renforcer 1' anonymat. 

J' ai discute et compris 1' information sus-mentionnee et je sousigne F autorisation pour 
ma participation a cette etude. 

Nom et Prenom Date 

Signature 



APPENDIX Db; Consent Form for written surveys (French) 

Ecole Primare de 
Centre de Formation Initiale des Maitres en Guinee 

Date 

J' ai discute avec Mme Eva Gerente et M. Alhassane Balde des conditions de ma 
paiticipation, qui sont volontaires, a ce travail de recherche qui prote sur la langue d' 
apprentissage dans les ecoles elementaires de Guinee. J' ai compris que les donnees 
collectes dans le cadre de cette enquete restent confidentielles et ne servent que pour des 
besoins academiques. Par consequent, je dorme 1' autorisation a Mme Gerente et M. 
Balde d' utiliser mes reponses dans ce projet. 

Nom Prenoms Emargement 
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APPENDIX E: Interview Guide (English)®^ 

Part A: Biographical aspects 

1. Academic preparation: what was your preparation to become a teacher'? 

2. Personal reasons (motivation) to work as a teacher: Did you choose this 

profession? If yes, why did you choose to work as a teacher? If no, what did you 

prefer? 

3. What was the attitude of your parents toward formal education? Did their 

attitudes have an influence on you (in your work as a teacher)? 

4. At what age did you start school? Where did you live at that time (rural, semi-

rural, urban areas)? 

5. Did teaching meet your professional and social aspirations? In what ways? What 

is the status of teaching in your social environment? 

6. The present language policy favors the use of French. Nonetheless, during the P'' 

republic, there was a language policy that favored the use of several African 

languages and French. What could you tell me on that? What was your personal 

experience with the use of African languages in the schools? Were you a student 

or a teacher at the time? What is your actual position (opinion) on the use of 

African language in the schools? 

This is an interview guide for semi-informal interviews with classroom teachers; this 

guide was adopted from Cole, A. & Knowles, J.G. 2000. Researching teaching: 

Exploring teacher development through reflexive inquirv. Boston, MA: Allyn and 

Bacon. 
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PartB: Teaching Today 

1. How would you describe yourself as a teacher (your relationships with 

students, parents, other teachers, educational authorities, etc.)? 

2. What are your basic ideas about education? Where do they come fiom 

(religion, professional education, friends, etc.)? Do your own ideas about 

education correspond with those of the actual education system'.^ 

3. Wliat is the origin of your methods of teaching? Why do you think that these 

methods facilitate student learning? What do you think that a teacher could 

do to facilitate student learning (in terms of methods, material, and language 

choice)? How do you know if students learn a lesson? How do you 

encourage/motivate your students? Why some students have learning 

difficulties? Why some students fail at school? 

4. Wliich language do you use at school, in the classroom, in the playground, 

outside of school? How do you make/explain your choices? 

5. What are the most important subject areas to teach? 

6. What are the most interesting areas to learn (for students)? 

7. Does the official program meet the needs of the students? 

8. What is the actual relationship between formal schooling and job market? 

9. What are the most difficult aspects of your job as a teacher? What are the 

most advantageous parts of this job? 

10. How is teaching different today than the time you were a student (if it is)? 

11. How are you informed about the new trends/methods in teaching? 
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Part C: What sense do you make of all that? 

1. According to you, what is the best possible method to introduce elementary 

students to literacy and schooling? 

2. Considering the different educational reforms that took place after political 

independence, which ones have been successful? Which ones have failed? 

Why? 

3. Specifically for the use of African languages in the schools, what do you 

propose? What are the lessons of the past that we can keep to i mprove 

student learning in Guinea? 

4. What are your own needs as a teacher (methods, materials, etc.). Where do 

you see yourself in five years from now? 

5. What is the role of the school today? 

6. If you were the Minister of Education, what kind of actions would you take to 

improve education in Guinea? 
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APPENDIX Ea: Interview Guide (French) 

Premiere Partie : Aspects Biographiques 

1. Preparation acadanique: Quelle etait votre preparation pour devenir enseignant? 

2. Motivation pour choisir la profession de 1' enseignant: Est-ce que vous avez 

choisit ce metier? Si oui, pourquoi vous avez choisir de travailler comrae un 

enseignant? Si non, qu' est-ce que vous voulez choisir en plus? 

3. Quelles etaient les valeurs ou les dispositions de vos parents en vers 1' education 

formelle (la scolarisation des enfants)?? Est-ce que ces valeurs ont-eu une 

influence sur vous (par rapport a la maniere que vous faites votre travail d' 

enseignant)? 

4. A quel age avez vous commence 1' ecole? Oii est-ce que vous avez loge pendant 

ce temps la? (ecole rurale, semi-rurale, urbaine). 

5. Comment votre travail comme enseignenant a satifait votres aspirations 

professionnelles, sociales, etc? Quelle est le status d' un enseignant parmi votre 

milieur social? 

6. La presente politique de la langue de V education favorise le fran^ais. 

Neanmoins, pendant la premiere republique, il y avait une politique qui favorisait 

plusieurs langues nationales et le frangais. Qu' est que vous pouvez me raconter 

sur 9a? Quelle etait votre experience avec 1' utilization des langues nationales a 1' 

education? Vous etiez un(e) eleve ou un(e) enseignant(e)? Quelle est votre 

position actuelle sur 1' utlisation des langues nationales a 1' ecole? 
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Deuxieme Partie: Aspects du travail actuel 

1. Quelle type d' enseignant etes-vous? Quelle type de relations avez vous avec des 

eleves, des parents, autres enseignants, les authorites scolaires, etc? 

2. Quelles sont vos idees fondamentales pour 1' education? D' ou viennent ces 

idees? (religion, formation professionnelle, amis, etc). Est-que vos propres idees 

sur r education correspondent avec celles du systeme scolaire actuel, de 1' ecole 

ou vous travaillez aujourd'hui, etc? 

3. Identifier des methodes/techniques d' enseignement que vous utiliser dans la 

classe. Quelle est leur origine? Pourquoi vous croyez que ces methodes aident 

vos eleves dans les apprentissages? Que pensez-vous qu' un enseignant puisse 

faire pour faciliter les apprentissage aux eleves (sur le plan materiel, pedagogique 

et par rapport, a la langue d' apprentissage)? Comment savez-vous qu'un eleve 

maitrise une le9on? Comment faites-vous pour encourager, motiver les enfants? 

Pourqoui certains eleves eprouvent des difficultes d' apprentissage? Pourquoi 

certains eleves echouent a 1' ecole? 

4. Quelle langue utilisez avec les eleves en classe, a recreation, en dehors de 1' 

ecole? Pourquoi a tel lieu utilisez-vous telle langue? Pourquoi differentes 

langues pour differents endroits? 

5. Quels sont les sujets/contenus les plus/moins importants a enseigner? 

6. Quels sont les sujets/contenus qui interessent le plus les eleves? 

7. Est-ce que le programme official s' accorde aux besoins des eleves? 

8. Quelle est la relation entre 1' ecole et le marche d' emploi, aujourd'hui? 
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9. Quelles sont les aspects plus difficiles de votre travail comme enseignant? Les 

aspects les plus avantageux? 

10. En quoi votre maniere d'enseigner est-elle differente de celle du temps ou vous 

etiez eleve (au cas ou il est different). 

11. Comment etes-vous informe sur les nouvelles idees/methodes d' enseignement? 

Troisieme Partie: Comment vous comprennez les conditions de votre travail comme 

enseignant? 

1. A votre avis, quelle est la meilleur methode pour introduire/acceullir les eleves 

Guineens a 1' ecole? Pour les enseigner a lire et a ecrire? 

2. Parmi toutes les reformes educatives apres 1' independence, quelles sont celles qui 

ont reussi? Quelles sont celles qui ont echoue? Pourquoi? 

3. Specifiquement pour 1' utilisation des langues nationales a 1' ecole, qu' est-ce-que 

vous avez a proposer? Quelles sont les le9ons du passe qu' on peut garder pour 

ameliorer 1' apprentissage des eleves en Guinee? 

4. Quelles sont vos propres besoins en tant qu' enseignant? (materiaux, methodes, 

autre...)? Dans cinq ans que pensez-vous devenir? 

5. A quoi sert 1' ecole aujourd'hui? 

6. Si vous etiez ie Ministre de 1' Education, qu' est-ce que vous proposerez pour 1' 

amerlioration de 1' education en Guinee? 
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APPENDIX F : Written Survey (English) 

1. Date of Birth 
2. Sex: Male Female (Check the one that applies to you). 
3. Ethnicity (optional). 
4. Highest level of schooling completed. 
5. When did you start teaching? 
6. Why did you choose to become a teacher? 
7. What type of academic training did you receive to become a teacher? Does this 

training respond to your needs as a classroom teacher? 
8. What was you personal experience at the time when African languages were used 

in the schools for instructional purposes (before 1984)? Did you study in an 
African language? Did you teach in an African language? If yes, how was that for 
you? 

9. What method do you use to teach French in your classroom? Describe the 
methodology or the steps that you use. 

10. What methods do you use to teach other subject areas included in the school 
curriculum? Are these methods different or similar form the methods used before 
1984? If yes, in which ways? 

11. Do you use an African language for instructional purposes right now? For which 
purpose? 

12. According to you, do the Guineans students have learning difficulties at school? 
What kind of difficulties? What would be the cause of these difficulties? What 
would be your recommendation to address these difficulties? 

13. According to you, do the test results in the entrance exam from elementary to 
middle school (BREVET) are low? If yes, how do you explain that? 

14. As a teacher, what are your needs? What are professional aspirations? In five 
years from now, what would you like to be? 

15. What would you propose for the use of African languages in the schools of 
Guinea? 

16. What would you propose for the improvement of elementary schools, in Guinea? 
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APPENDIX Fa : Written Survey (French) 

1. Annee de naissance 
2. Sexe: Masculin ... Feminin ... (Cochez la case qui correspond a votre cas) 
3. Ethnic (facultatif) 
4. Experience academique (secondaire, universite, college technique, autre) 
5. Depuis quand enseignez-vous ? 
6. Pourquoi avez-vous choisi le metier d' enseignant ? 
7. Est-ce que la formation que vous (recevez actuellement) avez-vous re9u au passe 

repond a vos attentes ? 
8. Quelle est votre propre experience par rapport a 1' utilisation des langues 

nationales dans les ecoles ? Avez-vous etudie en langues nationales ? Avez vous 
enseigne en langues nationales ? Si oui comment cela s' est passe?' 

9. Quelle methode utilisez-vous pour enseigner le fran9ais? Decrivez les etapes ou 
la methodologie. 

10. Quelles sont les techniques et/ou rnethodes d' enseignement que vous utilisez 
pour les differents sujets du curriculum ? (par example : les maths, la 
geographic, etc.). Comment ces methodes sont elles semblables aux methodes 
utilisees avant 1984 ? Comment different-elles des methodes du passe ? 

11. Utilisez-vous actuellement les langues nationales en classe ? A quelle occasion ? 
12. Selon vous est-ce que les eleves guineens ont des difficultes d' apprentissage ? 

Quelle type de difficultes ? Quelle est 1' origine de ces difficultes ? Quelles sont 
vos recommendations pour resoudre ce genre de difficulte? 

13. Pourquoi d' apres vous, les resultats scolaires des eleves de 1' elementaire sont-ils 
faibles lors des differents compositions et examens d' entree en 7enie ? 

14. En tant que (futur) enseignants, quels sont vos besoins ? Quelles sont vos 
aspirations professionnelles ? Dans cinq ans que pensez-vous devenir ? 

15. Que proposerez-vous pour 1' utilisation des langues natonales a F ecole ? 
16. Que proposerez-vous pour 1' amelioration de la qualite de 1' enseignement ? 
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APPENDIX G: Summative tables of follow-up study 
Responses by Gender 
(NR=No Response) 

Recommendations for LN Women Men NR Totals 
Introduce the African languages in the schools 
gradually and methodologically. 

13 13 

The African languages are important, necessary, 
or otherwise desirable at school. 

3 8 11 

Use African languages as a subject area (like 
math and history). 

9 

8% 

18 

18% 

1 

100% 

28 

13% 
Choose one language for the whole country to 
teach it as a subject area. 

2 3 5 

Use African language to facilitate communication 
in class/L2 acquisition in French. 

46 

38% 

28 

27% 

74 

33% 
The African languages are not necessary at 
school. 

8 3 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the school. 10 5 15 

Teach in French. 2 2 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by students. 1 I 

Prohibit the use of African languages in the 
schools, all together. 

32 

27% 

18 

18% 

50 

22% 
No response 7 4 11 

Total 120 

54%, 

102 

46% 

10 

0.5% 

223 

100% 
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Responses by Age 
(year of birth: year braclcets; NR = No Response) 

Recommendations for LN after 
1980 

1970 
1979 

I960 
1969 

1950 
1959 

before 
1950 

NR Totals 

Introduce the African languages in the 
schools gradually and methodologically. 

2 9 2 13 

The African languages are important, 
necessary, or otherwise desirable at school. 

1 3 I 2 4 11 

Use African languages as a subject area 
(like math and history). 

1 

7% 

4 

4%> 

5 

13% 

13 

25% 

2 

15% 

3 

50% 

28 

13% 
Choose one language for the whole 
country to teach it as a subject area. 

1 1 3 5 

Use African language to facilitate 
communication in class/L2 acquisition in 
French. 

3 

21% 

33 

33%o 

20 

51% 

13 

25% 

4 

31% 

1 

17% 

74 

33% 
The African languages are not necessary at 
school. 

1 8 2 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the 
school. 

2 10 2 [ 15 

Teach in French. 3 1 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by 
students. 

1 1 

Prohibit the use of African languages in 
the schools, all together. 

6 

43% 

28 

28%, 

6 

15%, 

7 

14% 

1 

8% 

2 

33% 

50 

22% 
No response 1 2 2 11 

Total 14 100 39 51 13 6 223 

6%> 45% 17% 23% 6% 3% 100% 
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Responses by Role before 1984 
(ST= student; TR= teacher; ST & TR== student and teacher; none= neither student or 

teacher; NR=No Response) 

Recommendations for LN ST TR ST & TR none NR Totals 
Introduce the African languages in the 
schools gradually and methodologically. 

2 6 1 3 1 13 

The African languages are important, 
necessary, or otherwise desirable at 
school. 

2 6 2 1 11 

Use African languages as a subject area 
(like math and history). 

7 

10% 

11 

28%o 

1 

8%> 

6 

8%, 

J 

11% 

28 

13% 
Choose one language for the whole 
country to teach it as a subject area. 

2 1 1 1 5 

Use African language to facilitate 
communication in class/L2 acquisition in 
French 

28 

39%> 

9 

25% 

6 

46%, 

21 

30%, 

10 

57% 

74 

55% 
The African languages are not necessary 
at school 

4 7 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the 
school 

6 1 7 1 15 

Teach in French 1 1 2 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by 
students 

1 1 

Prohibit the use of African languages in 
the schools, all together 

14 

19%o 

5 

75% 

2 

15% 

23 

32% 

6 

22% 

50 

22% 
No response 6 1 1 1 2 11 

Total 72 

32%> 

40 

18% 

13 

6% 

71 

32% 

27 

12% 

223 

100% 
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Responses by year of graduation from teaching preparation centers 
(in year brackets; NR-No Response) 

Recommendations for LN Before 
1968 

1968 
to 
1984 

1985 
to 

1997 

1998 
to 

2002 

NR Totals 

Introduce the African languages in the 
schools gradually and methodologically. 

2 6 3 2 13 

The African languages are important, 
necessary, or otherwise desirable at 
school. 

3 5 3 11 

Use African languages as a subject area 
(like math and history). 

3 

23% 

9 

27% 

2 

12%, 

4 

3% 

10 

27% 

28 

13% 
Choose one language for the whole 
country to teach it as a subject area. 

1 1 1 2 5 

Use African language to facilitate 
communication in class/L2 acquisition in 
French. 

3 

23% 

7 

21%, 

8 

50% 

42 

42% 

14 

38% 

74 

33% 
The African languages are not necessary 
at school. 

10 1 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the 
school. 

2 1 11 1 15 

Teach in French. 1 o J 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by 
students. 

1 1 

Prohibit the use of African languages in 
the schools, all together. 

2 

15% 

5 

15% 

2 

12%, 

39 

31% 

2 

5% 

50 

22% 
No response 2 2 5 2 n 

Total 13 

6% 

33 

15% 

16 

7% 

124 

56% 

37 

17% 

223 

100% 
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Responses by Experience*^^ 
(PS= positive; PS but= positive but; NR= No Response; DF== difficult) 

Recommendations for LN PS PS 
but 

NR DF Totals 

Introduce the African languages in the 
schools gradually and methodologically. 

6 1 5 1 13 

The African languages are important, 
necessary, or otherwise desirable at school. 

4 5 2 11 

Use African languages as a subject area 
(like math and history). 

7 

24% 

4 

17%, 

11 

9%o 

6 

13% 

28 

13% 
Choose one language for the whole 
country to teach it as a subject area. 

1 2 2 5 

Use African language to facilitate 
communication in class/L2 acquisition in 
French 

7 

24% 

8 

35%o 

45 

36%, 

14 

30% 

14 

33% 
The African languages are not necessary at 
school 

1 9 1 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the 
school 

2 9 4 15 

Teach in French 3 1 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by 
students 

1 1 

Prohibit the use of African languages in 
the schools, all together 

3 

10% 

3 

75% 

29 

23% 

15 

32% 

50 

22% 
No response 1 1 8 1 n 

Total 29 

13%> 

23 

10%o 

124 

56% 

47 

21%> 

223 

100%> 

Experience refers to the way the informant qualified his or her experience at school at the time when 
African languages where used (1968 to 1984). 
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Responses by place of residence''^ 
(CKR= Conakry; KN= Kindia; LB=Labe; KA=Kank;an; NZ=Nzerekore) 

Recommendations for LN CKR KN LB KA NZ Totals 

Introduce the Afiican languages in the 
schools gradually and methodologically. 

3 4 3 2 1 13 

The African languages are important, 
necessary, or otherwise desirable at school. 

3 4 3 I 11 

Use African languages as a subject area 
(like math and history). 

11 

22% 

8 

J6% 

2 

4% 

3 

9% 

4 

10% 

28 

13%, 

Choose one language for the whole 
country to teach it as a subject area. 

4 1 5 

Use African language to facilitate 
communication in class/L2 acquisition in 
French 

18 

3J% 

18 

37% 

10 

22% 

10 

29% 

18 

43%> 

74 

33% 

The African languages are not necessary at 
school 

1 3 3 :> 1 11 

Avoid the use of African languages in the 
school 

2 5 3 1 4 15 

Teach in French 1 1 1 1 4 

Prohibit the use of African languages by 
students 

1 1 

Prohibit the use of African languages in 
the schools, all together 

5 

J0% 

7 

14% 

20 

43%> 

7 

20% 

11 

26% 

50 

22% 

No response J 3 4 1 11 

Total 51 49 46 35 42 223 

23% 22% 21% 16% 19'% 100% 

Residence refers to the place where the informant was when we did the written survey. 
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Appendix H: Transcription guide 

T: for teacher 

M: for male student 

F: for female student 

U: for male or female student 

W: for the whole class 

(...): three periods indicate unfinished phrases (by the speaker) 

( ): more than three periods indicate non-transcribed parts. 

[ ] sections in brackets indicate summaries of actions that we could not record 

verbatim or visually 

( ) sections in parentheses indicate general information about the circumstances 

of each lesson 

(( )) sections in double parentheses indicate introductory comments abo\it each 

classroom (e.g., class size; years of teaching experience; etc.). 

" " sections in double apostrophes indicate phrases in French 

{} sections in tilted parentheses indicate translations from French to English 

within examples of French texts copied from the board. 
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APPENDIX I; When the language of schooling becomes the language of crying 

Midho fillitanaade dho Evapiihunjalniikun,fenyunookun fewndo ko mi Janganyo lekkol 
I am retelling to Eva something funny that happened when I was an elementary student. 

Hari midho joodhodii e gooreejo an gorko. Himo inne Buru hoore fello 
I was sitting next to a male friend of mine. His name was Buru from the top of the 
mountain. 

Nyandejo, muse amen laandimo goodhun o ronki jaabaade 
That day, our teacher asked him something that he couldn't answer. 

Muse amen piiyimo haa o attyitimo 
Our teacher beat him and then let him go. 

Bura ari jooni takko an. Himo wulla, himo siinyoo kono hiimo jaalniino haa. 
Bura came to sit next to me. He was crying, he was weeping, but he was joking too. 

0 inni "dhun ko buy musi. No musi hakkema no musi wullotakko e pulaar 
He said, "That hurts a lot. It hurts so much that I won't cry in Pulaar. " 

Ko e faransi wullotoo." O inni, "histruiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!"'' 
1 will cry in French. " He said, "Anstruiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!" 

This story happened in a rural area in Middle Guinea in 1969; this was a 6"^ grade 

class; the person who told me the story was the student who was seating next to Bura. 

"Instruire" in French means to instruct and "s' instruire" to learn; the crying sound may 

be a creative adaptation of that verb; it may be not. 
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APPENDIX J: Beau Lutteur Noir 

n BEAU LUTTEUR NOIR 
Tii iK'SXi, 
Cmmw hyfjiitnisc 
Ptir te dn I ra« inc 
Tu titf-i-JjllVi 
I tKMlfft# 
Avaw rfrttpijiftrtmf!? 
I>i't*riiinds m 

fbii5»ii»<is Ja 
'}xi jKOM'i—J c».s;5: ' 

CM; < t'»\ tiikjihf i,U''-bum 
{"Ij ic^.'it'xr ««.*«.'Ilf.i'i h 
L, <»• 
?.c>(y S .tijftii iJ«ir 

.14, t'fcoR:*: SdltS«l(i 
tji K« iWW 
i .ysfssi ! 
hvsiM ow ! •'•»» f 
l.a -ikvc 'ie falbrt 
J>iillie4e islii. maalwcs 
•Swrtlate ivmiiists 
5'« fsu iM COTlt« 

QMC £« ff, S««t 
Moil luM-fiis noil 
Olfffld tM l« 
fm.1) mistttcr •;» fMaifU'M 
A I'ssaWth'JiK'Si <;ie J- Ui-H'sd 

I tifi'Stt f 

Cited from HOTizMwd:^friaue^^ CM2/6eme 
France. A.C.C.T./EDICEF. p:I29. 
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57 LE VOLEVR 

: '".it-ujh*, cnk'ixl;ij( 
iMo.-iSSt.- ,v trrjii -i; tivi.i. sc a*s4;tr.i 1 (;•. 
ni.i'H.iW'C 0;:'AtK Ic sii-.'r.i.* : •<(!,• Iv^. 

1. Jv" 'a dtixiii';),; sk 
r-iHr., ii "'i'U ;l ui.;- d.tiirf.. 
M IA ;( J'-*' ;lix«ouis f.ti 
- Cc v;c-j'» tiiu sr. ,v,« tte Usi mi.'ii -i 
rsiC-r.-.,' S,( 1̂.- l.j -:invrc ; 
rir.i'T.rti,., !; :ir,i k, I'ts.- ;? 'x !;yj)c Mv.eiM 

Siis? frtlsiU-1'. Slit, il ,iiii 4 .1 
1.^ liiC.M ~ hs * i.tf K.. ' i It-
> ), u -t U'i 

il ••:i ifV i i-7l '-•.,1 f VjX'!) 
t d  fir'-'!- v ' ; ?  " r z - M I '  

; * r U ! 5 i  t  s ; ! >  < ; t  
^\s« t 

K iiss :i u 
i'l"'- riVisni-^ frhi- :*.:'.'u.-
i ; i ,  • ; . ; ) •  n - . *  - i j r o s . i . - . i !  . i n w i i  .  
'c'.iJ r, la Ii 

<s! t >'^:n1 1 vi'.sijl rjc" Jr tr'ir*** J-i 
Jr >.1 -li-iti* J ir -r-fptt!-' -.t* I'f I: •''•s'm;i>rc Rvp-uSlyrc, !l «vtvcnji; 
!<; n*rv tir • < <;UK-cn'ii!;ti ii j4.'C,.(ri'f nijJ !•> sUiif 

?J''' '•>" '5 iriiricJiCHU-i. 
Ch^i^ic vvft-mc si iSan*; «t lit j- f c ;v 

I,''*-; (ib» «i'J, 'c i.'h;<*i. I; i A h -s-ii 
i.t.tC'.'.-u rtt J ,jf Mt ^ W 
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Cited from Horizons d' Afrique : Perspectives Francophones 
France. A.C.C.T./EDICEF. p; 150. 

CM2/6eiTie annee. 
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